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The 60% collapse in the world oil price between January and March has destabilized the international
financial system, and accelerated the impetus toward what has been called, "a new depression, on top of
the present depression."
W hat should be done? The answer is simple. Impose an emergency oil import tariff now. The free
marketeers, and their Soviet friends, will scream about it, but the measure is the most readily available
.
alternative to halt the unraveling of the bankrupt international and national financial system.

Did you know that ...

$250 billion of U.S. banks' domestic assets
will go bad, in the wake of the collapse of oil
prices since November 1985. The crash will by
no means be limited to banks' loans to energy
companies.
• Conditions have been set for a general
panic among savings-bank depositors,
whose $1.2 trillion in deposits lack federal
insurance backing.
•

• The U.S. is on the verge of a revolution in .
medical technology. But the Gramm-Rudman
budget-cutters and Washington cost.
accountants threaten to keep these technologies
from being introduced, and are "reforming" the
Medicare and medicaid system into a means for
wholesale euthanasia against America's sick
and elderly.

Since the fall of 1979 Lyndon LaRouche's forecasts have established a record unparalleled in accuracy
by any other economic forecasting service in the nation. Data Resources International and Chase
Econometrics proved unable, in the fall of 1979, to correctly forecast the consequences of the credit
policy then being initiated from the Federal Reserve by Paul Volcker. LaRouche did, in the EIR
Quarterly Economic Report. Those agencies, and their co-thinkers, have been repeatedly exposed as
incompetent bunglers, while the LaRouche record has bee� maintained.
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European HttUlquarters:

W e are pleased to release this issue on the 210th anniversary of

the American Declaration of Independence. When the Founding
Fathers declared their dedication to uphold "certain inalienable
rights," they intended these to apply to all peoples, and the sover
eignty of all nations to be upheld. Today, these principles are mor
tally threatened by the "New Yalta" arrangement between the back
ers of the International Monetary Fund and the military dictatorship
in the Kremlin_ Therefore, we feature this week several items dedi
cated to the principle of national sovereignty:
• Our cover Feature addresses the treason in Washington, the
congressional sabotage of the Strategic Defense Initiative. Under the
rubric of "budgetary constraints" demanded by the Gramm-Rudman
bill, Republicans and Democrats have joined forces against the most
important U.S_ military program of the postwar period. Behind this
deadly capitulation to Moscow's demands, there lurks the elite pol
icy-making grouping known as "The Trust."
•

Our Strategic Studies section highlights the threat which So

viet low-intensity warfare currently poses to the Federal Republic of
Germany. In such warfare, the psychological battle isMellhllle=
always more
important than military engagements per se, and Helga Zepp-La

Rouche shows how far German politicians have already given in to
Soviet pressure_ We also present the first English translation of
excerpts from Brig.-Gen_ F. A, von der Heydte's classical treatment
of the subject.
• In Peru, President Alan Garda is waging a courageous battle
for the sovereignty of the nation, against the Shining Path terrorists
and their promoters from the international press and such groups as
Amnesty International. Our report includes a first-hand study of the
horrendous conditions in Peru's prisons, inherited by Garda from
previous regimes.
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• The lead to our Economics section addresses the debt crisis in
Mexico, which bankers fear could bring down the world monetary

nomination, Lyndon LaRouche analyzes the global strategic-finan
cial context in which the Mexican developments are occurring.

•
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Central bankers warP.
of financial collapse
,

by David Goldman and William Engdahl

Two recently retired governors of European central banks,
Fritz Leutwiler of Switzerland and Guido Carli of Italy,
warned at the end of June that the Mexico crisis may lead to
the early collapse of the world banking system. The mood
among European central and private bankers is grim: They
accurately characterize American efforts to contain the Mex
ico crisis, and the broader crisis from which it stems, as
hopelessly flawed . But they offer no means out of a disaster
which a growing number of them believe to be inevitable .
Leutwiler, who served first as head of the Swiss National
Bank, and then as president of the Bank for International
Settlements, was interviewed on West German television
June 24. He said: "The world monetary system is extremely
sensitive . If some debtor country, for example Mexico, were
to declare a debt moratorium-and I must say that I do not
think they will-this would create tremendous problems; it
would lead to a collapse . This collapse would also hit the
German banks, as well as others . " Leutwiler insisted on the
need to maintain the International Monetary Fund ' s austerity
conditionalities to enforce orderly debt repayment .
The European central banks, according to senior officials
of the Bank for International Settlements, have already de
cided that Mexico is America ' s problem, since the over
whelming majority of Mexico' s $ 1 00 billion in bank loans
are owed to U . S . banks . But former Italian central bank
governor Guido Carli, one of the principal architects of the
monetary arrangements following the 1 97 1 collapse of the
Bretton Woods monetary system, warned a journalist June
26 that Mexico' s impact would be global : "The Europeans
must also come into the Mexico debt crisis situation and
recognize their responsibility . We have an equal interest in
preventing a major crisis at the periphery of the world finan4
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cial system from spreading . Recall that it was a crisis in the
periphery , at that time the colla se of KreditanstaIt in Vienna.
which brought the world to coUapse in 193 1 . Mexico today
I
is similar in its potential .
"We are close to the edge of the second worldwide
depression, and it could be worse than the first one ," Carli
warned in a speech on June 25!at the 20-year anniversary of
the establishment of the Istituto
' Italo-Latino Americano in
Rome .

p

Who picks up the bill?
A senior official of the Basel Bank for International Set
tlements said June 19 that the pttoblems of Mexico' s debt "are
problems for Washington and the U . S . banks . The solution
lies in Washington, and must be official . These are very
serious problems . " The spokesman added that the United
States could do one of two things: directly aid Mexico, the
more rational course, or directly aid its own banks.
Of course, as the Bank for International Settlements staff
argues, the United States can �ar alone the cost of a Mexican
bailout-$IO billion up front if Washington chooses to bail
out the country, or much more afterwards, if Washington has
to bail out Mexico bankers . That is also the view of the major
Swiss banks .
A senior official of one of the "big three" Swiss private
banks told EIR , "Although the U . S . banks are certainly in
some ways more prepared for a shock than in 1 982, the
difficulties, as a whole, could be far greater than in 1982 . In
addition to their problems in less-developed countries ' debt,
you now have the considerable problems of the oil lending ,
agriculture debts, and now increasingly real-estate debt prob
lems . If yo� add to that the pn¥ iferation in the U . S . banking
EIR
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syst em of off-balanc e-sheet lending over the past four years ,
this is very serious . " In event of a worst-case bank crisis
breaking over Mexic o, he emphasized, "It is the policy of
our bank and the Swiss national bank as well, that, in suc h a
case , thisp roblem must be solved by the lender of last resort ,
the national c ountry most concerned. The BIS would not
assume this role; it is not intended t o
national basis . "
Carli justifiably fears that American capitulation t o Mex
ican nationalism would demonstrate the bankruptcy of Wash
ington ' s entire policy sinc e 1 98 2 , when the debt crisis first
broke out . A bailout from Washington would immediately
put the U . S. dollar at mortal risk: America needs $ 150 billion
rf om foreigners to financ e its payments deficit, and the Mex
ci o situationc ould provide the trigger for a general exodus of
short-term foreign funds invested in the United State s .
I n tum , ac ollapse o f the dollar would have a devastating
impac t upo n the prin cipal dollar market, the City of Lo ndon .
British bankers vehemently reject the notion that the Mexico
c risis should b e , or eve n c an be, im
l ite d t o
banks . "Nobody discusses it. but the fact is that the over
whelming bulk of the dollars loaned to Mex ci o and other
Latinc ountries during t h
fr om
tered Bank in London said . "This is because of domestic
restric tions limiting the loan exposure of U . S . banks . The
multiplier of the unregulated E urodollar markets, via B aha
mas or other branches, were the way the banks evaded these
restric tions . In 1 982, this fac t was largely put in the back
gro und as all banks internationally closed ranks to save the
system. Today , the situation is different , and the issue of who
is really ' l
be pressed . This ' l
c lear, even aft er the Banco Ambrosiano Lux embourg scan
dals." Swiss bank officials insist that the larg est lending banks
are Americ an , and , therefore , the U . S . Federal R eserve must
be the " lender of last resort ," i . e,
. assume ultimate respon
sibility for a de bt default crisis .
A further complication, from the British standpoint, is
that the U . S . administration appears hell- bent on breaking
the Mexic ans ' political will, at the cost of a confrontation
that would devastate the banks . "There is a growing diver
genc e in polic y evident between some of the E uropean banks
and the U . S. banks on how to deal with the Mex ican crisis,"
rep orted a well-informed British banker. " This policy diver
genc e isc ertainly true for the Swiss , and I think also to an
extent the West G erman banks. They feel the U nited States
is going against its own self- intere st as well as that of the
internation al banking system by its persisting insistence that
the letter of the debt agreements be observed . "
But Mexico, up on which the attention o f the world bank
ing establishment now focuses, may not be the trigger for a
financial p anic. Some E uropean bankers fear the politic al
conseq uenc es of the isolation of South Africa muc h more.
Another danger lies in the speCU lative financial mark ets
EIR
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themselve s , whose volume of trad ing b as d oubled i ne ac h of
the past three years. O ne C ity of L oRd on anal yst bel e
i ve s ,
"The imminent financ ial 'B ig B ang ' i n L ond onc ou dl b e the
trigger for a g ol bal financ ai lc rash." T he " Big B ang "c omes
O ct. 26, when L ond orl financi al market s wil l bec ome fully
deregulated , on the Wall St e
r et mod el.

LaRouche comments
on Mexico debt bomb
The following comments are excerptedfrom a news release
issued on June 25 by Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.. candidate
for the /988 U.S. presidential nomination of the Democratic
Party. He was the author. in /982. oftlproposalforWestern
. Hemisphere monetary reform. known as "Operation Juar
ez." which has been the central issue in policy fights at the
highest level of government in the United States and other
republics of this hemisphere.
.. . Any discussion of the Mexic o deb t-c risis must take the
following sort of bac kg round information into acc ount. This
past March, leading Swiss bankers announc ed an m
i minent
collapse of the U . S. banking system. and emphasized mea
sures being tak en by Swiss and German banks to insulate
themselves against the effec t of an Americ an banking-system
collapse . At present. Oc .
t 25, 1986. the date of deregulation
of the British stoc k-market. is viewed a s the pro bable time of
outbreak of the new world depr ession. The wor d amon g the
world' s top bankingc irc les today. is "q uiet panic." I predic t
no exact date for the financi al blow- ou .
t The new worldwide
financialc rashc ouldc ome at al most any time . . . .
The signific anc e of the new outbre ak of the Mexic o debt
crisis. coinc iding with the South Afric an situat ion. and the
situ ation in Peru. Brazil. an d Argentin a.c ould be the rt igger
to set off a c hain-reac tion inside the hig hly unstable U.S .
banking-system. This i s ke y to unde rstanding the outright
insanity c oming out of the H elms C ommittee hearings on
Mexic o and Panama. The New Y ork b ank ers are demanding
that all of Central and South Americ a be c rushed into sub
mission to the desperate bank ers' new r ound of demands rf om
these countries....
It is most interesting to witness h
t at the same sections of
the Congress and Exec uti ve Branch whic h are usually the
loudest in defending the c ivi l libert ies of som e left- wing
terr orist or drug-runner, are lead ing t he p ack with Senator
Helms. back ing bloody me asu res whic h wil l take the lives of
many tens of thousands or p erhap s mil lions of persons. Those
who pride themselves n
i abhorr ing ht e memory of the U.S.
war i n
forc es out of Europ e , asp art of turn ing pe rhap s all of Central
and South Americ a into a new "Vi etnam war." I have no fear
of exaggerating when I c haracte rize suc h eleme nt s oft he
Ec onom ci s
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C ongre ss and the ad ministration as the most despicable and
blood y sort of hyp ocrisy.
T he e
r are those who instruct President R eagan that he
m ust supp ort such policies against Mexico and Panama, be
c ause , otherwise the savings-deposits of millions of U.S.
c ti ize ns will be in jeopardy. That sort of advice to the Presi
de nt should be denounced as a cruel fra ud. A bloody de
st ab ilization of Mexico will do nothing to save any U. S. bank
rf om c ollap sing. The center of the problem is not approxi
m atel y $350 billion foreign debt of Latin American nations;
the c enter of the problem is a minimum estimate of $ 1.2
trill ions of off-balance-sheet loans of the U. S. banking sys
et m. The center of the problem is a gigantic financial bubble
inside U.S. financial markets, centered around Merrill Lynch
and Walt er Wriston' s "creative financing" methods at Citi
b ank....
Thec hief source of the present danger of a U. S. banking
c oll ap se is not Third World d ebt; it isd eteriorating conditions
inside the U.S. economy itself. It is suf ficient to mention a
ef w of these intersecting factors:
I) The collapse of agriculture, and therefore of farm land
val ues.
2) The collapse of petroleum prices, and therefore a col
l ap se of financial values and Ol ans associated with petroleum
inve stments.
3) The d epressive impact of G ramm-R udman-Hollings
on several alread yd epressed sectors of the economy, includ
ingm anufacturing.
4) The catastro phic impact of the current tax-reform leg
isl ation on real-estate markets and upon all capital-intensive
inve stm ent and employment.
U nd er present trends, the combined effect of these and
ot he rd epr essive factors are expected to hit the nation about
the time of the second round of G ramm-R udman cutbacks,
abo ut O ctober.
These effects will hit a U.S. banking-s ystem which is
p rese ntly operating at a ratio of current liabilities to current
asse ts of approximately 2.5 to I. As real-estate and other
m arkets sag, this ratio will increase. In other words, the U.S.
b anking system is already in a condition of hyperinstabili
ty.... With the passage of weeks and months, the size of
the shoc k req uired to transform this instability into a financial
c hain-re ac tion blow-out, like that of 1 93 1, becomes less and
el ss.

South Africa the trigger?
The most probable external trigger for a general bank ing
c oll ap se comes not from Latin America, but from South
Afr ci a. A ny step -up of sanctions action against South Africa
w ll
i m
i pe l South Afr ica to unleash its economic super-weap
on,t he fac t that the Soviet Union and South Africa control,
c omb ined , over 95% of the worl d ' s supply of strategic min
er al s. Sout h A frica could bring the economies of the O ECD
nat ions to their knees. A bloody racial war in South Africa,
or an esc al ation of the present Soviet military offensive in
6
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southern Africa would shut dqwn southern Africa ' s strategic
minerals output, to similar e ftbct....
The time· has come to doI w
thinkable. The government Q f the United States must act
immediately, through bilater�l and multilater al negotiations
with the governments of Mexic o and leading South American
republics, to scrap the present! form of the international mo n
etary system, and to reorganize the debts of these nations and
of the United States under the terms of a reorganized mone
tary order....
We have a not-unrelated sit uation in the Middle E ast. The
crisis-points in front of us incl� de July I in E gypt. Unless the
government of the U nited St ates gives an immed iate and
cred ible signal to both the g overnment of Egypt and the
Israeli government of Prime M inister Shimon Peres, that the
President is prepared top rovi(l e a negotiating table for rap di
d evelopment of a "new Mars� all Plan" for the Midd le East,
a series ofd estabilizations wil l erupt in the Midd le East over
the coming months of 1 986, el ading to early conq uest of both
Israel and Egypt by a Soviet-� cked aggregation of Syria-led
forces.
We have a not-unrelatedl failure in our policy toward
Japan. The recent Tokyo mOQ etary summit was a disastrous
failure of the OECD nations' r e
imminent international finan cial blow-out. The includ ed
reality of the situation is th� Japan, the only functioning
industrial economy of the OpCD group, is forced to take
international leadership in ecqn omic policy-shaping, a polit
ical role which Japan ' s leade� s had not prepared themselves
to undertake, and which the p ther OECD nations were un
willing to propose to Japan. 1j he world urgently req uires the
scrapping of the so-called "fl oating exchange-rate system"
established at the 1 972 Azores conference, and general mon
etary reform based on a retl/l rn to a gold-reserve system.
Japan, the only OE CD na tion w hich has maintained the habit
of a pro-scientific, pro -indus� al outlook, has obvious spe
cialq ualifications to contribut e a leading role, and could do
so if the U. S. government wo uld show better insight in the
manner Japan evolves policy-s hifts.
We can not end the spiral <f debt -to- income ratios without
promoting rapid increases in the rate of physical outp utp er
capita, especially among the p rincipal industrialized nations.
We can not accomplish this w ithout long-range stability in
exchange-rates of currenciesJ and return to low borrowing
costs for financing of world t ade and hard-commodity pro
duction. To do this req uires lII s to fall back to the precedents
of Hamilton' s American Syste m of political-economy, both
for our domestic economic aln d monetary policies, and re
specting our relations with o ther nations. Any attempt to
address the challenge of the impend ing financial blow-out
will be a miserable failure, u nless those specific kind s of
measures are adopted in framip g the new policies introd uced.
There is no longer any sort o� patchwork action whic h could
sustain the present monetary ord er over the med ium-term
ahead.
.

;
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The debt bomb:
Mexico in the hour of truth
by Hugo LOpez Ochoa
The dumping of Jesus Silva Herzog as Mexico ' s finance
minister "marks a turning point in the Latin American con
troversy over treatment of foreign debt ," declared Carlos
Alzamora, former permanent secretary of the Latin American
Economic System (SELA) and current Peruvian ambassador
to the United Nations , on June 1 9 . "It is undeniable that there
have been from the beginning two positions on this problem
in Latin America: those who conform to it and those who
contest it. Jesus Silva Herzog was the leader of the first
group ," he stated.
When negotiating debts , Alzamora reported , the "con
formist tendency" would say , "It ' s wrong to discuss the in
ternational context which causes the debt , and we should not
organize ourselves to negotiate jointly. " SELA' s position of
joint action has won out , although , "four years delay and four
years of hemorraging are four years too many."
During the almost four years in which he bled Mexico ,
Silva Herzog had grabbed a kind of "dual power" in Mexico .
His sweetheart deals with Paul Volcker and the Citibank
crowd practically cut President Miguel de la Madrid and the
nation' s political and economic institutions out of economic
decision-making .
In contrast , his successor, Gustavo Petricioli , proclaimed
on the eve of his June 26 departure for Washington that "an
indispensable requisite" for any deals with creditors or the
International Monetary Fund (lMF) is growth . "We cannot
accept any arrangement which does not embrace the coun
try ' s need to grow . We also need enough resources from
abroad to permit us to achieve 3-4% growth through 198 8 ,
which i s the equivalent o f the [rate of] incorporation o f the
population" into the labor force , he said.
De la Madrid categorically renounced the creditors ' dic
tates in a June 2 speech . He committed himself to defend
Mexico' s sovereignty and "make the usurers understand that
the dead cannot pay , nor can the bankrupt be clients . "
Gustavo Petricioli i s a loyal friend o f the President and
has been described by the president of the Confederation of
Chambers of Industry (Concamin) as "a man who is in favor
of industrial growth . "

Operation Juarez on the agenda
Alzamora' s statements highlight why creditors have en
tered a kind of "quiet panic" since Silva ' s ouster. Since 1 98 2 ,
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U . S . economist Lyndon LaRouche's proposal for financial
reform , known as "Operation Juarez, " has been the central
issue in policy fights at the highe!\t levels of government in
the United States and other republics of this hemisphere .
Now , the new outbreak of the Mexico debt crisis has brought
this proposal to the fore once again. The core of Operation
Juarez is a debtor' s club to impose the necessary reforms on
the banking system. LaRouche holds that the debt of bankrupt
nations must be refinanced on a very long-term basis at 2-4%
interest. He insists that the developed capitalist countries
finance sales of $200 billion annually of capital equipment
for the great projects needed to tum today ' s bankrupts into
tomorrow ' s prosperous partners .
De la Madrid has joined Peru's Alan Garcia in seeking
such a reasonable solution .
Washington and Wall Street , however, are insanely fix
ated on forcing debtors to accept more hemorrhaging , more
years of depression , and more social upheavals . Federal Re
serve chairman Paul Volcker and Treasury Secretary James
Baker III are braying like pathetic machos that they will make
Mexico sign with the IMF, with threats of ripping apart
Mexico if it resists . Fast-buck huckster Don Regan , the White
House chief of staff, is telling president Ronald Reagan bed
time stories about little old ladies losing their life ' s savings if
Mexico were to declare a moratorium .
Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N . C . ) , the New York Times, and the
Washington Post lie about Panama , Mexico , and Peru to
force them to their knees before the IMF, that awesome
financial policeman . The threats to overthrow any govern
ment which resists have been crude . Helms asked on the U. S .
Senate floor on Feb. 1 9 , "Why do we not unseat President
Miguel de la Madrid?" On June 22 , he raved at Mexico on
NBC , "You ' ve got to denationalize your banks; you' ve got
to give the people free elections . " Were Ibero-American gov
ernments to submit to such dictates out of fear of being
overthrown , they would be overthrowing themselves, by re
linquishing national sovereignty .
Silvestre Fernandez Barajas , president of Conca min , ob
served on June 20 , "The question is not how long Mexico
would survive without receiving credits from abroad , but
how long the international banking community would sur
vive?"
July I is the critical day-at least as far as bank balance
Economics
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sheets are concerned . The creditors had scheduled Mexico to
pay $1 . 5 billion in debt service that day, the new finance
minister told the press on June 24 . But, he proclaimed , Mex
ico would not "sacrifice" its remaining dollar reserves
around $3 billion-to meet this schedule .
On June 22, in an interview with American television , de
la Madrid for the first time said explicitly that Mexico should
adopt a debt payment criterion similar to that long advocated
by Alzamora or SELA and adopted last July 28 by Peru . The
Mexican President affirmed, "We believe that we have to
measure the country ' s capacity to pay by its foreign currency
eamings , and also by the Mexican economy' s need to grow . "
H e insisted a t the same time , "When I say that Mexico can
only pay what it is able to pay , I am not setting a political
postulate . I am affirming reality . "
During the entire interview , de l a Madrid seemed to be
preparing the American population for events to come . Over
and over he insisted that economic growth is the only solution
to the problems of debt , emigration, and narcotics traffic
which concern the population . The interview was taped June
16, the day before S ilva Herzog was fired .
The day it was broadcast, June 22 , Peruvian President
Alan Garcia confirmed that he would visit Mexico in the
middle of July. The nationalist faction in Mexico has been
maximizing the attention paid to Garcia and to his alternative
economic policies for the past several months. His visit will
help catalyze Mexico ' s will to resist creditor pressures.

Much less dramatic , but Highly significant, have been a
series of hush-hush meetings between Mexican and Argen
tine leaders , which took place under the cover of the World
Cup soccer championship ma�ches. Argentine Finance Sec
retary Mario Brodersohn confided on entering the stadium
June 22 that the Mexican and Argentine Presidents had agreed
to coordinate their treatment ,f the foreign debt. Argentine
President Raul Alfonsin will bci in Mexico June 29, ostensibly
for the World Cup final s . There will almost certainly be a
working meeting with de la Mildrid.
On June 23 , Finance Mini ster Petriciol i , told a Mexico
City press conference that Mexico would "change the terms
of foreign debt renegotiations'1 so that "we could pay without
depressing the Mexican people' s living standards . . . . We
start from national necessities, ! priorities, and objectives, not
from what the creditors want to concede . " He outlined a
growth program which was approved by the cabinet and the
President two days later. It prVvides for this year's 5% con
traction of the economy to be replaced by 3-4% growth during
the last two years of de la Madrid ' s presidency, through "the
liberation of credit to the priv tte sector . . . support to pro
ductive industry and trying to lower interest rates . . . . Low
er interest rates are indispensable to prevent interest pay
ments from soaring , to alleviate the financial situation of
private companies, and to facilitate credit to peasants and
small industries . "
"Mexico' s path must not b e stagnation and reces-

"EIR has commissioned this White Paper to bring the truth on the developing Panama crisis to American citizens and
lawmak ers, so that decis ive action can be tak en to stop this campaign , before the U nited S tates faces a new strategic
crisis on its southern flank."
An EIR Special R eport

White Paper on the Panama Crisis:
Who's out to destabilize the
U.S. ally, and why
-b

As this report shows, the principal figures in the "democratic opposition" movement are drug oney launderers, lawy ers
for cocaine and marijuana traf fick ers, terrorists, and gun-runners . Their presidential candida te, Arnulfo Arias Madrid,
is a life-long Nazi .
I

The report includes:
•
•

•

8

A "Who ' s Who" in the drug mob's cam
paign to overthrow Panama's government;
The facts on how "conservative" Jesse
Helms has joined with State Department
one-worlders to implement a destabiliza
tion campaign designed by the U . S . Lib
eral Eastern Establ ishment;
How David Rockefeller's Trilateral Com-
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•

mission and the New York Council on For
eign Relations created the "off-shore"
banking center in Panama, to handle their
debt-and-drug looting of South America;
Proposals on how the United States can
help secure Panama , through a series of
Canal-ce ntered development projects ,
wh ich break Panama's economic depen
dence on the "off-shore" economy run by
the international banking cartel .
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sion . . . . We finnly reject the option which only offers
scarcity and despair to Mexicans with the sole purpose of
continuing paying , in its entirety , the interest on the debt , as
if the petroleum [price] collapse did not exist . "
H e concluded with the following rejoinder to the nakedly
interventionist efforts of Volcker and the International Mon
etary Fund: "Through all its history , Mexico has been a
country which has fought at the cost of thousands , perhaps
millions, of Mexican lives to be a free country, to be an
independent country, to decide its own destiny , its own prior
ities , its own economic policy . . . . Nobody is going to dic
tate our economic policy to us. . . . We will do battle for the
Nation . "

Renewed patriotism
Petricioli came to Washington to "do battle for the Na
tion" with the support of leaders of all the sectors which fonn
the social basis of the Mexican state: industrialists , workers ,
peasants , the army, and also that of the Catholic Church .
Patriotism has revived throughout Mexico; throughout Ibero
America the "confonnity" characteristic of the Silva Herzogs
of the continent has been wiped out at the stroke of a pen ,
giving way to the courage which characterizes Alan Garcia,
of Peru, who has already shown the way.
On June 24 , the chief of the presidential military general
staff, Gen . Jose Garcia Elizalde , proclaimed , "Today , as in
19 14, we are willing to defend the country . " In 1 9 1 4 , U . S .
Marines landed i n the port of Veracruz, with the complicity
of Mexican traitors , only to be repulsed by Mexican army
cadets . The President ' s representative concluded , "We are
the only ones who have a right to participate in our decisions ,
struggling united and in solidarity for better times. Let us
learn from the past . Let the painful lessons not be repeated . "
The same day, Mexican Workers Confederation chief
Fidel Velazquez reiterated, "If the government decides to
have a moratorium, we will support it . " Sen . Rafael Annando
Herrera of the National Peasant Federation said that a mora
torium "would be a drastic measure , but perhaps rigorously
necessary . "
Fernando Gutierres Barrios , ruling-party candidate for
the governorship of the state of Veracruz, reminded his lis
teners of President Lazaro Cardenas , who expropriated for
eign oil companies in 1 938 and is the symbol of "our sover
eigny and our national dignity . " He was cheered by 1 0 , 000
members of the powerful oil workers union .
Attention is now focused on Bank of Mexico director
Miguel Mancera. While Silva Herzog ' s demise put debt ne
gotiations in the President ' s hands, Mancera ' s departure is
vital for controlling the internal economy . Mancera respond
ed to Petriciol i ' s appointment by provocatively raising inter
est rates another 3 . 7 5 % . On June 25 , the Wall Street Journal
reported that Mancera would accompany Petricioli on what
it anticipated would be a continuation of Silva Herzog ' s ne
gotiations . That afternoon , Petricioli jumped on a plane , but
Mancera went home early .
EIR
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Thx bill: a stampede
of Senate rabbits
by Nicholas F. Benton
The Senate's tax reform bill,heralded by Sen.Robert Pack
wood (R-Oreg.)
American in 50 years,"was assured passage by June 24and
on its way to a House- Senate conference committee. Ledby
the relentless efforts of Packwood and Bill Bradley (Dthe Senate knocked down virtually every amendment offered
by colleagues who had well-founded reservations about the
impact of the bill on industry.
Three old-line liberals were the only opposition to the
stampede,making the 97-3passage one of the most remark
able events in recent political history. Supposedly, it is a
triumph for the President.It is no such thing;it is the act of
men inblind,uncontrolled panic,and will have incalculable
efe
f cts
The secret of a successful rabbit hunter is the driver who
scares the rabbits towardthe shotgun. The secret of taxre
form is Gramm-Rudman. After the cliffhanger last Novem
ber over the passage of a new debt ceiling,and the subsequent
passage ofthe Gramm-Rudman bill to limit the deficit,the
U.S.government's position has been indistinguishable from
that of a company acting under the guidance of a bankruptcy
trustee. The breakdown of revenues left Washington at the
mercy of the financier group represented by Donald Regan
and George Shultz.
Gramm-Rudman drove the rabbits of the Senate right into
the guns. The relevant portion ofthe tax bill is not what it
promotes, but what it destroys. The low marginal tax rate
offered is illusory;Dole,Domenici,and others are waiting
until passage to force through emergency supplemental leg
islation (perhaps
lapse of government revenues.
Indeed, a day after the Senate disgraced itself in this
fashion,the Treasury announced that the May deficit exceed
ed $39 billion,thesecond-worst month on record,and that
revenues had fallen to the lowest level in a year! The admin
istration faces not a $30billion reduction from last year's
$2 10 billion fiscal deficit,but a $ 12to $ 15billion increase.
As employment and production continue to crumble, the
decline of tax revenues could force the deficit up to $250
billion and beyond-against a $ 144 billion deficit ceiling
mandated by Gramm-Rudman!
However,the bill also destroys every important area of
taxprotection,especially the investment tax credit,and ac
celerated-depreciation advantages for utilities, oil explora
tion,and other essential industries. By laying waste to long
standing areas of tax advantage,the bill clears the ground for
10
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the kind of emergency tax increases which the International
Monetary Fund has imposed u fx>n its victims in the devel
oping world.
Poor President Reagan,trapPed by his continued,obses
sive belief that the economy is in recovery,sealed his own
doom. Not only did he give his;personal endorsement to an
expedient passage of the bill,btlt Treasury Secretary James
Baker III went to the Hill on iJune 19 to help douse any
amendments that would "begin:to unravel t[ he] basic
of the new conception."
The elimination of the so-called tax shelters will imme
diately affect two things in a radical way: 1)It will cause an
instantaneous collapse in the values ofoverbuilt commercial
real estate and land values in general. Thousands of thrift
institutions already hanging on the
overnight. 2) It will wipe out key areas of the productive
economy,including agriculture;mining,timber,and energy
exploration and production,which require outside funds.
Senator John Melcher (D-Mont.)
denouncing this approach. "We have here unfolding ...the
effort to u
j st
hopefully get it
moderated somewhat,about thespeed of u
j st
steamrolling a huge, monstroustax bill through the Senate
without proper and adequate examination to see what amend
ments are essential for it."
He cited the fact that the lossof the ability to average out
income and the loss
ture. He said that the net effectof the new law will be to
increase, not decrease, taxes for agriculture, mining, and
timber.
Earlier, Sen.David Boren (IJ>-Okla.) warned that remov
ing the ability of investors to write offlosses from oil explo
ration ventures will wipe out theindependents in the United
States,and leave the entire national economy at the mercy of
o
f reign producers
future shape of the entire U. S. �conomy,whether or not it
would be conducive to independent enterprise, was being
threatened by this bill.
The bill also raises the threshold for medical deductions,
meaning higher taxes for 16 million Americans with high
medical bills. A consortium of 36organizations representing
"citizens with developmental difficulties"drafted a letter to
Congress to protest this,to no avail.
The bill forces double taxation of federal employees who
have contributed after-tax income to their pensions,forcing
them to pay taxes again on their pension when they claim it.
In this,as in other components of the bill,the "retroactive"
nature of the law penalizes thosewho "have been playing by
the rules to this point,"who suddenly find the rules changed
in mid-stream,after they have t1een encouraged by existing
I
laws to invest.
It is this "retroactive"impadt of the bill which makes it
so explosive as a trigger for a national economic blowout,as
soon as it is implemented.
EIR
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Andean Report

by Valerie Rush

Who decides Venezuela ' s future?
With the oil price collapse, VenezuelaJaces hard times . Will the
President challenge the financial "wizards" ?

In the next few wee ks , Venezuelan

President Jaim e Lusi nchi wi llh ave to
make a number ofe co nomic poli cy
decisions upon whi ch wi ll de pend ht e
final ye ars of his mandate and,in great
meas ure,the f
uture ofthe Ve ne zue lan
repub ic.
l
T he Presi de nt must pr es ent Con
gress with the 1 987nati onal budget .
He a so
l must begi n a new r ound of
talks with Venezue al s' cre di or
t ban ks
to tryto win a modi ficatio ni n pa ym ent
.cond tion
i
alities to com pensat efor wh at
is k nown as the "e conomi c conti ngen
cy": the co llapse ofoi l pri ces upon
which Venezue al n de bt payment de
pends.
Officia l figures re eas
l
ed by ht e fi
nance min ster
i
on Ju ne 20s pe ak for
themselves: The 1 986b udget , of 1 22
billion bo ivars,
l
was e laborate do nth e
basis of an average pri ce of $24. 5 per
ba rre lofoi l p
( bl ). The rea l pri ce i n
1986 has of ficia lly bee n placed at
$ 13 .5p b.
l The de ficit i noi linc om e
for Venezue al has theref
ore bee n a
whopping 45% ($ 1 1 p/b) , and wi ll
have to beabsorbe d by Tr eas ur yr e
sources accumu ate
l d duri ng 1 984 and
1985.
The more serio us pr oblem il es i n
the years ahea d. Whi le calculati ng an
inc er ase in both vo lume and pri ce of
oi lfor t he year 1 987 ,o ffici al planners
are admitting that e v
e n keepi ng ht e
1987budget at the 1 986 el ve l , Vene
zue al wi llget hit with anoth er defici t
of between 25an d 30bi lli on boli vars.
Given this rea ity
l , th e good mo
netarists doingthe pla nni ng at ht e fi
nance ministry ha ve pro pos edth efol
owing
l
options:
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1 ) A devaluati on of ht e boli var to
mUlti ply ht e nomi nal va lue of ht e di 
mi nish ed nati onali ncome. Th er es ult,
of cours e ,w ould behigh lyi nflati on
ary .
2) A dr as it cre ducti on of curre nt
publi c-s ect or
ex pendit ur es , whi ch
wouldfurth er aggr avate alr eady criti 
cal condi it ons of unemployment and
mis ery.
3) A new ea
l p i n i ndebte dness ,
through iss ua nce ofstate bon ds,whi ch
w ould put offs olvi ng he
t pr ob em
l
by
mer ely deferri ngit for ex plosio nsome
it mei nth e years ahe ad. This ast
l o p
it on (with agood dos e ofe ach ofth e
pr evi ous w
t o) is wh atth e economi c
cabi neth as ch ose n , accor di ng to press
re ports.
As badas t he s cenari o oo
l ks ,of
fici al pr oej
versal on June 20s uggest that the rea l
it yis i nfact agoo d dea lworse. A c
cor di ngto these pr oj
a nce o
- f-payments de ficit wi ll grow
f
r om a 1 986 figur e of $2. 5bil io
l nto
$ 3 . 6 bi lli on by 1 990. Ce ntr alba nkre
s erves wi llfallf
rom $ 1 1 . 2 bi llion at
th e end of 1 986 to $6 . 8bi llio n b
( e ow
l
th e "s ecurit y" il mi t i mpose d b y th e
cr edit or banks ) by 1 989, and toa mer e
$ 3 . 2 bi lli on by 1 990.
And , alth ough oi l pri ces are esti 
mateda t $ 1 3 . 5 p/bfor 1 986,a ndat an
opti misti c $ 1 6 . 2 p/b by 1 990 e( qual
i ng appr oximat ely $7- 1 0 bi lli on a n
nuallyfor Vene zuela) ,to at l anti ci pat 
ed offici ali ncome has bee nexagger 
ated tr emendous ly : $ 1 2 : 9 bi llion i n
1 986 , and $ 1 5 . 2 bi lli on by 1 990 . The
dif
fer ence can be ex plai ne dby "f
or 
eign i nvest ment. " In other w or ds ,

mu ch ofthe nati ona lproductive plant
and equipment wi ll h ave to be auc
tioned off to f
o reign investors, and
state s- e ctor com panies wi llhave to be
"pri vati ze d"-and a llto pay on yl in
terest on the f
oreign debt during these
years,si nceamortization ofprincipal
o nthe debt has been postpon ed unti l
1 989-2000 .
These monetary ca lcu ations
l
are
terrif
yingin their imp il cations,espe
cia lly in view ofthe current s ocial
rea ity
l in Vene 2uela. Acc ording to
cu rrent figu e
r s from Co d
r iplan t( he
p anning
l
ministr y),of 6million work
ing-age Venezu elans, 3 mi llion are
current yl in the '''informa leconomy,"
that is, unde er mp oyed
l
or unem
p oyed.
l
Five and a half million Vene 
zue ans
l
ive
l in w hat has been charac 
terized as "critic al poverty,"tha tis,
with income b elow the minima lsub
sistence eve
l
l established by Co rdi
plan.
A full 47 % ofthe Cara cas popu 
ation
l
has b e n " marg na
i ized.
l
" Sev
enty perc en t oft he na tio nal popUla tion
has an i ncome o ffrom 0to 5 ,000 bo 
ivars
l
a( bout $250)a m onth. Some 4
mi lion
l
Venezue bms live in slums, and
by the year 2000the housin gdeficit
wi llt rip e,
l reach ng
i
2 . 2mi llion units.
Put another wa y, by the year 2000
Venezue al wi ll need to have deve l
oped a housin g in frastructure and
matchingservic es equal to everything
constructed f
ro m the ast
l century to
the present.
.
The option n ot o ff
ered by he
t " free
market wizards"ofthe finance minis 
try,but c ear
l yl t he on yl path open t oa
government con terned to hand over a
hea thy
l
nation toits successor, is to
estab ish
l
a im
l ti on debt payments
inked
l
to a fixe dpercentage of its in 
come. This wou ldrequire establishing
an a liance
l
wit h countries like Peru
and Mexi co,w hich have been forced
to exercise thei r sovereignty in de 
f
ense ofthe nati bna linterest.
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Foreign Exchange

by David Goldman

C an exchange markets be managed?
The issue is not "currency management, " but who will kick in
how much to bail out the American banks ?

T

.
he U.S.dollar rose about 3%be
tween June 7
1 and June 22against the
West Ge rman mark, in response to
continued rumors of a secret central
bankers' meeting to ann ounce a new
general lowering of interest rates on
the part of West Germany and Japan.
Lower Japanese and West German
rates would,supposedly,bring more
funds into dol ar
l investments.
No such meeting transpired, and
the dollar fell from OM 2.27to about
OM 2.22in an hour's trading on the
afternoon of June 23.
On the surface of things,the U.S.
Treasury is wa ming that a new global
recession may emerge,un ess
l
Europe
and Japa ntake ste ps to "stimulate do
mestic demand," following the ex
ample of the United States.If the West
Germans and Japanese "stimulate de
mand,"by creating more money,the
"supply"of other cu rrencies will in
crease against the "supply"of dollars,
bringing down the price of those other
cu rrencies against the doll ar. That "so ft
landing for the dollar,"in tu m, will
avoid what Paul Volcker most fears:a
withdrawal of the $ 150billion per an
num of foreign in flows into the United
States,and the collapse of the bubble
in U.S.securities and related markets.
Superficial y,
l it all appears to re 
peat the so-called "l ocomotive the
ory"made laughable by Jimmy Cart
er's Treasury Secretary, W . Michael
Blumenthal,in 1978 . But the resem
bl ance is mislea d
ing, becau sethe U.S.
Treasury has lied bald-faced about the
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real terms of the discussion ,while Eu
rope and Japan have not seen fit to call
the Treasury on its lie.
The problem starts from what the
Treasurymeans when it uses the word ,
"cu rrency."
Cu rrency, or money, derives in
earliest history not from precious me 
t
als 'but from the transferable liabili
ties of deposit banks. (Metals took on
a monetary ch aracter only asthey were
employed to settle clearing imbal
ances between deposit banks.)
" Cash money,"i.e.currency,dif
fers from "bank money" c( hecks or
credit cards ) only in one respect:it is
the bank money of a central bank sup
ported by the government's power ot
tax. When the central bank virtuall y
guarantees the liabil ties
i
of ordin
deposit banks, by promising to bail
them out in case of trouble, the dis
tinction between cash and "bank mon
ey"b urs.
l
It happens that American banks
have created a couple of tri lion
l
dol 
lars of additional liabilities, the so
called "off-balance-sheet liabilities,"
in the last couple of years. As EIRhas
reported with some frequency, these
"off-balance-she et liabilities,"which
usua ly
l involve some form of direct or
indirect guarantee, have become the
bank regulators' nightmare. The
banking system is more overextended
than at any time in the 20t hcentur y.
The mushroom growth of "off
balance-sheet liabilities" culminates
two decades in which the leading in-

ary

ternatio mdbanks have arroga et din ot
their own han
i
ds ,the control of mon
ey-creati dn (the expansion ofbanks '
transferable liabiliti es ). Firs t, he
t off
shore ,or " Eurodollar ,"marke t,grew
to over $2trillion , more than he
t do
mestic b anking s ystem. Wit hno re
serves re quire d upon bank deposi st ,
the expan ison ofsuch low- quality ba nk
liabilities is theoreticall y in finite. It
was only possible with the Fe d's im
plicit gua a
r ntee of the deposi tbanks ,
tested in , 1983 when he
t authorities
bailed ou tthe $20billion Continental
Illinois, following a run against its
offshore deposits.
Now, on top ofthe $2tril ilon of
f

shore ma rket , he
t banks have invente d
another m feans to manuf
acture mone y ,
namely , "of
f-balance-sheet liabili
ties." By his
t means,they do not di
rectly cre ate credit ,but make it pos
sible for tqird parties to do so,b yguar
anteeing t he repa yment ,or the in et r
est-rate Ofother condi ion
t
ofrepay
ment ,of t he new liabilities.
Amer ican banks have extende d
themse vl es past all re ckoning; heir
t
total liabi ities
l
of $2 trillion are now
more tha nten times the worth ofthe
U. S. Federal Rese rve. That is ot sa y ,
the requ irements o fa Fe d bailou t ,in
the event of the collapse ofa ma o
j r
section of these
,
liabili ies
t ,woul d pre
serve "c on fidence" in he
t aff
ected
banks, o �l y by destro ying "con fi
dence" in the U.S. cu rren cy and its
central ba nk. There woul dbe a crash
landing f Qrthe dollar.
The r �al debate is no t, herefore
t
,
over whe her
t
economic pol cies
i
will
be "coo rdinate d" ot manage ex
change-ra et value. The issue is: Who
will kick ni how much ot bail ou tthe
America nbanks ? All the public talk is
rubbish. As long as the Europeans and
Japanese remain adamant tha t the
United St ates has to pay the costs of
its own f olly, the idea of "currency
managem ent"is a chimera.
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Domestic Credit

by David Goldman

Deflation confirms EIR ' s warning

do ot the bra ni of he
t victi m .
The "genera lprice level "to which
Greenspan ref
er shas ,ofcourse ,gone
would more appropriately be: "dangling on a rope . "
up , not down , as every consu me r
knows -despit et he f
all in pump prices
f
or gasoline ,and despite he
t collapse
ofcomm odity prices. There is an ug yl
reason f
or that: America s' rade
t
defic it
accounts f
or on e-sixth ofa llour phys 
ical consumptio n. That is ,our physi 
xecutive Intelligence Review' s flation . Prices in wor ld rade
a ls
l short of
t
f
el l by cal production a thome f
Quarterly Economic Reportf
or Sprin g rou ghly halfbe ween
t
19 29 and 1 9 34. meeting the req uire ments ofour cur 
1986 , entitled , " The De flationary
rent spending p ower by one s- ixth ,and
They have a ready
l
f
a llen by that
Collapse ofthe Weste rn Banking Sys  amoun tsince 1 9 84,if he
t col apse
l
of we make up the difference with a sub 
tem "
, begins with the f
ol owin
l
gs at et  he
rom f
orei gn producers. Ifwe
t
U . S.do lar
l is aken
t
into ac coun :
t sidy f
compare the rat eofincrease of Gross
ment :
The n
I et rna ional
t
Mone ary
t
Fund s'
National Product t( he
"In our December 1 9 85 Quarterly index ofwor ldcommodity prices has
Economic Report,we concentra et da t fa llen by 20% in he
t pas t wo
t years , sales ) ,to the ra et ofincrease of U. S .
tention on two f
eatures of he
t
glo ba l
whi el he
t do llar has f
a len
l
by 30% physical output ,our in flation rate has
exce eded 1 5% per year since Presi 
financial crisis :the spira llin gco lapse
l
a gains to her
t curren cies.
dent Reagan t ooko ffice. The collapse
ofcommodity pri ces ,an dthe bu bble
On one si de of he
t debate s ands
t
ofcommo dity prices on the inte rna 
in global financial marke s.
t We pre 
Rep. a
J ck Kemp (R-N. Y. ) , who ho pes
tional markets , n
j the short run ,ena 
dicted that the 1 0% decline of co m ot blame he
t Rea gan a dministration s'
bled the United States to buy this su b
modity prices would ut m in ot a de  economi c disas er
t on he
t Federa l Re 
ractio nofits true production
cline ofat least 20%durin g 1 9 86, wi ht
serve Boar din he
t course ofhis cam  sidy at a f
(
disastrous consequen ces f
or commer  pai gn f
or he
t
Repu blican presidential cost. The ove rvalued U.S. doll ar since
much f
allen ) di d he
t same thing .
cial- Qank creditors ofener gy p
- rodu c nomina ion.
t
Kemp and his economic
'
Eventually , the parasite destroys
ing nations and corporations ; an d , a dvisers demand ha
t t he
t Federal Re 
the hos t ,as Me xico is now atte mpti ng
secondly , t ha tthe bu bble in he
t f
or  serve prin t more money , ot raise
eign exchange and f
u ures
t
marke st
pr ices . Gera dl Ford s' economic advis  to explain to its chole irc bankers. The
collapse ofco mmodity prices wipes
would become he
t epi cen er
t of he
t
er , A an
l
Greenspan ,disa grees. "Any
out the victim s' capacity ot repay deb t
global finan cia lcrisis. "
marke d de cline in he
t
genera l price
Ala rmbells shou dl have run g in
eve
l
l wou lda mos
l
tcer ain
t yl be count  to t he banks , destroying the banks '
capital and
,
the b anks 'capacity to lend.
ered by a flood ofmoney crea ion
t
by
the Reagan administration when he
t
Ifthe bo rrowers are bank u
r pt ,and
t wor ld's cen tralbanks. This ,in tum ,
Inte rnational Monetary Fund repor et d he
the banks are i nsolvent , no one will
t
ot an
this June ,that co mmodi yt prices f
e ll would brin g any disin fla ion
by a bout 4%durin g Apri lan d May , en d , " Greenspan ot dl the Washington bo rrow or lend ., That is more or less
the p er sent stat eofaf
f
airs.Ifanyone
Post June 2 2 .
after an apparent stabi ization
l
ear ier
l
lends , the mo ney will merely refi 
"n
I fla ion
t
is oo
t
much money
in the year. That is a 24%annua lra et
chasin g oo
t f
e w goods "
, hey
t
deduce.
nance debt se rvice ,i.e. ,go from one
ofdecline ,about the same as EIRpro 
" Theref
ore ,if we prin tmore money ,
teller ot the next ;not a penny will come
e
j cted
within hailing distance ofan actual
Economic Report. The dec ine
l
o c i twil lchase prices up. " No syllogism
commodity.
'
t history of Aris otelian
t
logic has
cu rredacross the board: Coconu toi l , in he
done more dama ge han
t
this idiocy.
a staple export item f
or Af
rican an d
Back in the 1930s , the last time
Bo th s ides a gre e o n the mino r the Federal Res erve tried to print mon 
Asian exporters ,declined by 60% ,f
or
pre mis e, tha t mor emon ey s ho uld be
ey against a general de flation , the
example.
For the first time since the tren d s et ot cha singafter goo ds , ni or de r ot
problem was �a led
l
"pushing on a
became obvious late las tyear ,some  so lve the problem. Some times . it at kes
string."In the nterest
i
oforiginality ,
thing ofa public de bate has erup et d one s' br ea tha wa y , ot cons ider wha t why not change the phrase to "dan 
the a ca de mics tudy ofe cono mi cs can
conce rning the f
ear of 19 30s s- yt el de gling f
rom a ro pe"?

In the 1 930s, they called it "pushing on a string" .. today , it
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Labor in Focus

by Marianna Wertz

Brother Zlobin , hero of speed-up
Gorbachov' s P . R . men are courting the American trade unions ,
and Kirkland' s buddies are greeting them with open arms .

J

ust as many left-liberal congress
men make their traditional summer
time u
j nkets to Moscow, to demon
str ate how peace l-oving and anti n
-u 
cle arthey are ,so,too, do certain lead
ers of the American trade unions. But
since union coffers are a little bare
these days, Moscow sometimes
obliges by sending its representatives
to hem.
t
According to an enthusiastic re
port in the Washington Postof June
8
1 ,a group of American trade-union
o fficials spent the day with Mr. Ni
kolai Zlobin,the "labor leader"from
the Soviet Union who is the Soviets'
showcase "happy worker."
Not u
j st an ordinary labor leader,
Zlo bin is a deputy in the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet,the Soviet equiv 
alent of the U.S. Congress. Though
this is not reported in the Washington
Post.he was put on the Supreme So
viet as a r esult of his pioneering work
in self i-n duced speed-up! Zlobin is the
inventor of the " Zlobin Method,"
which uses a contract signed by teams
of workers,who set for themselves a
certain amount of w ork to accomplish
in a delimited time, and receive bo
nuses if they surpass the agreed-to
amount. No wonder Lane Kirkland's
crew was so anxious to meet him!
Zl obin is on an extended visit of
the United States, sponsored by the
Washington , D.C ' /Moscow Capital
Citi zens' Exchange,a group launched
last year "in the spirit of Geneva,"as
the Postputs it ,by one Miss Charlotte
Goodwin.
Zlobin has been all over America,
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meeting "peace-loving people "wher
ever they are to befound. He met more
than his quota of peaceful folk in
Washington.
Breakfasting at the Gramercy Ho
tel with Zlobin were Josh Williams,
president of the Metro Washington
A F L- CIO, Bernard Dem t.:zuk of the
American Federation of Government
Employees, John McDermott of the
Elec tr
ical Workers, John Jo hnson,also
of the I B E W,and 20other trade-union
VI P S.
Williams introduced Zlobin with
words that might have made Walter
Mondale blush: " Brother Zlobin,"he
said,works in a nation where "every
piece of work performed is performed
by organized la bor. We cannot say that
in the United States." Brother Zlobin
must have really en joyed
But " Brother " Zlobin's mission
here was not entirely peaceful. " We
want disarmament,"he told his Amer
ican inter locutors. He didn't say whose
arms he wanted to get rid of, but
everyone probably already knew any
way.
He played his audience like a pro:
"If you speak of the accident at Cher
nobyl, you can' t have an insurance
that this won' t happen again. And not
only with nuclear power, but with nu
clear weapons. Who can gu arantee?
Who says that there might not be some
weirdos or fools around? They could
push the button and then we'll all fly. "
Does this line of argument sound fa
miliar , like something coming from
Lane Kirkland perhaps , or William
Winpisinger? It should; they all read

Pravda or the Washingtol/ Post .

This reporter tried to reach M .
r
Zlobin for aninterview,bu tfound that
he and Mis s Goodwin were unreach
able before deadline . I wanted toask
which peace-lovingmembers of Con
gress he was able to meet.I guess we'll
know as soon as one ofthem starts
babbling ab out how Ch ernob yl proves
that the Uni et d Sta es
t should disarm.
Winpisi nger,president of the Ma
chinists Union, apparently doesn't
have mone yproblems,because he and
: Machinists made it ove r
a delegation of
to Moscow on June 4, to meetwith
secretary of the CPSU Central Com
mittee Ana tolii Dob rynin,the former
ambassado rto the United S ates.
t
Win
pisinger,a ading light of the Soci �lst
1 Internat ional,presented Dobry mn
with a gre etings message made in
bronze for Mikhail Gorbachov, gen
eral secreta y
r of the C PS U. The mes
sage "symb blizes the 4 1s tanniversary
of the join
the U.S.S.R. and the United States
and other c ountries over German Naz
ism,their fight for peace and general
security," according to the Moscow
publication Trud. the trade-union
magazine.
" Nazis m" is never referred to as
" German N azism " today, unless the
reference is purposefully meant to em
phasize wh at the Soviets term "re
vanchism " -an alleged return to Naz
ism-in m ode m West Germany to
day. Is it b yaccident that Winpisin
ger's deleg ation arrived at exactly the
point when Moscow was revving up
its Green Pa rty terrorists to launch civ
il war agai nst West Germany,under
the guise o fa movement for "disar
mament"a nd "prevention of nuclear
war"? This u
j st happened to be Win
pisinger's a genda, too, in a meeting
which Trud characterized as "genial."
What h appened to the days when
traitors wer �supported bynooses,not
votes ?

f
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Agriculture

by Marcia Merry

Food or ' alternative agriculture ' ?
While cartel interests get ready to seize farmers ' land, they ' re
promoting a fairy-tale diversion .

W

hile que tsio ns of wha t to do
about mass bankruptcies of U.S .an d
Euro pean farme sr sh oul dbe fore mos t
for every citizen ,the er is a dive srion
game being p ayed
l
by the media ,a nd
by f oodcartel policy ci cr les: "al et r
native agriculture."
You hear stories about how finan 
cially p
- res e
s d farmers f o
r m coas t ot
coast should " ad j
ket ng"
i opportu nitie sof the "cha ngi ng
diet "
, and p roduce specialty ,gourme t
f oods. A front-page Wall Street Jour
nalarticle featured th si theme Ju ne 24 ,
under the banner , " Su v
r iving Fa rm
er s: To Remai ni n Business Re qui er s
Culti vating Crops an d Ingen ui y;
t
Co rngrowe r Tries Asparagus; Na ut ar l
Beef Isa Godse nd to a Colo ar do Ca t
tlema n."
What are presented area f
ew f
ai ry
talesof pe
s cial cropdive srifica ion
t a nd
marketing ,as ifthi scoul dp o
r duce he
t
nation's daily requi er me nts f
o rb er a d ,
meat ,and milk.
The real condition ofou rag ircul 
ture an
d f oodsupply is disas trous , from
the bankrupt farmer to collapsing f
a rm
in frastr ucture-machine y
r , in depe n
dent se ed stocks ,fertilize .
r
Mea nwhile , the mos t in ense
t
a t
tention i n Washingto n, D.C. is fo
cused onfoodt ar de wa rwith ou rallies
abroad.
What i sneede dis ot fo rce a f
as t
change in state ,local ,and fe deral pol 
icies i n order to guara ntee the basic
f ood supply. Emergency economic
measu res are neede dto prese v
r e an d
advan ce the traditional f
amily f
arm ,
toin c
r ease f
ood output of staples a nd
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wo lr dfood flows un de requitable terms
of tra de f
o rall i nvolve d.
In a ddi io
t n , an it -trus tac ions
t
a er
er qui er d toen d he
t do mina ion
t ofna 
ional
t
a nd in erna
t
ional
t
f
oo d supply
by a f
ew cartel c ompanies -Ca rgill ,
Con inen
t
al
t , An dre , Bunge , Louis
D er yf
us , Nes lt e , U nileve r, W.R.
G ar ce ,a ndthe A m
r a nd Hamme rbeef
a ndf
ertilize rg o
r up.
Th o
r ugh in et m
r e dia y
r thi nk tanks
an dlobby g o
r ups , they are the o nes
p o
r moti ng he
t my ht of "alternative ag 
ircul ut er " ot divert both f
am
r e rand he
t
public.
Such inte m
r e diate cha nnels in 
clu de he
t Washing on-base
t
dI nstitute
f
o r Policy S ut dies , the Co nse v
r a io
t n
Foun da ion
t
a( n d i st off
-shoo t , the
Ame ircan Farmlan d T u
r st ) , an doth 
e sr. These say ,vas tamou nts ofcrop 
la ndshoul dbe take nou tofp roductio n
anyway , f
o r "co nse v
r ation" er aso ns.
Ofcou sre , he
t ca trel interests will he
t n
acquire he
t la nds orplace them i npub 
lic "trus "
t ot hei
t ra dva ntage.
C o
r pla nd f
o er close d from bank 
rup tf
am
r e sr is being "wa rehouse d"by
he
t
Fa rm C er di t Syste m "Capital
Co p
r ." By he
t e ndof his
t year , i tis
es ima
t
et d ha
t t he
t
Farmers Home
Administ ar ion
t
t(he government lend 
e roflas t er sort )will possess 20,000
f
o er close d fa m
r s-up from merely
283o nly three years ago.
The cart el a nd bank interest safter
he
t lan d er commen dtha tf
a m
r ers ca n
switch ove r ot "pick-you -rown"fruit
an dvege able
t
ope ar ions
t
,homema de
"sheep to shawl"woolens , no-chemi 
cal produce a ndmeats ,a nd raw cheese

an d milk. For those few afrms near
ce nters with som epurcha isng power
left ,this may keep them in operatio n
a while lo nger. N ot so inIowa.
The "alte rnat ive agricultu re" ad 
vocates are f
reque ntly fa natic s. O n
yuppie c- ateri ng menus ,you may now
see "free ra nge ch cke
i
ns." Such offer 
ings may i ncrease the likelih ood of
salmon ella and other b arnyard dis 
eases.
In its most e xtreme form , "alte r
native agricultu re"
, has run to o utright
terrorism and an archy.O n May 4 ,in
Delaware , a gro up calling itsel f the
" Farm Freedom Fighter s"
, removed
25hens fro man egg hou e
s at Sydel
Egg Farm , cl ai ming it was an act of
a nimal liberatio n ,and painti ng graf
fiti
o nthe walls : "chi cken Auschwitz."
State agri CUlt ure exte nsion re pre 
sentatives aregoing alo ng with the tide,
advising farmers to
' . "switc hover"to
special
crops. Texas
Ag ircultu re
Commis sioner Ji m Hightower , who
was the "shadow"agriculture se cre 
tary choice of Walter Mo ndale i(.e. ,
the Minneapolis car el
t crowd ) , calls
for a massive shift to "direct market 
i ng"ofcrops-l ikewa erm
t elo ns along
f er eway ramps a nd
' ot her l oony pro posals.
Hightower w as tr ained at th eIn 
stitute for Policy , S udies
t
, and wrot e
part of the book , Hard Totnatoes. Hard
Times.which is �ti -technolog y.
In May , Hi ghtower and others
hosted a nationa lconference pushing
alte rnative agricu ture
l
approaches ,an
eve nt of the " Ne w Populist For um."
Present was Ro bert Rodale , of t he
Penn sylva nia -based anti -technology
publishing com pany , Rodale Press;
which adv ocate S the " Co rnucop ia
Pro j
autonomous , sta et l- evel f ood "secu 
rity"measur e
s . He says that "spiritu 
al" gains should gove rn the "ne w
f armer."
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Busj ness Brlefs
Space

Canadian firm to
build African station
Spar Aero-Space Ltd . of Montreal is to build
a new satellite-Earth station in Zambia to
improve telecommunications in the region
and reduce dependence on South Africa,
Canadian diplomats said on June 1 9 .
The contract i s worth $7 . 8 million; the
Canadian
government
will
provide
$500,000 , and the Zambian government will
provide the remainder.
Spar will build the satellite dish near an
existing one , about 20 miles west of Lusaka.
The new dish will be pointed over the Atlan
tic Ocean , to improve communications with
North America. The present dish is aimed
at the Indian Ocean .
Botswana, Mozambique , and Tanzania,
as well as Zambia, are expected to benefit
from the new station , which is to be built as
part of plans by the South African Devel
opment Coordination Conference (SADCC)
to make Zambia a regional telecommunica
tions center.
The new installation is targeted for com
pletion by the end of 1 987 .

Usury

Tanzania yields to
creditor demands
Tanzania has bowed to the International
Monetary Fund , and has set about overhaul
ing its state-controlled economy .
Finance Minister Cleopa Msuya an
nounced the annual budget on June 20, call
ing the move an olive branch toward inter
national financial institutions that had re
fused more funds for Tanzania's virtually
bankrupt economy. The institutions had de
manded evidence that the government was
willing to restructure the economy in favor
of cash-crop producers and farmers .
During the week of June 9 in Paris,
agreements in principle were reached with
the IMF for a standby credit, and with other
institutions for grants and loans totaling $800
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million , in exchange for the reforms . Msuya
announced a new devaluation of the curren
cy, completing a slow-motion devaluation
of more than 57% since March.
The reforms also included large increas
es in food prices , increased interest rates for
bank deposits , the introduction of school
fees for the first time , and an increase in
taxes on gasoline , cigarettes, and beer.
The government also announced new
cost-of-Iiving allowances for state employ
ees , pending a major salary review in De
cember.

country ba�is" which would include: inter
est-rate reli� f; new government guarantees ,
o r new secbrities in exchange for interest
rate reductions and maturity stretch-outs .
Former West German Chancellor Hel
mut Schmidt wamed: "There can be no doubt
at all that the credits to the Third World will
never be paid back , can never be paid back";
not even the interest "can be paid back as
expected . "

AgricultUre
I

International Credit

World Bank boosted
at bankers ' conference
The Overseas Development Council held a
two-day conference in Washington, D . C .
o n June 23-24 o n the subject, the "Future of
the World Bank , " in order to retool that in
stitution into a "softer" version of the Inter
national Monetary Fund, in step with the so
called Baker Plan .
"The World Bank can be a coordinator
of global capital flow; a mediator of political
and economic differences between North and
South; and a stabilizer in the global econo
my; and the leading intellectual center for
thinking about development," OOC Vice
President Richard Feinberg stated. On June
24 , the OOC released a study titled , "Be
tween Two Worlds: The World Bank ' s Next
Decade ," in which they make five proposals
to strengthen the "now flagging" Baker
Plan-which proposed slightly increased
credit to debtor nations in return for their
seIling their countries to "private investors . "
Speakers at the OOC conference includ
ed: David Rockefeller, Paul Volcker, Ka
tharine Graham, Helmut Schmidt , Felix Ro
hatyn, and Mexican Under-Secretary of Fi
nance Francisco Suarez Davila, who filled
in for the recently deposed finance minister
Jesus Silva Herzog .
Felix Rohatyn demanded that Japan
"commit $50 billion over the next five years"
to the capital of the World Bank, and further
recommended that the World Bank help to
"develop an approach , on a country-to-

FmHAi now owns over
1 milliQn acres
The u . s . Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) now owns 1 . 2 million acres of
farmland t�en over from failed opera
tions-an area larger than Rhode Island
and could take over five times that much
land by the e nd of 1 987.
The General Accounting Office criti
cized the FinHA for allowing farmers who
lease land to grow crops held in surplus while
government policies try to keep the surplus
es under control . The GAO said that the
agency ' s land inventory would be greater,
were it not , for its liberal lending policies
from 1 982 to 1 985 and a two-year court
imposed mqratorium on foreclosures, lifted
last Novem�r.
As of March 3 1 , FmHA owned 4,075
properties , worth $7 1 5 million . FmHA of
ficials prediCted the FmHA "could become
the largest bolder of farmland in America,
with inventory properties doubling during
1 986 and 1 987 to a total of 20,000 farms . "

Pandemics
I

Vast African AIDS
crisis confirmed
The full dimensions of the worldwide pan
demic, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn
drome, were revealed at the June 23-25 Sec-
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Briefly
ond International AIDS Conference in Par
is, attended by 2 ,500 doctors and scientists .
Bila Kapita, the head of the Infectious
Disease Center at Zaire ' s Kinshasa General
Hospital , reported that 6% of the African
population has been infected by the virus,
and that an additional I % is being infected
every year. Those infected-half women
and half men-did not come from a drug
abuse community .
Since the African population is in the
range of 500 million people , these latest re
ports would put the total number of Africans
already infected with the disease , almost
certainly 1 00% lethal , at nearly 30 million .
Thus, the estimates presented at the Paris
conference fully confirm the estimates pre
viously published by EIR .
Kapita reported that eastern and south
ern Africa are hardest hit , with 1 8-23% of
the population infected, compared to 4-6%
in Central and Western Africa. He stated:
"AIDS is striking more and more people
every year, and the number of infections,
illnesses, and deaths is multiplying at a pre
cocious rate . For Africa in general and Zaire
in particular, we can say there is a hidden
epidemic under way . "
Kapita reported that African AIDS vic
tims do not belong to any of the World Health
Organization ' s or Atlanta Centers for Dis
ease Control ' s so-called risk groups
homosexuals , intravenous drug users , re
cipients of blood transfusions, or babies of
AIDS mothers . African AIDS victims come
from all social groups . Most are young and
urban dwellers , with the majority of women
single and most male victims married.
Another study in Nairobi showed that
nearly 60% of the prostitutes are infected
with AIDS-up dramatically from 4% in
1 98 1 .

Debt Bomb

Peru to make only
'symbolic payment'
Peru will make only a symbolic payment to
the IMF in August , a finance ministry offi
cial told the Peruvian daily La Republica in
late June .
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The IMF had given Peru an ultimatum
to pay all $ 1 40 million in arrears by August,
but the decline in the prices of oil and min
erals has cost Peru another $400 million in
export earnings. Its payment will be reduced
accordingly.
The government ' s position was con
firmed by Prime Minister Alva Castro; in a
speech to a conference of the Socialist Inter
national in Lima on June 24 , he said that ,
were Peru to make the interest payment de
manded by the IMF, "that payment alone
would be equal to 7% of our expected ex
ports of goods and services in 1 986 . "
Alva Castro also said that "old debt"
should have interest rates of only 1 -2%, while
debts incurred in the future could be set at
commercial rates.

Asia

Filipino negotiations
with IMF continue
The Philippines is negotiating with the In
ternational Monetary Fund to limit its for
eign debt repayments to 20-25% of its ex
port income , Trade Minister Jose Concep
cion said June 1 9 .
Concepcion told a news conference in
Manila that current debt repayments were at
$2 . 6 billion a year on a total foreign debt of
$26 billion . "We need to get it down to $ I . 31 . 5 billion ," he said . "We are in no position
to pay the current debt where we are going
to allocate 50% of export earnings. "
The next stage of the negotiations will
take place in July when an IMF team visits
Manila.
Concepcion said that negotiations were
also under way with Western and Japanese
banks, to capitalize 50% of interest pay
ments, and he was confident that those would
be successful , even though U . S . banks found
the idea "difficult. " Concepcion added that
the Philippines would seek fresh loans to
help repay the other half of the interest on
current loans. He will meet with executives
of American Express in late June to discuss
its purchase of 40% of Manila's Inter-Bank
for $ 1 7 million.

• 'IN TWENTY YEARS, Niger

will cease to exist and will disappear
from the map," Niger's President
Kouentche declared as he arrived in
Paris on June 23 . He warned that his
country w� unable to deal with the
continuou � advance of the Sahara
Desert, and the collapse of the coun
try' s agricultural resources .

• BANK O F ENGLAND officials

are worri� over U . S . Sen . Jesse
Helms ' s a¥acks on Mexico . A well
informed bank of England source ,
speaking privately , declared that the
recent tirades of Senator Helms
against the government of President
Miguel de 1a Madrid, "are not helping
matters at all . They are only serving
to fuel an intransigent nationalism in
side Mexico , which we do not need
at this moment . "

• BRITAIN was awarded $ 1 4 . 3

million i n SDI contracts by the United
States on June 24 , including $ 1 0 mil
lion to work on a plan to protect
Western Europe from attacking nu
clear missiles. The deal was signed
by visiting British Defense Minister
Younger and Defense Secretary
Weinberger. In addition , Culham
Laboratories , Abingdon, Oxford
shire , received $4. 3 million for re
search on particle-beam weapons .

• JAPAN'S NISSAN firm has put

forward a policy of converting Mex
ican debt into investment . According
to Neue Ziircher Zeitung on June 26,
Nissan haSj agreed to convert the debt
owed by Mexico to the firm into in
vestment credits for building a fac
tory to be constructed entirely by
Mexicans.

• MEXI(:: AN National Polytech

nic Institu� students have designed a
type of telj:scope that is more effec- .
tive and Ie. expensive than those built
in the So�et Union and the United
States. T� FA-8 telescope uses a
concave mirror to focus light toward
a series or: reflected mirrors . Its cost
is only $80. A comparable U . S . tele
scope costs $ 1 ,000 .
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NASA ready to implement
Shuttle recovery plan
Following the Challenger disaster, NASA and the Rogers
Commission have drawn up plans to return to space. But will the
money be there? Marsha Freeman reports.

Contrary to media propaganda, there is broad agreement by
the Rogers Commission, charged with investigating the Space
Shuttle Challenger' s accident and the leadership of NASA ,
that the Shuttle can be ready to fly again by July 1 987 . In
fact, if it were necessary for national security , a "quick fix"
on the solid rocket boosters could be done , and a crack mili
tary team deployed , to fly the Shuttle under optimal weather
conditions , to deploy , for example , a reconnai ssance satel
lite .
NASA technical experts worked closely with the Presi
dential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger Acci
dent, headed by William Rogers , throughout their l 20-day
investigation . The Commission ' s recommendations were ,
therefore , not a surprise to the space agency, and when the
report was released to the public on June 6, NASA Admin
istrator James Fletcher had already initiated implementation
of many of the recommendations .
On June 1 4 , President Ronald Reagan met with Dr.
Fletcher at the White House , and directed him to report back
in 30 days on how and when the NASA recovery plan will be
put into effect . Fletcher will have to estimate for the President
what the time and cost will be to put the Shuttle back in
operation .
But the obstacle to meeting NASA ' s timetable , and get
ting the Shuttle up and flying as soon as possible , is political ,
not technical . The Donald Regan faction in the White House
staff, and also the anti-science mob on Capitol Hill , are
willing to sacrifice the whole of the U . S . space program to
seal a deal with the Soviets, who continue to blame the
Challenger accident on the "military" use of the Shuttle.
Congress has opted to stage a series of "media events , "
under the guise o f oversight hearings . Sen . Ernest Hollings
18
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(R-S . C . ) , the head of the Space, Science , and Technology
Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee , for ex
ample , even called for a criminal investigation and indict
ment of key NASA management personnel , who were in
volved in the Challenger launch decision . This attack has
been joined by ranking Democrats on the subcommittee , and
by members of the House .

The Commission's recommendations
In his letter of transmittal to the President accompanying
the Commission ' s report, Rogers stated that the Commission
"fully recognizes that the risk associated with space flight
cannot be totally eliminated . " He concludes on an optimistic
note , that "the nation' s task now is to move ahead to return
to safe space flight and to its reco�nized position of leadership
in space . " Holding true to that commitment, there is nothing
the Commission recommends that would necessarily delay
NAS A ' s plan to resume the spaoe program .
But the weakness in the Commission report , is its failure
to place the blame on Congress and numerous administra
tion s , for the penny-pinching in the space program which led
to a situation where safety concerns could not be remedied
due to budget cutbacks.
There was also no attempt by the Commission to question
then-acting NASA Administrator William Graham, who as
the head of the agency was ultimately responsible for the
decision to launch . In fact , Graham had prevented the launch
of the Challenger the Sunday preceding the Jan . 28 lift-off,
for questionable reasons , but was not on the scene when the
decision to launch was actually made . Graham' s role in the
Challenger accident has been covered up in all investigation ,
so far.
EIR
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When will the United States
return to space ? Here .
astronauts aboard the Splice
Shuttle Challenger, on an
April / 984 m ission, rep/ace a
faulty component of a satellite
in the Shuttle ' s cargo bay .

NASA

The Commission made nine recommendation s , stipulat
ing that "no design options shou ld be prematurely precluded
because of schedul e , cost or rel iance on existing hardware . "
First i s the question of redesigning the Solid Rocket
Booster. On June 1 2 , the head of the NASA team studying
booster redesign option s , John Thomas , reported in congres
sional hearings that an array of alternative designs w i l l be
ready "in the next few weeks . " This eval uation was seconded
by Morton Thiokol engineer Alan McDonald , who i s leading
the industry redesign group, and by Arnold Aldrich , who
heads the Shuttle program at the Johnson Space Center. Three
days before , the team of Thiokol engineers had arrived at the
NASA Marshal l Space Flight Center in Huntsville , to present
their preliminary recommendations to the NASA engineering
team .
The Rogers Commission also recommended that an "in
dependent oversight" panel be constituted to "review and
evaluate certification requirements ; provide technical over
sight of the design , test program , and certification ; and report
to the Administrator of NASA on the adequacy of the design
and make appropriate recommendations . "
Before the public release of the report , Dr. Fletcher had
requested the National Research Council to establish such an
oversight group , and on June 9 the NRC announced its com
position . The panel is made up primari ly of retired industry
experts in various fields of space technology , including pro
pulsion , material s , structural analysis, and propel l ant com
bustion .
The Commission recommended a review of Shuttle man
agement structure , as Rogers had stated at the beginning of
the investigation that the NASA decision-making process
was "flawed . " Nearly a month before the release of the report ,
EIR
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Dr . Fletcher announced that former Apollo program manager
Gen . Sam Phi l l ips (ret . ) will do a review of agency-wide
NASA management . Dr. Fletcher expects that the Phi l l ips
review will be done within eight months .
In addition , on June I I , NASA announced that astronaut
Navy Captain Robert Crippe n , a veteran of four S pace Shuttle
mission s , will "head a small group which will examine the
overall S pace Shuttle program management . " This meets the
Commission ' s recommendation that the astronauts be more
involved in every aspect of Shuttle operation s .
Soon after taking over a s head o f the Office o f Space
Flight on Feb . 20 , 1 98 6 , Adm . Richard Truly began a thor
ough review of all "criticality items" and potential hazard s .
These are possible single-point fai l ures in the system that can
cause the "catastrophic" loss of crew and orbiter. Such a
review was the third recommendation of the Commission .
The fourth was the establ ishment of an Office of Safety ,
Reliabil ity , and Qual ity Assurance . On J une 1 7 , Dr. Fletcher
reported at Senate hearings that this would be established
soon .
Other recommendations incl uded improvement in l and
ing safety , reporting , communication , performance , and
maintenance . The q uestion of a crew escape system was left
up to NASA , as the Commission stated , "NASA should make
all efforts to provide a crew escape system for use during
controlled gliding fl ight . " The Commission recognized ,
however, that there is no known or imagined escape system
that could have saved the Challenger crew .
The most i mportant among the Commission ' s nine rec
ommendations is the "concluding thought" at the end: "The
Commission urges that NASA continue to receive the support
of the Admi n istration and the nation . The agency constitutes
Science & Technology
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a national resource that plays a critical role in space explo
ration and development . It also provides a symbol of national
pride and technological leadership .
"The Commission applauds NASA ' s spectacular
achievements of the past and anticipates impressive achieve
ments to come . The findings and recommendations presented
in this report are intended to contribute to the future NASA
successes that the nation both expects and requires as the 2 1 st
century approaches . "
While several dozen teams o f NASA engineers and de
signers are making the "fixes" required for the boosters , and
are reviewing all of the Shuttle safety issues , planners in the
Office of Space Flight are examining how the Space Shuttle
system will function when it becomes operational again . The
flight rate , payloads that will be carried , and requirements
for launch capability are all now being determined .
NASA representative Charles Gunn , from the Office of
Space Flight , on June 1 7 presented the Shuttle recovery plan
of the agency, at the annual conference of the National Space
Club in Washington , D . C . Gunn stated that very strict con
straints will be imposed for the July 1 987 launch . The mission
will be a daytime launch from the Kennedy Space Center.
NASA has had to launch missions at night in the past, in
order to deploy satellite payloads to extremely precise posi
tions in orbit . In this first mission , the payload will not require
a night launch.
The payload will likely be the spare Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite , which is a twin of the one lost on the Chal
lenger mission . NASA does not want to fly a new class of
payloads on this mission , and the TDRS is also needed to
upgrade in-orbit communications between the Shuttle and
the ground crews , as well as for unmanned satellites. It is
also a prerequisite for use of the Vandenberg launch site in
California.
The launch will only be done under "conservative" weather
conditions . At the time of any Shuttle launch , there must be
good weather not only in Florida , but at the sites that would
function as launch-abort airstrips , if the loss of one or two
orbiter engines meant that the crew could not attain orbit , but
had to land .
The crew will consist only of NASA personnel , and the
engines will not be pushed to their maximum thrust levels.
Landing will be at the lakebed at the Edwards Air Force Base
in California, where the weather is generally good , and there
is a virtually unconstrained landing area.
Gunn warned , however, that there are "threats" to achiev
ing this July 1 987 target. Certainly the redesigned and rebuilt
booster will have to be tested and certified . There could be a
delay if the National Research Council oversight panel ,
members of the Rogers Commission , or the Congress place
obstacles in the way of getting the job done .
Gunn added an item called "budget availability" in his
presentation , which is certainly going to be the major, and
possibly .only, real obstacle to fulfilling the NASA plan .
One of the major questions NASA must solve , is what
20
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the flight rate will be for the s stem. In the past, the White
House' s stated space policy o� making the
Shuttle "opera
.
tional and cost-effective ," has p ut tremendous pressure on
the space agency to increase th� flight rate , in order to sub
stantially reduce the cost of eac� mission .
Gunn reviewed the factors �hat will limit the frequency
with which each orbiter will �e able to fly. One potential
bottleneck is the complex of fa¢ilities at the Kennedy Space
Center, where the orbiter, bOO/iters , and external fuel tank
are stacked , and where the pa loads are placed inside the
orbiter and payload bay . Kennedy Space Center is also the
1
site of orbiter refurbishment afi r returning from space .
The veteran orbiter Columb a will be used at the Kennedy
Space Center to develop and c eck out new processing pro
cedures. The payloads that will
flying on the Shuttle in the
future , he pointed out , will be ore complicated on the av
erage than the payload mix of e past four years .
The reason is that many of he simpler payloads, partic
ularly military and commerci satellites, will be reconfi
gured to be flown on expendaijle , unmanned rockets . This
will leave the complicated payl ads which are uniquely suit
ed for the Shuttle , such as Spatelab , and these will require
longer processing times at the Space Center.
Gunn pointed out that landiigs done in California, rather
than Florida , add six days to the operation , because the or
biter has to be ferried back across the country . The Rogers
Commission and numerous witnesses at congressional hear
ings have strongly recommended that NASA procure a sec
ond ferry plane , so that any mishap with the single one that
now exists , does not leave an orbiter stranded in California,
or en route .
A key factor limiting flightl rate is the continuing disas
trous situation regarding spare parts . NASA has been forced
to cannibalize engines and other parts from orbiters to meet
tight schedules , because there has been no proper inventory
of spare parts . This process significantly increases the risks
in the program . Gunn indicated ,that NASA will use this year
of stand-down to build up a spare-parts inventory .
At the present time , NASA plans to fly six or seven
Shuttle missions in the first 1 2 months of resumed operations .
Between the first , second , and third flights , there will be a
minimum eight-week launch interval . This will allow a thor
ough review of the performance of the solid rocket boosters ,
after they are recovered, and of other systems .
There is planned to be a six-week minimum launch inter
val for the rest of the flights the, first year, with an improved
orbiter turnaround time planned for the second year. Between
9 and 1 1 flights are planned for the second year, where a
four-week rocket motor inspection and analysis period will
be allowed . B y the third year, 1 2- 1 5 flights may be possible ,
but that would require an ambitious average of five flights
per orbiter.
Two major policy questions which still need to be an
swered by the White House , are :whether there will be a fourth
orbiter, and whether NASA will be able to continue to launch
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commercial and foreign payload s .
N A S A is planning i t s payload manifest for t h e n e x t three
years , based on "critical national security needs , " and major
NASA payload s , such as the TDRS sate l l ite , the planetary
and space science programs , and Spacelab . Other payloads
from the Pentagon , NASA , other U . S . government agencies,
as well as commercial and foreign payloads , w i l l take a lower
priority .
Payloads may also have to be reassessed , according to
Gunn , because the booster redesign could add several thou
sand pounds of weight to that component , which would re
duce payload capabil ity by 1 00- 200 pounds .
In answer to a question at the Space Club conference ,
Gunn stated that there are currently 32 communication sat-

FIGURE

ell ites under commercial contract to be launched on the Space
Shuttle . These payloads represent about $ 1 billion in poten
tial revenues to NASA . There are also foreign policy consid
erations , in whether or not to provide launch services for the
commercial sate l l ites that have been ordered from other na
tions .
Before the Chal lenger acc ident , NASA had been plan·
ning to launch an equi valent of 1 8 . 2 fu ll Shuttles contai ning
communication satellites between 1 986 and 1 99 2 . Each launch
could carry one or two satellite s . In the prelim inary post
Chal lenger launch schedule presented by Gunn , this has been
reduced to 7 . 7 Shuttle-equi valent payload s .
While i t is certai nly true that the si mpler communication
sate ll ite deployments , which have been done for 20 years on
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expendable launch vehicles, donot gener ally need the manned
Shuttle,there are other issues involved in ending these pay 
loads . These include the economic and security considera 
tions involved in allowing a large share of satellite launch
services to proceed without the Un ted
i
States -particularly
as the Soviet Union has now offered its rockets for commer 
cial payloads of other nations .
Though the White House has stressed creating a private
expendable launch industry, even without the Shuttle, no
U . S .aerospace company has been able to offer these services
at a price that is competitive with the government-supported
European Ariane rocket . The May 30failure of an Ariane
also indicates the need to ensure that there are multiply 
redundant free-world launch capabilities .
Though the three o
- rbiter fleet,which will be all that is
available for the next three years even if a decision is made
to replace the Challenger,may n ot be able to support a large
number of commercial payloads,it makes no sense to devel 
op
· a policy which categorically takes the Spa ce Shuttle o ut
of the communication launch loop . The barring of comm er 
cial payloads has been posed largely as a way of getting
around the need to spend the $ 1.9 billion needed for a fourth
orbiter .
On June 1 8 ,the Washington Timesreported that P er si -
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dent Reagan will release a Nat nal Security Defense Direc 
tive soon,which ceases comm rcial payloads on the Shuttle .
This directive was apparently dra tfed by the White House
Economic Policy Council . �ile the launching of payloads
to bring money into the fede ar l Treasury is not N A S A's
primary mission in space,it is ludic
;
o
r us to prohibit this ca 
pability from being used .

How many orbiters do we need?
As EIRhas documented, without a fourth Space Shuttle
orbiter, there is littl elikelih OQd that there can be a robust
space science program, a sp �e station by 19 9 4 , and the
development or deployment o fthe Strategic Defense n
I itia 
tive,even if he
t Shuttle launch ¢s no commercial payloads .
m
I mediately following the oss
l of the Challenger,the Air
Fo rce made absolutely clear t hat though it could bump all
other payloads from the Shutt ei manifest in order to meet
national security requirements ,it would not do so . The mil 
itary has stated th at out of the �stimated 56.7 Shuttle-eq uiv 
alent missio ns it will need bet ween now and 1 9 9 2 , ti can off 
load nearly 7
1 of them onto e Xp'cndable vehicles that are now
being manufactured (Figure
This still leaves over 34 Sh ,ttle flights ot be made for the
Department of Defense in th ' time period . According to
cu rrent pro jections,
NA S A payloads that should be i flown in that time i(ncluding
25 flights to assemble the spa cestation ,
) 8.6 for other gov 
ernment agencies s( uch as the National Oceanog ar phic and
Atmospheric Administration, which launches weather satel 
lites )and foreign science payl oads,and a minimum of 5 . 1
for commercial flights,with n one scheduled on the Shuttle
after 1 9 9 0.
As the Figure demonstrat �, if N A S A is restricted to a
three-orbiter fleet,nearly 70 Sh uttle-equivalent payloads will
have to compete for a launch capability
:
of only 35.6 mis 
sions . This would mean that c rtlcial science experiments,or
N A S A technology demonstrat on
i
flights, or the space sta 
tion,or possib yl all of the a bo ve,would becut back dramat 
ically . At that point,the Shuttl esystem would clearly not be
able to meet any of the missio ngoal sthat have been set for
th e U .S .space program .
Looking further ahead,fro pt 19 9 3to 1 9 9 5the situation
only worsens . fI the S Oltech nologies are deployed,the ex 
pected flight rate p rojected
Shuttle e- quivalent missions,i �a very significant underesti 
mate . With the minimal space rogram presented as 20mis 
sions per year,even four orbi �rs will give the program no
flexibility .One o b
r iter down fo rrepair or maintenance would
wipe out the flight schedule .
With the possible demand estimated as 34missions per
year, which includes still a p Ossible underestimate of S Ol
requirements,modest growth for the space station,and little
growth in other areas,even a five-orbiter fleet would not be
adequate . The President an d h
t e nation as a whole must
decide whether there will be a U . S .space prog arm at all .
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Japan is ahead in laser fusion
u. s . physicist John Cox reports on his surprisingjindings during a recent

tour oj researchJacilities at Osaka University.
Laser physicist John Cox was a speaker at an April 22 -23
conference in Tokyo on the Strategic Defense Initiative .
sponsored by the Fusion Energy Follndation and the Schiller
Institute . Dr. Cox is the president of Future Tech . . located
in Gainsville. Florida .
Dr. Cox was a research sciemist at the University ()(
Florida . and lI o rkedfor U . S . A rmy Ballistic Missile Defense
andfor the National A eronautics and Space Administration
on the de ve lop me m ()( high-energy nllclear-powered lasers
( 1978-82 ) .
While i n Japan . Dr. Cox was able to l'isit the laser re
search laboratory at Osaka Unil'ersity . He discussed his
observations and emluation of the Japanese laser .fi/sion
program with Marsha Freeman .
'

Let me preface my statement by saying that I have visited
Los Alamos [National Scientific Laboratory] as well as the
Lawrence Livermore laser laboratory , and I ' ve seen what we
have here in the U . S . , so my observations will be put in the
context of comparing what we have here . I fell victim to
typical prejudicial thoughts : that the Japanese were incapable
of doing unique or novel research; that their bailiwick was
taking what we had pioneered and making it cheaper, faster,
better-but not necessarily doing anything novel . With that
mindset , I went into this laser fusion laboratory , looking to
see pretty much a duplicate copy Of what we had done in the
U.S.
The very first thing that was rubbed i n my face , was that
while their philosophy about their research was somewhat
different , they had accomplished things that we will probably
never be able to do . These accomplishments have a lot to do
with their dedication to progress and cooperation with indus
try . The connection with industry in Japan was a much tighter
system, and industry was taking an active role in the research .
In the United States, laser fusion work is made up of isolated
pockets of research . With the classification that is hanging
over this research , there ' s a lot of wasted and duplicate effort
here . In Japan there is an open society between research and
industry , and the progress they ' ve made is fantastic .
The main thrust of the laboratory is still basic physics.
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They were not doing any studies actively to look at fusion
reactors , to find out how you take this fusion energy and
convert it to electricity at an economical price . That seemed
to be a secondary or tertiary consideration . They were pri
marily looking at this as a research tool to study the physics
of fusion . Their main thrust is to Optimize the coupling be
tween the energy in the laser pulse and the target . and that
remains , in my opinion, one of the greatest challenges of
laser fusion .
They were working on novel target designs and systems
which would automate the procedure , and make the results
more reproducible . They had an automatic focusing system
which I was very impressed with . They 're bringing some
thing on the order of 15 laser beams , of a meter in diameter,
all coming to bear on a target that is less than a millimeter in
diameter, all within a nanosecond . which is a billionth of a
second .
The ability to bring to bear that kind of power, within that
short a time-frame and those spatial dimensions, is very im
pressive . They are trying to get a trillion-neutron yield, which
means that during a single pulse they would generate a trillion
neutrons from a fusion bum . That is an achievement that 1
don ' t think we ' ve duplicated in the United States. They 're
able to do that , time and time again . One of the most frus
trating things I ' ve come across in research , is that it is difficult
to reproduce something if it is very complex. The Japanese
were able to get uniform results . which is very critical in
terms of understanding cause and effect .
Another feature about the laser �nstitute which impressed
me , was that they ' ve been in business there for 20 years , and
over that 20-year period , they have developed between seven
and nine laser systems , each being successively more pow
erful , more accurate , etc . In the U . S . we ' ve had a similar
progression of technologies from the 1 960s to now . But in
the U . S . when we build a better system, we cannibalize and
disassemble the old system . At the laboratory in Japan , they
had all of the laser systems completely operational and func
tioning at the same time .
You might say , well, what good is that? You ' ve got old
stuff that ' s no longer of interest. But when you ' re training a
Science & Technology
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new generation of laser or nuclear physicists , i t ' s very valu
able to let them gain experienece on the other machine s , and
bring them along the same way the technology has been
brought along . This i s an i ncredible teaching resourc e , a
learning tool for future scientist s . That would be a paradise
to me , if I were able to conduct classes or teach students in
an environment like that ; that would be a dream come true ,
to have that many systems avai lable at one time .

Problem areas
They do have some problem areas that they are struggling
with now . They have one of their latest systems up and
running and the y ' re getting a lot of information out of it and
making a lot of progress . But in order to maintain that level
of progress , they are having an employment crunch . This is
a consequence of their phi losophy of life .
Like all big organization s , the research laboratory has a
localized need for labor , that is not a permanent need . For
instance , they are j u st now finishing their i mplosion syste m .
They need a lot o f people t o work o n the diagnostics . They
would l ike to hire 10 or 1 5 research scienti sts or engineers
who are very knowledgeable about diagnostics .
The problem they are having is that if they hire on some
one at a university institute in a government position , that
position is normally a position for life . B ut they only need
him for a couple of years , and they cannot j ustify the expense
of bringing on these extra staff people for a short time . I
simply asked the head of laboratory , why don ' t you hire
contractors , as we do in the United States? The contractor
knows he has a job to do , and when i t ' s over, he goe s .
The director repl ied that it went beyond the regulations
and the law s ; he himself, as an administrator , could not look
the guy in the eye three years from now , and tel l him he ' s
fired . It wasn ' t just the fact that they didn ' t have the money;
the tradition had affected even the management and the top
level staff.
They are making an effort now , with the Diet [ parl ia
ment -ed . J , to open up these temporary positions-to create
a new position , a temporary worker, who would be moved
around .
I sai d , why don ' t you hire foreign contractors? I ' d love
to come over there and work for three years on your diagnos
tics and then leave . He said that they are considering that ,
too . The other benefit you ' d get from hiring foreign contrac
tors , i s bringing i n new blood , new thoughts , new ideas to
invigorate the program . He said it i s going to be a slow
proces s .
The one area o f technology where they are not as current
as we are , was in the area of diagnostic s . They were still
using very crude diagnostic systems to acquire the data . I
can ' t say that they ' re any less accurate or rel i able in their data
because of i t . The newer technology would not make the
detectors or systems i ntrinsically better; it would make them
faster, increase their producti vity . They ' re working on that
now .
24
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The Gekko glass laser at Osaka University ' s fusion research
laboratory .

They are going to have to import some of that technology
from the U nited States . The reason why the U . S . has that
tech nology , is that the military has sensor technology which
i s very critical military technology , which we have spent
b i l l ions of dol lars on . We are the leaders i n this area. If Japan
had a defense budget, they would have an equal array of
technology .

Scientific spinoffs
Though people talk about spi noffs into the private sector
from this kind of technology , what is not mentioned , is the
spinoff into scienti fic technology , which is even more ob
vious and straightforward . Our scientific research benefits
1 00-fold over what the private sector get s . M i l itary research
benefits private and industrial research far more than it ben
efits the commercial work of the private sector . The mil itary
research also pays overhead and other intangible things . I
can ' t think of any major research effort that does not have at
least some military contracts , which pay for the "basic ne
cessities of life . "
How that app l i es i n the J apanese situation i s not clear;
but what is clear, i s that those same scientists working on the
problems of solving laser fusion , would also be swept up into
the military-oriented research on the Strategic Defense Initia
tive , and there are a lot of common goal s . They overlap so
much , that it ' s difficult to disentangle the m .
I ' ll g i v e you a perfect example . I d i d work on a high
energy l aser system for NASA that was not a military-funded
research effort . However, I was doing the same work for
NASA that I was doing for the mil itary , so here you have a
complete overlap in the basic research . As basic research
EIR
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evolves into technology components and hardware , then you
have a parting of the ways. In basic physics, laser fusion
physics , the overlaps are enormous , and that ' s why our basic
research is so good .

How classification cripples science

In the Japanese laser fusion laboratory , the contractors in
private industry were able to work hand-in-hand with re
search scientists in a government facility . Here in the U . S . ,
you have this classification network that shunts all of this
information , and you have isolated pockets of people who
don 't communicate with each other.
It' s like a s ynergy there . If everyone knows the same
information , then the problems can be solved from within.
Here , �verything is isolated . For instance , in the Japanese
research lab , they were doing everything in-house . They had
a total capability in-house , which means they were making
the pellets there , they had a complete facility to rebuild and
repair their own laser systems . They do have contractors
come in to support that effort , but they were doing everything
there . Here , the pellets are made in Ann Arbor, Michigan by
a private company , on contract with the federal government .
The particles are shipped down to the labs , and the actual
research and data comes out classified .
And here , even within the same laboratory . the informa
tion is not shared . The absurdity of this really strikes home
when you realize that the Japanese are doing research in areas
that we haven 't gotten to yet . They have tried to publish the
results of their work , and no U . S . publication will accept it ,
either because the work is not being done at all yet here , and
no one can decide if it ' s good or not ; or because the material
is classified here and the Japanese are publishing what would
be considered classified data , in the U . S . It's ridiculous. And
that's just because of our closed society system. The infor
mation is not allowed to flow freely in this area.
When the laser fusion program in the U . S. first got start
ed, it started producing data that was relevant to weapons ,
such as the so-called "EMP effect" or electromagnetic pUlse .
Scientists discovered that the magnetic fields propagating out
from the explosion led them to re-write all of the bomb codes;
it changed everything . The program got a big shot in the arm .
Here was a tool that enabled them to do essentially mock-up
explosions of microexplosions , enabled them to improve their
models of explosives and design better weapons . That's where
it all got classified .

Commercial spinoff potential

I raised the question of commercial spinoffs from laser
science with the director of the laboratory , Dr. Sadao Nakai .
He said that there was virtually no effort to speak of in looking
at commercialization of the product. He tended to avoid the
discussion about commercialization or anything to do w ith
any other application other than basic physics . He did point
out that they are trying to spin this technology off in other
ways than just power.
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That ' s what KMS Fusion iQ Michigan has done . The
micropellet technology has spilled
er to the private sector.
They are making micropellets for pharmaceuticals , for can
cer therapy research . This technology "oozes" spinoffs . The
Japanese are not as eager or capable of spinning off this
technology . That ' s not what drives them. That requires
somebody ' s being a product champion , saying , "I'm going
to get this company going . " That American spirit is subdued
there . That entrepenurial spirit is there , but it is subdued .
Let me say a word about classification . I gave a paper at
a conference-I was working on an optical processor for the
Air Force and was funded at the Uh iversity of Florida . We
were trying to develop robotic machine vision using a new
principle of optics . It's the same principle that the insect eye
uses, a surface processor instead of a volume processor. In
other words , our eyebal l needs a \ volume-it has a focal
length , and a diameter. and an aperture . An insect eye is a
skin basically ; it has no volume . We were developing optical
sensors based on what Mother Nature invented millions of
years ago . I was giving a paper at a conference and the Air
Force had submitted an abstract of the paper.
I flew all the way out to California to give the paper, in
1 983 , and they withdrew my paper and classified it. And I
said, "Why ? This is basic physic s . What good is this going
to do the Russians?" They said , "Look , we just paid $ 1 00 ,000 ,
for this data . I don ' t want the Russians to have it , for the cost
of a conference seat . " They withdrew my paper, because
they did not want the Russians to pay for an air fare and a
conference fee , to get the same information they had just paid
$ 1 00,000 for. That totally changed my perception of why
things are classified .
The Japanese said that they had spent $300 million on the
laser facility , and I assume that includes everything they 've
got up to today , that ' s the value of their assets . It ' s difficult
to make dollar-for-dollar comparisons . When you spend a
dollar in Japan , how does that compare to what you could get
for that same dollar here? I have to place uncertainty on that
$300 million figure , plus or minus 50% .
They also teach there , so I don 't think I could place a
number on the people who are just dedicated to research. You
typically spend $ 1 00,000 per man . and if they had an annual
budget of $ 1 0 million , they would � ave about 100 employees
there . A research scientist is paid about $30 ,000 but in order
for him to work , he consumes another $70 ,000 in overhead ,
equipment . They 're getting a lot of mileage out of their mon
ey . They ' ve already got $300 million in it, and that' s a size
able investment of any sort . I don' t think you will find that
investment in any of the two U . S . labs .
If the U . S . would wise up and at least transfer information
back and forth between the two programs, there would be an
enormous benefit to us . I don 't know how it would happen.
The SOl would certainly open the door, and get the thing
rolling . If the Japanese would jus� get involved with defen
sive-type technology in general , the spinoffs that they would
have , would be enormou s .
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How Soviet low-intensity
warfare targets the West
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

Since the May 16-1 8 weekend, when the German Green Party
and associated "punkers" unleashed a campaign of violence
and sabotage at the nuclear construction site at Wackersdorf,
Bavaria , and in Lower Saxony, Moscow' s drive for world
domination has moved into a new phase . Helga Zepp-La
Rouche, speaking to a coriference of the Schiller Institute in
Mainz-Hechtheim on June 2 1 , underlined the significance of
the Wackersdorf events: The Soviets are waging an unde
clared war, a low-intensity war against Germany. She stressed
the importance of the analysis of such low-intensity warfare
by Friedrich August Freiherr von der Heydte, Brigadier
General of the Reserves of the West German Bundeswehr, in
his book Der Moderne Kleinkrieg als wehrpolitisches und
militarisches Phanomen (Wiirzburg, 1972 ) . We present here
excerpts from her remarks, followed by selections from von
der Heydte' s study.
First, i t must b e stated that modem low-intensity warfare i s

real war, not a pre-form o f war, and not between peace and

war . It is real war with all the characteristics thereof. What
von der Heydte notes, is that the peculiarity of modem low
intensity warfare , is that unlike a great war, it can remain
unnoticed for a long period; the aggressor can disguise him
self as a freedom-tighter-he l ikes to maintain the illusion
for a long time that he can live in peace for eternity , while in
fact he has begun the war. Modem low-intensity war is based
on the strategy of targeting the totality of states and popula
tions over a long period of time , with physical violence and
confrontations of increasing intensity , such that the victor
will be the person who , in the end , psychologically and
physically has succeeded in isolating his adversary complete
ly, so that he gives up politically.
If you apply that to the particular situation in West Ger
many , your hair stands on end , because this has already gone
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very far. Our only defense is to wake up the population to
what is actually happening .
The detinition of modem low-intensity war, is that under
certain conditions , irregular hotdes of bandits , in the tight
against regular troops of army or police , can be successful ,
because they conduct a war out of the darknes s . They conduct
terror, sabotage , bombings , kidnappings , and the aim is to
exhaust and undermine the adversary , so that after some time ,
the adversary is physically and JPsychologically unable even
to articulate a clear political Will , and therefore becomes
unable to act . West German politicians are already close to
that point . . . . In the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of
yesterday , on the front page , there is the report of Bunde
swehr General Inspector Altenburg concerning the Soviet 9: I
superiority in short-range missiles and the real plans of the
U . S . S . R. Two pages later, at the party congress of the Social
Democratic Party in West Berlin , the S PD declares that the
U . S . A . is the problem , and the U . S . must get out . They have
already capitulated to the psychological blackmail . . . .
Like a real revolution , low-intensity warfare can also
create new legal orders , if it succeeds . It is not simply a
violation of law, because otherwise it would not be able to
create such new legal orders . In a revolution , the political
belief, will , decision , and act , are an inseparable unity , guid
ed and motivated by a political formula, which leads , even
tually, to a complete change of the existing political order in
the social and economic form . Those who deploy this low
intensity war are motivated by th� will to implement this New
World .order. Once the guerrillas or terrorists are motivated
by this new formula, which can be Greenie ideas or ideas of
other kinds , they are ready to die for those ideas .
Those who were in Lower Saxony, both police and our
own organizers , reported that what was absolutely shocking
was the incredible criminal energy which these people demEIR
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onstrated . The punks-who were not real punks, but were
rather intermixed with militarily trained spetsnaz terrorists
were not afraid to be hit over the head: They take it into
account, and their training includes that possibility .
What we are really talking about, is that these people ,
who are willing to eliminate the nation-state , want to go back
to the period preceding what they call "the ideas of 1 789 . "
During the recent degenerate spectacle at the St. Emerich
Castle of Regensburg-I will spare you the details-the high
point of the birthday party for Prince von Thurn und Taxis ,
was a feast, where all the guests were dressed in the costumes
of the absolutist system which preceded the French Revolu
tion . . . .
In the U . S . , Reagan ' s promises were empty : There is no
recovery . The political system in West Germany , in Western
Europe is no longer convincing and is empty: The "change ,"
the Wende of the Christian Democratic Union did not take
place , and Chancellor Kohl is a typical example of one of
these old institutions , who want to make out that what they
believe is true, even if it is not . . . .
This low-intensity war is based on the strategy of indirect
action, avoiding direct confrontation , and rather outmaneu
vering the enemy by deliberate misguidance , luring him into
losing positions until the resistance collapses . In low-inten
sity war, the enemy is never beaten decisively in one battle ,
but outmaneuvered , and the main effect is psychological . If
you can convince your enemy that the new po! itical order is
historically necessary , then you have won .
How many West Germans are convinced that the borders ,
the status quo , are historically necessary , that to say good
bye to the Americans is historically necessary? Then you can
actually say that the manipulation-the threat on one side ,
the propaganda on the other-have succeeded to a great
extent. . . .
This is a large-scale conspiracy , involving penetration of
the Army , the churches , the party officials, the student move
ment. It means planting secret sympathizers in crucial posi
tions, training the fighters , preparing the logistical bases,
caches, weapons depots . The attack comes in three phases:
first, the preparation; second, covert operations; third , the
open fight. In West Germany , we are at the begining of the
open fight. The historians say one must determine afterwards
when the low-intensity war actually started . One could say it
started with the Baader-Meinhof terrorist group; then came
the different phases of the Baader-Meinhof group , the Red
Cells; and then Wackersdorf. But I would say that it started
in 1 8 1 5 , and that it has been a back-and-forth war ever
since . . . .
The strongest force working against all these different
plans , is patriotism and nationalism in many countries of the
world , and I am convinced , that as much as this war between
the two systems has intensified , nonetheless , our concept of
a new just world economic order can win , if we get the true
collaboration of all patriots who will act as world citizens on
behalf of the human family as a whole .
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Von der Heydte's
treatise on warfare
by George Gregory
Friedrich August Freiherr von derHeydte , Brigadier General
of the Reserves of the West German Bundeswehr, and pro
fessor of international law at the University of Wiirzburg , is
the author of a little-known masterpiece , Der Moderne

Kleinkrieg als wehrpolitisches und militiirisches Phiinomen
(Modern Low-Intensity Warfare as a Military-Political and
Military Phenomenon) (Holzner Verlag , Wiirzburg , 1 972) .

Professor von der Heydte ' s 263-page work has mysteriously
vanished from the bookshelves as far as the German-speaking
world is concerned; but it was considered sufficiently impor
tant to warrant translation and covert circulation among the
Soviet armed forces . It is most , timely and urgent now to
share von der Heydte ' s insights into the nature of modem
low-intensity warfare with the English-speaking public .
Low-intensity warfare was not invented in Russia, nor is
it a product of "communism" or "Marxism-Leninism . " It is
the special virtue of Professor von der Heydte ' s treatment of
low-intensity warfare as a military phenomenon, that the
Soviet or Soviet-proxy "communist" and "Marxist-Leninist"
variants are understood as mere selective adaptations of low
intensity warfare , which itself belongs in a comprehensive
strategic setting .
Despite the fact that low-intensity warfare cannot be re
stricted to a particular ideological content, the political-mil
itary leadership of the Soviet Union attributes prominent
importance to low-intensity warfare in its overall conception
of war. The Soviets have avoided the mistaken assumption ,
that low-intensity warfare could take the place of a nuclear
or conventional "large" war. For the Soviets, low-intensity
warfare is a component of the totality of their conception of
war. The Soviet conception is also not exhausted by the idea
of spetsnaz commando units operating as the first wave of a
blitzkrieg behind Western lines .
The bad habit of dividing post-World War II history into
a "cold war phase , " followed by "detente ," with rather fluid
transitions between the two , has become accepted as com
mon wisdom in the West . This partitioning conveniently
overlooks the fact, that in the entire period since 1 945 , with
Strategic Studies
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varying intensity , the Soviet Union has pursued low-intensity
warfare . The initial focus of this warfare was in the Third
World . The Soviet Union played low-intensity warfare as the
"interested third party , " first in the de-colonialization pro
cess , and , subsequently , with more success in the post-co
lonial upheavals in Africa , Asia, and Latin America. As the
process of low-intensity warfare unfolded, it was increasing
ly replaced by direct military presence and application of
political power.
Since the beginning of the 1 970s , and more so since the
beginning of the 1 980s , Soviet low-intensity-warfare strate
gy has shifted once again toward Western Europe . We may
presume , that this is of first-rank importance for the current
Gorbachov/Ogarkov leadership , working on the foundations
laid by Yuri Andropov .
The following forms of battle in low-intensity warfare
against Western Europe play the predominant role:
• Subversion , infiltration of institutions , with the ulti
mate purpose of cadre recruitment;
• Targeted terrorism against individual s , assassinations
and kidnappings;
• Bomb attacks and arson , acts of sabotage;
• Disinformation campaigns and psycho-cultural de
moralization;
• "Blind" terrorism , random murder or wounding of innocent people in public places ;
• Kidnapping of innocent people to blackmail states;
• Civil war-like violent unrest and riots .
The climax of the Soviets' low-intensity-warfare strategy
would be a condition of complete "ungovernability" and civil
war in the nations of Western Europe . Under these condi
tions , the will to maintain the integrity of the nation and
military resistance against the totalitarian East . armed to the
teeth . would collapse .
The chief aim of low-intensity warfare operations is not
to achieve the highest possible loss of life; nor is the material
damage of acts of sabotage essential . The chief aim of low
intensity-warfare operations is the political-psychological ef
fect. Soviet low-intensity warfare operations are aimed at
terrorizing the leadership circles and the entire population of
the nations of Western Europe , to wear them down intellec
tually and morally.
Soviet low-intensity warfare operations unfold over long
periods of time , and they are not uniform . But it would be
fatal to relegate them to the status of something one gets used
to, something which is simply always there . The most recent
escalation of low-intensity warfare in the Federal Republic
of Germany emphasizes this point . The so-called Battle of
Pentecost at the Wackersdorf nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
in Bavaria demonstrated this with shocking clarity . To judge
from its intensity , duration , centralized control , and the prin
ciples of deployment of the self-proclaimed "fighters" num
bering in the thousands , the Battle of Pentecost was in fact a
28
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low-intensity warfare operation , one that can not be consid
ered merely a "violent demonstration . "

Terrorism and low-intensity warfare

Soviet low-intensity warfai'e is always-directly or in
directly-associated with terrorism. In the West , there is
confusion on this point, stemming from a deeply rooted no
tion that terrorism is a "sociological phenomenon . " Terror
ism in and against Western Europe is thought to be attribut
able to anomalies of political ; social , psychological , and
mental development . In the case of Wackersdorf, the expla
nation is that the Angst and "deSperation" of youth in the face
of the "atomic danger" led to spontaneous , violent unrest .
The truth , however, is that the terrorist low-intensity
warfare operation in Wackersdorf was prepared with military
precision and centrally deployed . Covert commanding cadre
and cells of Eastern intelligence services controlled , logisti
cally and tactically, the gang-l ike groups , in order to dem
onstrate to the government in Bonn just how far the destabil
ization potentials at the disposal of the Soviet Union in Ger
many already reach .
It is characteristic of Soviet low-intensity-warfare strat
egy , that the initial phase is that of infiltration , with the
purpose of recruiting anti-constitutional persons and groups.
This is done by cadre who operate covertly for the most part,
so that, as a rule , the recruits are not aware of their actual
assignment . Recruits are indottrinated gradually, trained ,
and financially equipped , as well as psychologically con
trolled . Anti-constitutional groUps and "movements" operate
as surrogates for the East, which covertly controls and directs
them . This holds just as well on the international level of
state terrorism , in which countries like Libya , Syria, and Iran
operate as Soviet surrogates .
We must expect that the Soviet low-intensity warfare
strategy against Western Europe , and the Federal Republic
of Germany in particular, will escalate in the near future .

Documentation

The following are translated excerpts from Der Moderne

Kleinkrieg als wehrpolitisches tlOd militarisches Phanomen
(Modem Low-Intensity Warf� as a Military-Political and
Military Phenomenon) by Friedrich A ugust Freiherr von der

Heydte, (Holzner Verlag, Wiirzburg, 1972).
Since the end o f the Second World War, a considerable
literature has accumulated about the nature of low-intensity
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warfare and the principle of its conduct . From the Chinese
party chairman Mao Tse-tung to the Swiss Major H. von
Dach , from the South American rebel leader Emesto "Che"
Guevara to the Greek colonel Georgios Grivas-Dighenis ,
from the American military author Charles W. Thayer to the
German Helmuth Rentsch , practitioners and theoreticians of
modem warfare have studied the problem of irregular war
fare, conducted by gangs, and have investigated the remark
able phenomenon, that in such a war, badly armed , badly
trained , badly clothed gangs, led by amateurs , are often suc
cessful in battle against superior troops led by professional
soldiers .
If one searches the contemporary literature about low
intensity warfare for a convincing definition of the nature of
this form of the conduct of war, one surprisingly finds , that
the majority of theoreticians who deal with low-intensity
warfare still owe us a clear definition of what it is they are
talking about. Everyone knows, what he imagines low-inten
sity warfare to be; but to draw a clear line between low
intensity warfare and a revolutionary uprising , on the one
hand , and conventional war, on the other, is obviously diffi
cult.
Usually low-intensity warfare is conceived to be an armed
conflict, in which the parties are not large military units , but
small and even the smallest action-groups , and in which the
outcome is not decided in a few large battles , but the decision
is sought , and ultimately achieved , in a very large number of
small, individual operations, robberies , acts of terrorism and
sabotage , bombings , and other attacks . Low-intensity war
fare is "war from the darkness . " In place of the powerful
thrust, there is the multiplicity of no less dangerous pin
pricks; in place of the superiority of weapons-and therefore
firepower in the broadest sense-there is the superiority of
movement, which the enemy is no longer able to "pursue . "
But i n all of these characterizations, low-intensity war
fare is only described by insinuation; it is neither clearly
defined, nor is its nature exhaustively determined .
Low-intensity warfare is , in any case , war. It is "real"
war and not a "substitute for war," not "a proxy for war," an
"operation approximating war," a "condition short of war"
or whatever expression one might use in "semantic circum
scription ," to pick out the so-called great war, for one or
another reason, as the only "real war," in which large military
units and means of destruction manned by uniformed soldiers
play the decisive role.
Some theoreticians do in fact recognize , that low-inten
sity warfare is real war; but they do not want to see low
intensity warfare as aform of war, but only as aform of the
conduct of war in the context of a "big" war-comparable to
submarine warfare or the bombing war of airforces . . . .
It is in low-intensity warfare that the connection between
war and politics appears most clearly: Low-intensity warfare
is , in a certain sense , the war of the politician , not the war of
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the soldier.
The essence of the condition of war consists in the encom
passing reliance upon violence. which threatens nearly all
institutions of law of the state , and becomes the foundation
of all relations between the states conducting war against
each other. Violence need not necessarily occur as the vio
lence of weapons: A war need not always be contested in the
form of a military conflict; in war it is only essential , that the
use of violence take the place of peaceful encounter, which
is the basis for relations between states at peace . A single act
of violence , or even a small number of such acts , does not
yet mean war, as long as peaceful relations are maintained;
on the other hand-and this is of particular importance for
the problem of low-intensity warfare-the condition of war
does exist, when the violence which the contesting states are
intent upon using comprehensively is not only-or even not
at all-military violence . . . .

The types of modern war
Today we confront a multiplicity of various types of wars ,
an entire spectrum, ranging from nuclear war-in which
nuclear weapons are actually deployed , as one unconvention
al extreme-in contrast to the so-called non-nuclear war, in
which each of the warring parties must expect that his oppo
nent will take recourse to nuclear weapons at some point in
time-and the conventional war, in which the use of nuclear
weapons is improbable , if not ruled out-all the way to the
modem low-intensity war, as the other, also unconventional,
extreme .
The multiplicity of types of war necessarily leads to in
securities in strategic conceptions . Theoreticians who deal
with questions of strategy today ate generally inclined to pick
just one type of war out of the colorful spectrum of various
possible types of war-usually nuclear war-and focus their
entire attention on that one type . rJ'he nuclear war-type is the
central focus of attention in the · writings of the Americans
Kissinger, Strauss-Hupe , or Maxwell Taylor, in the studies
of the French generals Ailleret and Gallois , or the team study
produced under the aegis of Marshal Sokolovskii ; each of
these authors writes as if there were no other type of war
just as earlier centuries had their uniform war-type .
Among theoreticians, this fixation on only one type of
war is perhaps understandable; but when the practice of over
all planning of military and civil defense of a country also
fixates on one single type of war, such one-sidedness can
tum into disaster for the country 1n question .
Today it is impossible to assume merely one single type
of war. All strategic considerations , as well as all concrete
projects in the defense area, must have in mind the possibility
of various types of war. The war-image of nuclear war re
quires a different strategic planning , different armament,
different organization of troops , and , last but not least, a
different training of officers and their troops , than the warStrategic Studies
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image of a purely conventional war; the war-image of the
modem low-intensity war, in tum , requires totally different
strategic thinking , totally different tactics and battle tech
nique , and, accordingly, different training .

"The essence oj the condition qf
war consists in the reliance upon
violence . . . . Violence need not
necessarily occur as the violence oj
weapons: A war need not always
be contested in theJorm qf a
military coriflict; in war it is only
essential, that the use oj violence
take the place oj peacliful
encounter, which is the basisJor
relations between states at peace. "

There is the additional element, that we must sketch the
war-image of a nuclear war as well as that of low-intensity
war, that conducted in a modem industrial nation , without
any experience with either of these types . In the former as
well as in the latter case , we have to imagine a phenomenon
which we do not yet know from experience . Therefore spec
ulation , if not fantasy . by and large takes the place of expe
rience . Here is the first, great, and unsolved problem of all
strategic thinking, all planning for military and civil defense ,
all armaments projects . . . .

Psychological and political combat

It would be a mistake . . . to believe in a kind of grand
escalation , only one transition from the war-image of the
modem low-intensity war to that of conventional war, or
from conventional war to nuclear war. It is also conceivable ,
that, for example , a great war begun with nuclear weapons
would, after the first nuclear battles , be continued by one of
the parties conducting war in the form of a modem low
intensity war, and just as conceivable that the state in question
had planned and prepared this transition to low-intensity war
fare before the war began . That in the preparation of such a
low-intensity war, which is supposed to follow the nuclear
level of conflict, psychological armament obtains decisive
importance , is evident. . .
Every weapon requires a target appropriate to it. One way
to prevent an opponent from employing nuclear weapons
consists in offering him no targets for these weapons . He who
wants to prevent the opponent from using nuclear weapons ,
must shape his conduct o f warfare such that the opponent
.
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will find no nuclear targets . From this standpoint, there is a
remarkable connection between the two extremes of the types
of war-image of the present day , between nuclear war and
low-intensity war: Modem low-intensity warfare knows of
no nuclear targets , and thus precludes , by and large , employ
ment of nuclear weapons . It is the only fundamental alterna
tive to nuclear war.
In more than one respect, low-intensity warfare is the
contrary of nuclear war . . . . While employment of nuclear
weapons requires clarity as concerns the disposition of lines
and a clear differentiation between operationally or tactically
relevant terrain , such that all doubts concerning the forward
edge are removed , the conduct of low-intensity warfare for
bids any strictly drawn line , any clear definition of terrain .
Nuclear war, b y its nature" requires a n approach which
Liddell Hart has called "direct. " He who employs nuclear
weapons takes the bull by the horns: He is willing to force
the final-the nuclear-test of power, in order to impose his
will upon the opponent by demci>nstration of a military supe
riority, a fearsome demonstration , and thus to end the war in
a military victory . The modem low-intensity war, on the
contrary , knows of no "direct" approach , by its very nature:
The military balance of forces becomes irrelevant, because
it is not the ultimate test of power which is at issue . He who
conducts low-intensity warfare seeks to avoid such direct
tests of power, and seeks instead to unsettle, surprise , and
tire out his opponent, to throw him off balance , to wear him
down intellectually and morally, without ever offering the
opponent the opportunity to employ his weapons , which , as
a rule, are superior. At the end ()f low-intensity war, there is
not only a military victory , but also a total political victory . . . .
Low-intensity warfare is , in the first place , a fight of
single fighters , or small groups . It is realized in the multiplic
ity of isolated acts of violence . These acts of violence , in the
ideal case , are distributed over the entire territory of the state ,
against which low-intensity warfare is directed , or in which
low-intensity warfare is conducted against a foreign occu
pier. Low-intensity warfare knows of no front and no limited
battlefield . Its front is everywhere . The actual terrain of battle
changes like a kaleidescope , from one single action to anoth
er.
In low-intensity war, everwhere can suddenly be "for
ward . " If the guerrillero operates skillfully and successfully ,
his enemy will seek in vain to localize the conflict . Once he
believes he has "reestablished order" in one place , this order
will unexpectedly be shattered in another place by new low
intensity-warfare actions . Guerrilleros fight everywhere and
nowhere . They tum up where they are least suspected, and
they disappear when one attempts to pin them down . If an
action is successfully conducted , they leave the battlefield to
the enemy , because it no longer has any significance for
them . . . .
The guerrilleros' adversary will often not have sufficient
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forces at his disposal to control the entire area which has
become a terrain of operations . He will then have to restrict
"firm" control to key objects , and only exert an "insignifi
cant" control over other areas of the territory in question .
That creates a "spatial vacuum" on the part of the adversary
in a military respect, in which the forces of the guerrilleros
"operate freely or semi-freely, whereby they continuously
develop their own assault capabilities. "
Since low-intensity war knows of no "front" and no "for
ward," there is also noforward defense , no depth , no possi
bility to prepare oneself in the rear, and especially no move
ment fowards or backwards . Low-intensity-warfare opera
tions-although always aggressive by nature-are not , by
their very nature , a "moving forward , " which would be com
parable to the forward motion of an attack . The normal eva
sive movements after completed low-intensity operations , by
the same token , cannot be compared to a "moving back" in a
"large" war . . . .
Just as low-intensity warfare knows of no forward or
backward movement in the usual sense , so it also knows of
no "occupation" and no "holding" of space by guerrilleros.
In conventional war, troops occupy a strip of terrain . In
, low-intensity warfare , there are not only no troops who would
be able to implement such an occupation; the very conception
of occupying space contradicts the essence of low-intensity
warfare .
A specific space is neither "occupied" nor "held" by the
guerrilleros: it is rather "contaminated" by them. "Contam
inate , " in this connection , means the extensive limitation of
the freedom of action of the enemy in the area in question ,
by means of a growing number of low-intensity-warfare ac
tions , particularly in this area. Without offering one ' s own
forces for engagement with the enemy in the "contaminated"
area, the guerrillero disrupts and paralyzes the enemy with
increasing acts of sabotage , especially against transportation
routes , attacks on reporting stations , isolated weapons , soli
tary traveling vehicles , and small supply columns, and last ,
but not least, by terrorizing the civilian population . . . .
·

The conception of victory

Low-intensity warfare should lead to the adversary ' s
gradually bleeding to death , physically and psychologically.
To that purpose , it is first of all necessary to rid the adversary
to the belief in the possibility of a victory over the guerrille
ros. To the adversary , the guerrilla movement must appear
as a form of Lunaean hydra: If one cuts off one head of this
multi-headed monster, two heads grow in its place , and one
of the heads is immortal . If a low-intensity-warfare action is
unsuccessful , or if a group of guerrilleros is betrayed , dis
covered, captured , taken out of action , or destroyed, new
actions must demonstrate to the adversary within a very short
time that the movement is still alive , and that the unsuccessful
action was no "decisive" blow against them. Just as no low
intensity-warfare action can be decisive by itself for the guer-
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rilleros, it must be demonstrated : to the adversary , on the

other hand , that for him , too, there is no "decisive battle"
against the guerrilleros.
It is the order of the adversary which is to be destroyed
in low-intensity-warfare actions-in fact, every form of or
der, the military as well as civilian, the economic as well as
political . Clausewitz , too , speaks of such a destruction of
order; but he means by this only the destruction of the order
of an army , which is to be obtained in a major battle , and he
calls this destruction the decision . Low-intensity war is total
war, in which the issue is not only the existence of armies ,
and i n which therefore the destruction of the order of an army
alone does not yet signify the decision . Just as nuclear war
leads to chaos , the successful low-intensity war gradually
dissolves every order of the guerrillero' s enemy .
Beaufre characterizes low-intensity war accurately as
"total , long-term fighting of lesser military intensity . " At its
conclusion stands the survival of whomever can hold his
breath longer. Victory in low-intensity warfare comes un
noticed , to a certain extent through the back door.
Victory in low-intensity war does not signify-or at least
not in every case-that the adversary has been militarily
defeated , but it always signifies , that he is exhausted and bled
dry , that he is psychologically defeated . If "victory" signifies
that success in which , by means of violence , that aim is
achieved , on account of which violence was resorted to
and Clausewitz also spoke of a victory , which is more than
mere success on the battlefield-then there is also a real
victory for the guerrilleros. The path to this victory, of courSe ,
does not lead through a decisive battle , but over countless
single , small actions, and not seldom the world only discov
ers after the fact-as in the case of the low-intensity warfare
of the Mau-Mau in Kenya , or of the Ukrainian freedom
fighters in the first years after World War II-with a certain
astonishment , that a low-intensity war has just ended with
the victory of one or another party ; It is even possible that he
who has achieved victory , only becomes aware of his victory
much later-possibly too late . . . .
The movement in low-intensity warfare , of course , is of
a special kind . Low-intensity warfare knows of marches in
the sense of "large" war only in rare exceptional cases . Guer
rilleros normally do not march in more or less closed columns
or units . Instead , they seep-individually , or in small and
very small groups-silently and unnoticed into the area they
want to reach . The seeping movement , infiltration , is the
characteristic form of movement for low-intensity warfare ,
in the operational as well as tactical realm . On the other hand ,
it should be noted , the seeping movement is by no means
restricted to low-intensity warfare . In World War II and af
terward , the Soviet army demonstrated in numerous cases ,
that it has mastered the art of infiltration at every level-in
the large and the small , from the seeping staging of entire
armies to the infiltration of a shock force into enemy posi
tions-also in "large" war. . . .
Strategic Studies
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Washington traitors
to kill the SDI on
orders from Moscow
by Criton Zoakos

Between May 23 and June 20, the day that both Senate 'and House Armed Services
panels voted drastic reductions in the funding of President Ronald Reagan ' s Stra
tegic Defense Initiative , an ominous sequence of maneuvers , coordinated among
the Kremlin , the State Department , and the U . S . Congress, has produced the
greatest national security disaster for the United States' since Pearl Harbor.
To reverse this Pearl Harbor' s effects now , it will be necessary to purge the
Reagan administration of all persons-including Secretary of State George Shultz ,
his arms-control adviser Paul Nitze , and chief arms-control negotiator Max Kam
pelman-who knowingly and willfully contributed to this debacle , and to sweep
from Congress all those elected officials-such as Sens . Joseph B iden (D-Del . ) ,
Patrick Leahy (D-Va . ) , Bennett Johnston (D-La . ) , Sam Nunn (D-Ga . ) , and Reps .
Dante Fascell (D-Fla . ) , Les Aspin (D-Wisc . ) , and Norman Dicks (D-Wash . ) ,
among others-who provided "aid and comfort" to the Soviet strategists who
orchestrated this operation .
What happened?
The Strategic Defense Initiative , in the words of Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger and SDI Director Lt . -Gen . James Abrahamson , has been "strangled
in its cradle , " as a result of the extraordinary budget cuts voted by the Senate and
House Armed Services Committees on June 20. If these votes are not reversed
before October, then the principal Soviet objective at the Geneva arms-control
negotiations , the "elimination of Star Wars , " will have been fully achieved . By
October of this year, the Soviet Union will have no fu
' rther reason to continue
attending the Geneva sessions .
How did this happen?
The first public indication of collusion between Soviet officials and the State
Department to kill the SDI emerged on Sunday , June I � when Weinberger, on the
television news program "Face the Nation , " said flatly that he had not been briefed
on the-by then notorious-"new Soviet arms control proposals" made at Geneva
during the May 29 session . Three days later, on June 4, Weinberger, now briefed
on the Soviet proposals, appeared on the TV news show "Nightwatch" and stated
32
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'
The rogues who are sabotaging SD/: from left. Sen . Ted Kennedy. Secretary of State George Shult: . Sen . John Hein z . Sen . A lan
Cranston , Rep . Les Aspin .

that the Soviet proposals are " agai nst the national i nterests of

fe nse Initiative i nto a mere bargai n i n g c h i p , never to be

the U n ited State s , " and "an attempt to k i l l the SDI by the side

deployed .

door . "

At the time of Kampe l m an ' s appointment as U . S . chief

I t turned out that the "new Soviet offer" consi sted o f two

arms-control negotiator, and on repeated occasions ever since ,

part s : first , a stipu lation that the U n ited States abide by the

this publ ication has w arned that Kampe l man ought not to be

1 972 Anti - B a l l i stic M i s s i le treaty until the year 2000 and

trusted with the fate of the S O l , or with anything to do with

restrict SOl research to "l aboratory-only" leve l s ; second , a

arms control . Kampe l man ' s pol itical pedigree , l ike that of

promise that , with the S O l k i l l ed , Moscow wou ld promise to

former U . N . ambassador Jeane K i rkpatrick and Paul N itze

look i nto "drastic reductions of strategic offensive weapons . "

all three hail from the bowe l s of J ay Lovestone ' s " right-w i ng

Wei nberger pointed out that the Soviet req uest to e xtend the

Social De mocracy"-places him sq uare l y in the murky area

duration of the A B M treaty was ai med at e l i minating the

known , in inte l l igence parlance , as 'The Tru st . " Famous

possibil ity that Congress would fu nd the deployment of the /1-

among the previous generation ' s Tru st operatives were the

SOl . "The Soviets know you can ' t get fu nding for a program

notorious tychoon A l exander H e lphand ( Parv us ) , the spirit

defense secretary sai d .

the idea of the "Pan-European U n ion , " now espoused by Lord

(
�,

if you ' ve said you are not going to use it for I O years , " the

Kampelman and ' The Trust '

ual father of both the theory of "permanent revolution" and
Carrington , Hans- Dietrich Genscher, G u i l io Andreott i , and
the Georgetown Center for S trategic and I nternational S tud

Even though the official legend was developed that t h i s

ies ( C S I S ) . Other Trust operatives were Leon Trotsky , N i 

" n e w Soviet offer" was made on May 2 9 , sources i n Geneva

k o l a i B ukhari n , a n d other associates of Jay Lovestone , who

the ABM treaty had been d i sc u s sed between M ax Kampe l 

during the 1 930s . The i n fl uential apparatus of the American

close to the talks told EIR that , in fac t , the idea of extending

were eventual l y turned away by Soviet dictator Josef Stalin

m a n and V ictor Karpov , t h e t w o c h i e f negotiators , for "quite

right-wing Social Democracy later emerged out of the spumed

a w h i l e . " Not surpri s i n g : Max Kampe l man is publicly asso

J ay Lovestone ' s pol itical fam i l y . This group succeeded , with

ciated w ith the idea that the SOl i s usefu l only as a bargaining

help from S e n . J oe McCarthy , in presenting its very special

chip . During December 1 984 , short l y before he was named

di spute with Stalin as some kind of gen i u ne "anti-commu

chief arms-control negotiator , Kampe l man co-authored with

n i s m , " i . e . , a set of fake credentials w h ich bought a ticket of

Zbigniew Brzezinski an essay , publ i shed by the New York

Times Sunday Magazine . which has become the "bible" for

i n fl uence i n the U . S . fore ign pol icy and national security
policy Establ i s h m e n t . This i s what eventu a l l y gave us Max

the entire arms-control mafia w h ic h , since March 2 3 , 1 98 3 ,

Kampe l man , Paul N i tze , and the betrayal of the S trategic

has been committed t o "whittling away" the S trategic De-

Defense Initiative .
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The "new Soviet offer"at Geneva,though in the works
f
or months,was made public exactly two days after President
Reagan announced that the United States ,in light of Soviet
violations,will no longer abide by the S A LT II treaty . To
counter the impact of President Reagan's May 27announce
ment that the S A LT II treaty was dead,as a result of Soviet
violations,the State Department, jointly
media,launched a phony campaign to present the standard
S oviet demand to scrap the smas "new," "surprising,"and
" unexpected "
. Moreover , Shultz sent his chiefarms-control
adviser, Paul Nitze,to the House Armed Se rvices Committee
on June I I ,to give testimony which virtually amounted to
coaching the Democrat-dominated committee on how to go
a bout killing the President's Strategic Defense Initiative and
wh y .
" The Soviets appear recently t o have given some greater
indications ofpotential movement in their p osition," Nitze
tol dthe committee . "Our negotiators in Geneva areattempt 
i ng to determine whether there is any subs at nce to these
indications,"he continued,referring to his colleague Kam 
pelman's ef
f
orts to sell out the SDI is exchange for some
imagined reductions in Soviet offensive weapons .

'Budgetary Constraints'
As f
or President Reagan's term nation
i
of compliance with
the S A LT treaty, Nitze ventured his own interpretation of
events to the congressmen , pointing out that under existing
budget constraints, he expects the President to continue, in
the f
uture,complying with the S A LT II limits. Even after
refitting more than 1 30 B- 52s with nuclear-tipped cruise mis
siles,the United States might re main within S A LT II limits,
according to Nitze, because "the United Sta es
t might dis 
mantle another Poseidon submarine,"scheduled for overhaul
by June 1 98 7 ,with the administration then invoking,again ,
reasons ofcost,rather than adherence to the treaty for its own
s ake . According to Nitze, even though the adminis tration
may have renounced the treaty,it would still remain within
its limits f
or "budgetary reasons."
Nitze's June I Itestimony catalyzed congressional forces
into action,using budget authority to destroy the sm,exactly
as Weinberger had warned,on June 4,was the intent of the
Soviet proposals.
To the applause of Soviet newspapers and television p ro
grams ,a group of senators,led by Bennett Johnston, Joseph
Biden, William Cohen R
( - Maine ) , Patrick Leahy, John Cha
f
ee R
( -R.I.), John Heinz R
( - Pa.) , and Dale Bumpers D
( 
Ark.) ,began a drive to "save the S A LT treaty "
, and also to
cut f
unding for the sm. On the day of Nitze's testimony ,
Senator Biden took to the floor of the Senate to intone in more
or less hys erical
t
tones: " President Reagan's arms-control
policy has fallen under the in fluence of right-wing advisers
who want to destroy S A LT II and the whole framework of
nucle ar arms limitations .... We face the functional equiv34
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alent of a national emergency i the conduct of our strategic
policy.... [Reagan's]
way to implementing a perver sepolicy that could in flict se
vere damage on the national se urity interests of the United
States," Biden said,surp nsing eve y
r one who knew his voting
record, and his total past dis �gard for "national security
interests."
On the same day,while Ni e and Biden were speaking
in Was fiington,the Soviet news �gency T AS S announced the
f
ollowing: "On June I Ithe U.S �S R.
. delegation presented at
Geneva an interim variant ofa s plution to problems connect
ed with no n-militarization of s ace and with reducing stra
tegic weapons.It was propose dto reach an accord between
the U .S .S R.
. and the U.S.A. n staying within the A B M
treaty for at least 15years and t �restrict wor kin the field of
the smto the level oflaborato research ,that is ,the thresh 
.
old which the U.S.A .has alrea dy in practice reached "
On June 1 6 , Senator Leah yof the Senate Intelligence
Committee announced that he was introducing a bill to f
orce
the United States to remain wit hin S A LT limits. " People are
genuinel y concerned by the aba ndonment o f S A LT "
, he said,
"and that will affect the Strategi cDefense Initiative."
On June 20 ,both the Hous eand the Senate Armed Ser
vices committees vot ed to cut t he requested SDI budget by
some $ 1 . 8billion for fiscal 1 987. Four days later ,the U.S.
and Soviet negotiating teams had their fina lmeeting in Ge
neva,before recessing for the su mmer. Chief U.S .negotiator
Kampelman announced, mo ts pleased with himself: " The
fifth round of negotiations on nu clear and space arms has u
j st
ended. We hope it has in som eareas opened the way to a
serious dialogue which will n mow our differences and lead
to agreement . I do not want to minimize t he very real and
important substantive diff
erenc es that remain between us.
But at least in some areas,we m ay now have fresh opportun
ities for ser ous
i
and constructiv ediscussion."
Mr. Kampelman's dream o fnegotiating the smdown
the drain has almost come true . The relevant congressional
committees have voted to limit i st funding to levels of "lab 
oratory research,"already pronounced acceptable by the So
viet Union. These committee recommendations are to be
voted by Congress into law ,so me time around Sept . 1 8 ,the
day the Geneva talks resume,an dcertainly before Oct. I ,for
the next fiscal year .If this happ ens ,the smwil lbe dead,as
the Soviet Union intended. With his
t defeat,the United States
at Geneva will have no other practical choice but a ffix its
signature to whatever piece of paper the Soviets choose to
present. What had once started as an "arms-reduction"ne
gotiation,will have become the negotiated surrender of the
United States.

t

�
.,

b

ry
,

Oust the traitors!
This can be reversed by even st intervening between now
and Oct. I ,only if such events l ead to full restoration of the
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SOl budget. The May 23 to June 20 developments demon
strate beyond reasonable doubt that the "arms-control mafia"
is too deeply entrenched both inside the administration and
in Congress , to permit any serious development of the SDI.
Responsible policymakers mu st therefore examine three
sets of considerations: First , are the national security esti
mates which led to the decision to go with the SOl still valid?
Second, are the national interests involved so overriding as
to make it worthwhile to attempt to dislodge this "arms con
trol mafia?" Third, what is really this political entity called
the "arms control mafia?"
Those in the U. S. intelligence community who agree with
the analysis of EIR. agree that the United States is menaced
by an ongoing pre-general-war assault by the Soviet Union ,
whose leadership is bent on unchallenged world domination
by the 1988-90 period . They also agree that the Soviet Union
has achieved such an absolutely overwhelming superiority in
offensive strategic weapons, that the only two choices al
lowed to the United States are: I ) an immediate crash effort
to deploy a multi-layered system of strategic defenses as
outlined by the SOl perspective , or 2) capitulation to Soviet

dictates.
Rivaling this evaluation, the adherents of the "arms-con
trol process" argue that no aggressive Soviet intentions exist;
that the acknowledged Soviet violations are "militarily insig
nificant" ; and that-following identically formulated Soviet
arguments-the SOl is both unfeasible and destabilizing .
These arguments have been refuted time and again. A review
of the public record by any rational person will show that the
"arms-control mafia" has abandoned any pretense to rea
soned argument . This is not the place to repeat these argu
ments and refutations . Suffice it to say , that the "arms-control
mafia," having abandoned all hope of winning by reasoned
argument, has now resorted to the employment of crude
force: Cut funding for the SOl and permit the military and
diplomatic consequences of the cuts to take their effect .
If our evaluation is correct , that the Soviet Union is in a
classical state of war against the United States. a state of war
which , though undeclared, is nonetheless fully in effect ac
cording to the Soviets ' own textbook definitions of what
constitutes war in the era of nuclear weapons , then, in ac
cordance with the Constitution of the United States , all those
officials in the Reagan administration , from Shultz on down,
and all those members of the Senate and the House , who
voted for the SOl budget cuts , are , technicall y , traitors for
"providing aid and confort" to the enemies of the United
States in time of war.
R.;;;pecting the employment of the term "arms-control
mafia": No such political entity exists in reality . Many well
meaning persons have employed the term in an effort to
understand why some of their colleagueu in government and
elsewhere in policy making , are so obstinately committed to
"arms control ," an exercise whose sole and exclusive product
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has been , so far, the emergence b f the Soviet Union as the
world ' s most awesome , unchallenged thermonuclear offen
sive power, rather than the control of arms in any sense . The
myth was developed that these partisans of "arms control"
are blinded to the harsh strategic realities of Soviet strategic
ruthlessness, simply because such partisans have grown up
and been educated , and had theit careers shaped by the phi
losophy of arms control of the late 1 950s and the 1 96Os , and
that to abandon such deeply engrained habits of thought,
would be both psychologically traumatic and perceived as a
threat to careers whose advancement always depended on an
arrangement of "arms control" regulating relations between
the United States and the Soviet Union .
This is a wrong way of looking at the phenomenon . The
real cancer in the American political body is what , in spe
cialist circles , has been known "as The Trust-the general
strategic orientation of the leading , financially powerful fam
ilies of the U . S . Establishment , 'which include among their
leading elements the Harrimans , , the Rockefellers of the Tri
lateral Commission , the Mellons , the Bundy brothers , the
Lodges , et al . For reasons of their own , this group had , in
1 9 1 7 and during the early 1 920s , played a critical role in
assisting the Bolshevik Revolution in taking and consolidat
ing power. With Josef Stalin ' s Russian chauvinist/nationalist
tum , they experienced a falling-out which they repeatedly
tried to mend , but did not succeed in mending , unti l , after
Stalin ' s death , Lord Bertrand Russell and his World Associ
ation of Parliamentarians for W6rld Government created, in
1 955 , the Pugwash Conference for World Peace , the princi
pal agency for implementation of the "arms-control process ,"
as it began , with certain final decisions adopted during 1 95 8 ,
a t the New York Council o n Foreign Relations , under the
direction of McGeorge Bundy .
The modem form of the old Trust of the 1 920s and 1 930s
of which Jay Lovestone , the political granddad of Kampel
man and Nitze , was a founding member-today , is these
leading financial families which , under the spell of Lord
Russell , created and nurtured the World Parliamentarians and
Pugwash movements . Should some qualified U. S. national
security/intelligence entity decic!le to develop a career profile
of any of the senators and representatives who , from May 23
to June 20, participated in orchestrating the Soviet-ordered
assault against the Strategic Defense Initiative, they will ,
without doubt , be able to situate the origins of these careers
in some patronage by , associa on with , or dependency on
the World Parliamentarians movement or the Pugwash move
ment , or the powerful financiaI families which , over the
years , have cultivated these movements .
It is the power of this Establishment which must be curbed
before the reconvening of the Geneva talks on Sept. 1 8 , if
the United States of America is to avoid the bitter fate of
signing , at Geneva, a fateful in$trument of surrender to Mos
cow ' s new czars .

!
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Documentation

chronology of the
treason in Congress

A

May 22: Forty-six Senators , including nine Republicans,

sign a letter initiated by Sen . Bennett Johnston (D-La . ) urging
that SOl funding increases for FY 1 987 be kept to a maximum
of 3 % , thus slashing the administration ' s request by almost
50% . The senators claim that SOl has received "excessive
and inappropriate emphasis ," and "is being rushed to a pre
mature development decision . . . . "

May 23: The administration "disagrees strongly" with the

SOl funding cuts recommended by the 46 senators , White
House spokesman Larry Speakes declares . "We hope this is
not a course Congress will take . . . . The SOl is extremely
important to the future security of the U . S . , our allies , and
the rest of the world . " Further cuts would mean that "we
would have to narrow the focus and would not be able to
explore all the technologies we want . "

May 27: President Reagan announces that the United States
will abandon SALT II . "I have determined that in the future ,
the U . S . must base decisions regarding its strategic force
structure on the nature and magnitude of the threat posed by
Soviet strategic forces and not on standards contained in the
SALT structure which have been undermined by Soviet non
compliance , and especially in a flawed Salt II treaty which
was never ratified , would have expired if it had been ratified ,
and has been violated by the Soviet Union . "

May 29: The Soviets privately propose a "new" arms-control

gambit at the Geneva talks . The proposal , which first surfaces
in the June 1 New York Times. calls for "strengthening" the
terms of the ABM treaty , extending it for 1 5-20 years , and
reducing U . S . and Soviet strategic nuclear arsenals .

May 29-30: NATO foreign ministers meet i n Halifax , Nova

Scotia. The gathering is characterized by violent opposition
to Reagan ' s renunciation of SALT II . Secretary of State
George Shultz tells the participants that the United States is
"not throwing away the concept of mutual restraint , but is
seeking to develop a truly effective form. " NATO Secretary
General Lord Peter Carrington announces the formation of a
"high-level task force" in anticipation of Soviet initiatives on
troop reduction in Europe .
June 1 : Asked to comment about the new Soviet arms pro-
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posal during a television intervir;:w , Weinberger replies that
he has not seen it, "but I would certainly oppose anything
that blocked or in any way preve,ted our developing strategic
defense . . . . I don 't want evdr to agree to anything that
attempts . . . to prevent our doing the kinds of things [that
would allow us to] deploy an effcctive defense against Soviet
missiles . "
June 2: Soviet President Andrei. Gromyko charges that the
U . S . decision to drop SALT is "a major American blunder."
June 3 : Rep . Norm Dicks (D-Wash . ) introduces a bill pro
hibiting the use of Pentagon funds for weapons that would
exceed SALT II ' s limits . Over, 1 20 members of Congress
sign on as co-sponsors .
June 3: President Reagan sends message to Congress calling
for full funding for the SOl , and stating that it "makes no
sense for the U. S. to continue to support the SALT structure
while the Soviet Union undermines the foundation of SALT
by its continued , uncorrected non-compliance . "
June 3 : Key Republican senators meet with Reagan to state
their opposition to the SALT decision . Sen. John Chafee (R
R . I . ) tells the President of his �'extreme distress" over the
decision , warning him that if tlile United States scraps the
treaty, the Soviets "are going to be way ahead . " Other Re
publicans, including Senate Intelligence Committee chair
man David Durenberger (R-Minp . ) and Lowell Weicker (R
Conn . ) , also oppose the President.
June 4: Marshal Sergei Akhromeyev , chief of staff of the
Soviet Armed Forces , and Deputy Foreign Minister Alek
sandr Bessmertnykh , give a press conference in Moscow
stating that the Soviet Union will have to increase its nuclear
warhead arsenal so that his country could continue to deal
with Washington "on an equal basi s . " "If the U . S . goes ahead
with its plans to overstep the lim �ts" of SALT , "we will have
the legitimate right to undertake countermeasures . "
June 4: Top House Democratic leaders and committee chair
men meet to discuss strategy for overturning the President' s
decision to drop SALT II . Jim Wright (D-Tex . ) discloses that
a letter is circulating among m�mbers-with at least 220
Democratic and Republican signatures-urging Reagan to
comply with SALT II. House Democrats and "many Repub
licans" are prepared to push forward legislation to force Rea
gan to abide by the treaty , he says .
June 4: Secretary Weinberger, ill a television interview , says
that the Soviet proposal is "against the national interests of
the United States ," and "an attempt to kill the SOl by the side
door . " He adds: "The Soviets kn�w you can't get funding for
a program if you' ve said you ' r� not going to use it for 1 0
years . " Such a n agreement, h e added , would cause SOl reEIR
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search "to lose a great deal of momentum" and cause a "loss
of all public support or the possibility of ever deploying a
strategic defense . "
June 4 : Chief U . S . arms-control negotiator Paul Nitze says
the United States will continue to honor the 1 972 ABM treaty
despite Soviet non-compliance .
June 6: The latest Soviet arms-treaty initiative would "rule
out effective testing for the SDI , " Weinberger states. The
Soviets are trying to achieve two things with their new pro
posal , he charges : I ) to buy time , in "the hopes that the next
U . S . administration will assign less priority to the SD I , " and
2) put testing of the SDI off so many years that Congress
would be reluctant to fund even research for the SDI .
June 7: The White House and State Department denounce
congressional legislation seeking to force continued U . S .
compliance as "unwise and unhelpful . "
June 9: " I a m concerned at how frequently the threats t o our
freedom and world peace are ignored when considering the
President' s defense budget requests , " Weinberger tells a
Washington conference . "Unfortunately , " he continues ,
''political expediencies seem to blind Congress to the very
real threats faced by this nation . "
June 9: SDIO head Lt . -Gen . James Abrahamson tells De
fense Daily that proposed cuts in the SDI budget will have a

. l

June 12: The European Parhanjent condemns Reagan' s
abandonment of SALT .
I

June 12: Armand Hammer meets with Reagan to discuss
getting the summitry process back on track. He then flies to
London to brief British Prime Mlnister Margaret Thatcher
and Soviet Ambassador Leonid Zamyatin , whom he assures
that Reagan genuinely wants a summit .
June 13: Two more senators , Bill Bradley (D-N . J . ) and Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah) , join 46 of their colleag.u es in calling for the
SDI budget to be held to a 3% increase . .

(;

�

June 13: George Shultz declares , in a SIA inte ie� , that
the new Soviet proposal has "substance . " Shultz also insists
that Reagan had not declared SALT II "dead . " "He didn 't
say that . He dido 't use that word . ,j
June 13: Sen . Lawton Chiles (D-fla . ) discloses that Senate
budget negotiators have agreed 1P cut Reagan ' s proposed
FY I 987 defense budget from $3 20 billion to $293 billion .
The House is insisting on a $35 billion reduction .
June 14: "There is still time for the United States to think
again, " says Deputy Soviet Ambhssador to the U . N . Oleg
Sokolov , at a press conference in Washington . Sokolov says
that the Soviet Union would take ; "corresponding measures
. . . if the United States actually exceeds the limits . "

"devastating" effect on the program . Work would have to be
stopped in every one of the five major areas of SDI develop
ment, he says , emphasizing that he would "have to take
chunks" out of priority areas . To make an early 1 990s deci
sion on whether to proceed to development , SDI must be
funded at the requested level of $4 . 8 billion .

June 14: The London Observer �ports that Reagan sent a
letter the previous week to Gorbafhov proposing a meeting
between their foreign ministers to :prepare a summit agenda .
A White House official confirms such a letter was delivered
to Gorbachov by U . S . Ambassador Arthur Hartman .

June 1 1 : Sens. Joe B iden (D-Del . ) and Bill Cohen (R-Maine)
introduce a resolution into the Senate that would mandate
U . S . compliance with SALT II . "We face the functional
equivalent of a national emergency in the conduct of our
strategic policy . "

June 16: Gorbachov for the first time outlines the Soviet
proposals put forth at Geneva . "1!he Soviet Union had sug
gested that the sides agree on non-withdrawal from the ABM
treaty in the course of at least I� years and limit the SDI
related research to the level of laboratory tests , " he says.

June 1 1 : Paul Nitze tells the House Armed Services Com
mittee that "the Soviets appear recently to have given some
greater indications of potential movement in their position . "
He states that he expects Reagan to continue to comply with
the SALT II l imits , because of budget restraints .
June 12: The House Foreign Affairs Committee approves a
resolution , sponsored by Rep . Norm Dicks (D-Wash . ) and
chairman Dante Fascell (D-Fla . ) , calling on Reagan to adhere
to SALT II. The vote is 29- 1 1 . Fascell , who met with Mikhail
Gorbachov earlier this year, motivates the measure on the
grounds that U . S . abandonment of the treaty will "open the
door" to a Soviet military buildup .
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June 16: House Armed Services . Committee chairman Les
Aspin announces that his committee will begin writing a
military-spending bill this week : that cuts I I %-$35 bil
lion-from Reagan ' s Pentagon request .
June 17: The Soviet news agency TASS reports that a meet
ing of the Pugwash Conference took place in Moscow the
week before , at which participa,nts urged continuation of
SALT II and the ABM Treaty , and consolidation of "the arms
control regime . . . through a b � on the testing and deploy
ment of anti-satellite weapons an on nuclear explosions and
through achieving a mutual reduction of conventional arma
ments in Europe . "
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June 18: Rep . Les Aspin predicts Congress will freeze SOl
funding at this year's level of $ 2 . 8 billion . The members of
the House Armed Services Committee , he says , rank SOl as
a low priority .
June 18: Thirteen senators send a letter to Reagan calling for
the United States to continue to abide by the so-called strict
interpretation of the ABM treaty .
June 18: Four senators introduce a resolution challenging
President Reagan ' s decision to abandon SALT II . The four,
Patrick Leahy (D-Vt . ) , John Chafee (R-R . I . ) , Dale Bumpers
(D-Ark . ) , and John Heinz (R-Pa . ) are also preparing a bill
preventing Reagan from spending money on programs that
exceed the treaty ' s limits .
June 19: By a 256� 1 45 vote , the House adopts a non-binding
resolution directing Reagan to adhere to SALT II .
June 19: Sens . Bennett Johnston and Dan Evans (R-Wash . )
hold a press conference to release a letter to Congress from
1 ,500 U . S . scientists , urging Congress to curb the growth of
SOl funding . "
June 1 9 : President Reagan welcomes Moscow ' s latest arms
proposals as the start of a serious effort to reduce nuclear
weapons which could represent a "turning point" in negotia
tions .
June 20: Soviet parliamentarians propose to hold periodic
discussions on arms-control questions with U . S . congress
men . The first meeting should take place shortly, they say ,
and should deal with "mutual concerns" over arms-control
agreements , as well as a nuclear test ban .
June 20: The House Armed Services Subcommittee on Re
search and Development votes to cut $ 1 . 4 billion from SOl
research, and to eliminate all funds for the ASAT program .
June 20: Marshal Sergei Akhromeyev , chief of the General
Staff of the Soviet armed forces , speaking at a meeting of the
foreign affairs commission of the two chambers of the Soviet
parliament , says that the United States is violating SALT II
and the ABM accord in numerous areas , and Reagan ' s " Star
Wars" plans represent the gravest danger.
June 20: The Senate Armed Services Committee chops $ 1 9 . 2
billion from the FY 1 987 defense budget, with the largest
chunk coming out of the sm. Acting on an amendment
introduced by B ill Cohen and Sam Nunn , the Senate slashes
$ 1 . 45 billion from strategic defense . Even deeper cuts may
be necess ary if the program continues to lack a coherent
"concept, " says Cohen . The two senators disclose they will
also try to redirect the SOl away from popUlation defense to
point defense .
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June 20: The S enate Armed Services Committee approves a
measure to delay administration plans to create a new , semi
private SOl institute . Several committee members , including
Carl Levin (D-Mich . ) , Paul Simon (D-Ill . ) , and William
Proxmire (D-Wis . ) say they will fight to eliminate the insti
tute altogether when the defense authorization bill comes to
the floor.
June 2 1 : House Democrats produce a new defense blueprint
calling for banning ASAT weapons , sharply limiting SOl
funds , banning the MX, adh¢ring to SALT II , etc . "It' s a
fusion of the main elements of the party-the hawk Demo
crats and the non-hawks , " said Rep . Tom Downey (D-N . Y . ) .
June 23: Weinberger charges that the congressional effort to
chop the SOl budget is "an alitempt to strangle the program
in its cradle . . . . An excuse, really , for avoiding serious
thought concerning the strat�gic problems of our time . "
Speaking at a U . S . Space Foundation conference , Weinber
ger scolds members of Cong�ess for "seeking to denature"
the vast project "through anemic funding levels . " He also
states that the SOl would not IDe used as a bargaining chip at
Geneva. "I think that the President is too firmly committed
to it. . . . He is not putting it forward as something to be
given away . "
June 24: White House Chief d f Staff Donald Regan declares
that he is confident that Gorbaahov and Reagan will meet this
year. Gorbachov , he said , seat Reagan a letter which "dis
cussed issues which you can well imagine have to do with
disarmament and the talks in Geneva . "
June 25: Soviet Ambassadorto Washington Yuri Dubinin
delivers a proposal for regula'r meetings between U . S . and
Soviet legislators on arms-control issues to a group of Senate
Democratic leaders . Meeting with Dubinin were Sens . Byrd
(W . Va . ) , Pell (R . I . ) , Cran�ton (Calif. ) , and Moynihan
.
(N . Y . ) .

June 26: House and Senate budget negotiators approve

a

compromise 1 987 budget th�t slashes the administration ' s
military spending request fro� $ 320 billion to $ 292 billion .

June 26: The House Armed �rvices Committee approves a
FY 1 987 defense budget $ 35 ; billion below the President' s
request . The budget is 5% leI'S than the FY 1 986 budget
itself massively cut by Congress-and gives only $ 3 . 7 bil
lion to sm. The panel also s:lices ASAT research funds in
half, and eliminates all funds for production .
June 26: Sen . Jesse Helms (R-N . C . ) proposes to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee"that it send the SALT II treaty
to the Senate for a vote on ratification.
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A Rogues ' Gallery

Who's who in the assault
on the Strategic Defense Initiative
We present here political profiles of some of the ringleaders
of the congressional offensive against U.S. national-security
interests.
Sen. Claiborne Pell

The senior senator from Rhode Island , Pel1 (D) is one of
the bluest of the bluebloods on Capitol Hill . He has openly
boasted that his Brahmin forebears were diehard Tory sym
pathizers during the Revolutionary War; judging by his ca
reer, he seems bent on living up to his anti-American heri
tage.
Pel1 c laims two other distinctions: He is "very proud" to
be the only elected publ ic office holder in the Club of Rome ,
the international oligarchical organization devoted to killing
off bill ions of the world ' s "useless eaters" on grounds that
the Earth 's resources cannot support current population lev
els . In addition , Pel1 is one of the few members of Congress
to attend meeti ngs of International Pugwash , the Bertrand
Russel1-Leo Szilard movement which wants to supplant sov
ereign nation-states with One-World government .
Thus it is hardly surprising to find Pel1 in the midst of al1
sorts of operations against U. S. national interests , especial1y
those aimed at undermin ing America ' s ability to defend itself
and its allies .
Pell 's hostility to America ' s wel1-being is strikingly il
lustrated by his involvement with the Washington-based In
stitute for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space (lSCOS ) .
Headed by an aspiring Mata Hari named Carol Rosin , ISCOS
was exposed by EJR two years ago (June5, 1 984) as a virtual
KGB nest. By Rosin ' s own testimony , ISCOS transmitted
anti-SDI and anti-ASAT legislation drafted by the Soviet
embassy in Washington to congressmen associated with the
Space Policy Working Group, an informal congressional
caucus , who then introduced it as legislation .

Pell not only sits on ISCOS ' s board; he frequently hosts
ISCOS functions and helps develop ISCOS policy , which ,
naturally , opposes U . S . development of a strategic defense
system.
In May 1 984 , right at the time that Congress was prepar
ing to vote on defense-spending legislation and related mea
sures, Pell threw a reception on Capitol Hill for a visiting
Soviet delegation, led by Georgii Arbatov and top laser sci-
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entist, E . P. Velikhov . Key members of Congress and their
aides participated, and discussion reportedly centered on how
to derail President Reagan ' s SDI initiative .
Pel1 has historical1y had close relations with Moscow
bigwigs . He was the last American to meet with Yuri Andro
pov before the former KGB chief' $ death in 1 983 .
Pell continues to work against all elements of U. S . mili
tary strength . Most recently , he jdined 47 of his fellow sen
ators in demanding that SDI budget increases be capped at a
maximum 3% per year. He also signed a June 1 8 letter, along
with 1 2 of his col1eagues , which called on President Reagan
to adhere to a "strict interpretation" of the ABM treaty . Re
leased by the National Campaign to Save the ABM Treaty , a
coalition which coordinates anti-SDI strategy , the letter
claimed that the treaty bans all space-based defense systems ,
including those using new technologies such as lasers and
directed energy, now being developed
under the rubric of the
.
SDI .
Pell also opposes Reagan ' s decision to break out of SALT
II , supports a nuclear freeze and a ban on ASATs , and has
recommended that the United States agree to bargain away
the SDI for an arms-control agreement with Moscow .

Rep. Les Aspin

A former "whiz kid" in Robert Strange McNamara's De
fense Department, Aspin (D-Wisc � ) has singlemindedly pur
sued his patron ' s program for wret:king America's defenses
and appeasing Moscow , since he was first elected to represent
Wisconsin ' s first congressional district in 1 970 .
In his 1 5 years on the Hill , the t ale- and Oxford-educated
A spi n has made a name for himself as a "defense maven ,"
knowledgeable about arcane military matters . That carefully
built reputation bore fruit in late 1 984 , when Aspin made a
successful bid to oust Rep . Mel Price (D-Ill . ) as chairman of
the House Armed Services Committee, and then grabbed that
powerful post for himself, leapfrdgging over five more sen
ior-and conservative-Democrats in the process.
Among Aspin ' s major claims Ito fame is the pivotal role
he played in forging a "compromise" on the MX missile ,
which put major obstacles in the way of producing and de
ploying this desperately needed replacement for America's
aging M inuteman ICBM force . In this, Aspin functioned in
Feature
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tandem with the recommendations of the Scowcroft Com
mission , headed by Kissinger Associates partner Brent
Scowcroft . Aspin has promoted two other key Scowcroft
Commission recommendations: production of the single
warhead Midgetman missile , and a slowdown in implemen
tation of the Strategic Defense Initiative .
Aspin greatly admires Kissinger. In a Wall Street Journal
profile published last April-which accurately described As
pin as "one of the most crucial players in setting the course
that will reshape the nation ' s defense budget" in this period
of Gramm-Rudman "retrenchment"-Aspi n ' s longtime
working relationship with Kissinger was stressed as a key
factor in his approach to defense and strategic issues . Foreign
policy during the Kissinger-Nixon administration was "the
best run in my experience in Washington ," Aspin told the
Journal. Kissinger "knew how to make the system work . He
knew how to make things happen . "
Aspin, too , appears to know how to make things happen:
the wrong things . For example , Aspin took the point this
spring in fashioning a House budget proposal for FY 1 987
that cut President Reagan ' s defense request from $320 bil
lion , to $285 billion .
Among Aspin ' s major current projects is so-called mili
tary reform . A leading member of the Military Reform Cau
cus in Congress, Aspin helped shape and usher through Con
gress legislation that would provide for the most sweeping
overhaul of the Pentagon since World War II .
Befitting his ties to Kissinger, Aspin has also emerged
recently as a major force behind the "decoupling" of Europe
and the United States. A top Aspin aide confirmed earlier this
year, that Aspin is working closely with Norm Ornstein of
the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) to develop a plan for
the withdrawal of American troops stationed in Western Eu
rope . Ornstein , in a Washington Post commentary last Jan
uary , proposed that the United States withdraw and demobi
lize 90 ,000- 1 00 ,000 of its troops from Europe , in order to
meet the defense cutbacks mandated by the Gramm-Rudman
bill . In a speech to the W ashington World Affairs Council
Feb . 1 3 , Nunn stated that the search for defense budget cuts
in Congress may lead to a "fundamental reexamination" of
U . S . defense strategy and relations with the allies . In May ,
one of Aspin ' s chief assistants privately charged that the
number of troops which the United States has committed to
the defense of Europe is "asinine . "
Aspin maintains close links to Georgetown ' s Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)-home to Kissin
ger, and a decoupling nest . He sits on the European Policy
Group as well as the Strategy and Arms Control Group ,
where he rubs elbows with Scowcroft and former Mondale
defense-adviser Walter Slocombe . Aspin also belongs to
AEI ' s National Defense Policy Studies Advisory Council ,
and to the Council on Foreign Relation s . He frequently at
tends seminars sponsored by the Aspen Institute , a center for
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the "New Yalta" faction .

Aspin has his share of chutzpah . Claiming to want to give
the Democrats a "pro-defense" image , he recently helped
author a House Democratic "defense blueprint," which calls
for eliminating the MX , sharply curtailing the SOl , banning
ASAT tests in space , adhering to SALT II, strengthening the
ABM treaty , and drastically cutting defense spending . Ac
cording to Aspi n , the proposals "ought to make Moscow sit
up and take notice-notice hat . . . if they're willing to
cooperate , we 'll hammer out arms control agreements that
will leave the world safer and more secure . "

t

Sen. Sam Nunn
The Democratic senator from Georgia is a carbon copy
of Les Aspin . He too is known as a whiz on defense matters ,
and this has allowed him to become possibly the major influ
ence in the Senate Armed Se�ices Committee , where he is
now ranking Democrat. He qould become chairman , if the
Republicans lose control of the Senate in November.
In part , Nunn ' s pro-defense image stems from his family
background. His great-uncle was Carl Vinson , who headed
the House Armed Services C dmmittee for decades. But Vin
son-who helped Nunn obta.n a seat on the Senate Armed
Services panel when he came to Washington in 1 972-would
probably tum over in his grave at the policies that Nunn is
promoting under the guise of . "strong defense . "
Nunn is perhaps best known as the sponsor of the infa
mous "Nunn amendment . " Introduced as an amendment to
the FY 1 985 defense bill , and qnly narrowly defeated , the bill
would have mandated a phase4i pull-out of U . S . troops from
Western Europe .
Sources in Nunn ' s office �dmitted that the measure was
partly inspired by Henry Kis$inger's March 4, 1 984 Time
magazine article proposing a restructuring of NATO which
would have eventually dismembered the alliance .
If anything , Nunn ' s sUppQrt for decoupling has intensi
fied since then . In an interview with Reuters on June 5, Nunn
said he is seriously considering re-introducing his 1 984 troop
withdrawal amendment, if NATO does not increase defense
spending. A source at the In�titute for East-West Security
Studies predicts that Nunn wiN "lead the charge" on the Hill
this year for a sharp reduction ip the American troop presence
in Western Europe , a view shared by AEI ' s Norm Ornstein.
In the same Reuters intetivew , Nunn rapped President
Reagan' s decision to abandon; SALT II, calling it "counter
productive from the point of view of America' s relationship
with the allies" and a move that "will give the Soviets a field
day in terms of propaganda. " :
Shortly thereafter, Nunn joined a new "study group" at
CSIS , initiated by former Reagan national security adviser
Robert McFarlane , aimed at �signing a new "arms control
regime" to replace SALT II .
Nunn also told Reuters his $tand on SOl , claiming to back
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vigorous research into defensive systems , but criticizing the
Reagan administration for overemphasizing the SDI and oth
er strategic programs , at the expense of conventional weap
onry .
Nunn subsequently played a pi\;otal role in Senate attacks
on the SDI budget. Together with Sen . Bill Cohen (R-Maine) ,
one of the few Trilateral Commission members in the Con
gress , Nunn introduced an amendment , adopted by the Sen
ate Armed Services Committee on June 20 , that pared $ 1 . 4
billion from the SDI budget , shifting some of the monies to
conventional weapons technologies. Worse, the two an
nounced they would fight to shift the entire structure and
orientation of the program , away from the administration ' s
concept o f a multi-layered population defense , to a defense
of missile sites only .
Nunn 's supposedly "pro-defense" outlook is further dis
credited by his postion on military spending overall . Nunn
has been a promoter of the "realists" in Congress , who claim
that budget constraints and other factors make it impossible
for the United States to increase defense spending at the
present time . When Reagan submitted his $320 billion Pen
tagon budget to Congress in February , Nunn railed that the
plan was "not in tune with fiscal reality ," and asserted there
was "no way" Congress would give Reagan what he asked .
Like Aspin , Nunn is a promoter of "military reform . "
Together with Armed Services chairman Barry Goldwater
(R-Ariz . ) , Nunn secured unaninimous Senate approval for a
radical Pentagon reform bill this year, which some have
dubbed the "McNamara Memorial Bill" because it would
vastly extend the systems-accounting methodology through
which McNamara nearly destroyed the U . S . military in the
1 960s .
Every uniformed and civilian service head has violently
objected to the Nunn-Goldwater bill , charging that it would
reduce the services ' role in strategic planning , and make a
"hash" of the defense structure . Marine Corps Commandant
Gen . P. X. Kelley reportedly is especially incensed , assert
ing that it would cause "significant degradation in the effi
ciency and effectiveness of the defense establishment-to
the point where I have deep concerns for the future of the
United States . "
But Nunn , who has insisted that national strategy must
be tailored to budgetary considerations , claims the bill would
help remedy problems "that have plagued our national de
fense for decades . "
Nunn ' s record in other areas vitally affecting U . S . na
tional security is no better. For instance , Nunn lent his voice
in February to the drive to force Philippines President Marcos
out of office . On Feb . 1 3 , while near-civil war conditions
raged in the Philippines, following Marcos's re-election, Nunn
fired off a letter to President Reagan declaring that "the Phil
ippine people want President Marcos out and they have elect
ed Corazon Aquino . " Nunn urged Reagan to take several
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measures aimed at forcing Marc s to step down , including
cutting off all U . S . aid to the country , if Marcos did not hand
over the government to the Aquino forces .
Where does Nunn get his "pro-defense" notions? From
many of the same places Aspin dClle s. He belongs to CSIS ' s
European Policy Group, chairs the institute ' s Grand Strategy
Forum, and sits on AEI ' s National Defense Policy Studies
Advisory Council .
Nunn also was a major force behind the formation of the
Democratic Leadership Council, tlnother Democratic Party
policy-group groping for ways to I;liminate the party ' s richly
deserved "better red than dead" image . Nunn has written a
position paper on defense policy , �hich the DLC is scheduled
.
.
I
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Rep. Dante Fascell
Fascell (D-Fla . ) has adroitlY ' exploited his position as
chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committet; to pro
mote every key item of the "New Yalta" agenda. He has
particularly focused on arms control and military matters .
Fascell has been in the forefront of the effort to force the
administration to negotiate a nuclt�ar test ban with the Soviet
Union . This would fit Moscow ' s purposes to a tee , since it
would , among other things, prevent the testing of the x-ray
laser, one of the most promising SOl-related technologies .
Fascell took up this and other issues when he led a
congressional delegation to meet with Mikhail Gorbachov in
I
early April.
.
A week and half a later, Fascdll and Les Aspin drafted a
letter to Reagan , which was signed by more than 1 40 con
gressmen , urging the President td continue to abide by the
unratified SALT II treaty . If the IUnited States were to re
nounce it, they claimed , the Soviet Union would be able to
"spurt out ahead of us in strategic power" because it has "hot
production lines" for adding new · nuclear weapons . Fascell
and friends failed to add that this was a problem only because
they have insisted in taking so much money out of the U . S .
defense budget .
When Reagan failed to take this advice , Fascell took the
lead in promoting several measu�s aimed at forcing Reagan
to change his mind , including a nllln -binding resolution call
ing on Reagan to abide by SALT II s sublimits , which Fascell
rushed through the House Arme4 Services Committee and
onto the House floor in June .
Fascell has also distinguished himself by being one of the
few members of Congress who objected to Reagan' s opera
tions against Libya in the Gulf of Sidra last March . Fascell
shot off a letter to Reagan charging that the President had
i
contravened the War Powers Act, by failing to consult suffi
ciently with Congress before ordering the strike .
Fascell has frequently spoken out against the SDI, claim
ing that the program won 't work aM doesn ' t merit the money
being spent on it.
.
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Socialist Intl joins
terrorist war against . Peru
by Valerie Rush

A nars:o-terrorist uprising against the Peruvian government
was crushed on June 1 8 when military and police units , on
orders from President Alan Garcia, seized control of three
prisons that nearly 1 ,000 Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path)
terrorists were using as their headquarters for the insurgency .
The aborted uprising was part of Soviet low-intensity
warfare operations-mafia-financed-against governments
throughout the region . On June 1 7 , the narco-terrorist M- 1 9
i n neighboring Colombia attempted to assassinate that coun
try ' s interior minister.
Additional weapons for the insurgencies were kept out of
narco-terrorist hands, however. Oil board a Danish boat was
a 250-ton shipment of Soviet arms , enough to equip a 1 , 500man batallion , but the boat was intercepted by Panamanian
authorities . A 30-ton truck cargo, primarily submachine guns ,
was captured by Venezuelan National Guardsmen along the
Colombia-Venezuela border.
Decisive action by Garcia led to the successful suppres
sion of the prison revolts , but the war against Peru has rapidly
escalated . On June 20 , a female terrorist penetrated security
lines and blew herself up with a mortar trying to assassinate
President Garcia as he delivered the opening address to the
Socialist International conference in Lima. One day after the
prison affair, a car-bomb exploded in the central business
district of San Isidro , Lima , damaging a two-block area.
On June 25 , a suitcase-bomb exploded on a tourist train
to the Inca ruins of Machu Pichu , killing several and wound
ing dozens . The train carried some delegates from the So
cialist International conference . Also on June 25 , the bodies
of five civil engineers working on a government aid project
in the rural province of Huanta were discovered with notes
pinned to their bodies announcing that " 1 0 Apristas (mem
be rs of ruling APRA party) will die for each combatant killed,"
42
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a reference to the Shining Patlt prisoners who died in the
fighting .

International support ro.. Shining Path
Behind this new escalation � Senderista terror, however,

is a full-scale mobilization by �e international liberal media.
and the Socialist International itself to bring down the Garcia
government for the alleged "�ssacre" of terrorist inmates
during the 36-hour battle to ret�e the terrorist-occupied pris
ons . The campaign is identical ,to the one launched last No
vember against Garcia' s Colom�ian colleague , President Be
lisario Betancur, who was forced to order troops to retake the
Justice Palace housing the ColQmbian Supreme Court from
50 M - 1 9 narco-terrorists occupying the building and system
atically executing Supreme COl�rt justices . Betancur was hit
by a flood of denunciations for qeing a "fascist" and a "butch
er," a destabilization campaign · which has not ceased to this
day .
Garcia has now come in for his share of slanders . Exem
plary is the New York Times editorial of June 2 1 , which called
the recapture of the prisons "premeditated massacre" and "an
act of butchery that weakens th¢ struggling new democracy"
in Peru . Or the "open letter to (iarcia, " written by Peruvian
novelist Mario Vargas L10sa and carried in the Washington
Post, which accused Garcia of "weakening civilized life" and
of using the prison revolts to "settle accounts with his ene
mies . "
The Socialist International had debated canceling its con
ference to protest Garcia ' s hapdling of the affair, but SI
president Willy Brandt and his colleagues chose instead to
use its presence to try to entrap Garcia, starting with the
creation of a commission to investigate the military ' s actions
in putting down the prison rebellions . The conference also
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passed a resolution expressing its "serious concern" at the
number of dead terrorists , and urged international human
rights organizations to probe the Garcia government ' s han
dling of the affair. Several delegates attempted their own
personal investigation , but were denied admission to the pris
ons by police guards .
Brandt met privately with the Peruvian President to de
mand an explanation for the events and , according to Euro
pean press reports , to win the release from Peruvian prison
of a "West German citizen ," presumed to be the Red Brigade
terrorist and Shining Path member Renate Herr ! Brandt was
carrying with him a telex from the Soviet-run Green Party of
West Germany , asking him to intercede with Garcia for an
investigation of the "outrageous massacre" of their terrorist
associates .

Garcia retaliates

President Garcia has succeeded in cutting through this
destabilization campaign-and pinpointing the connection
of the international banking community . In a ceremonial
address honoring Brandt , Garcia ordered an investigation of
the prison events . However, he was explicit that he would
resort to arms as often as necessary to defend the Peruvian
nation . Then , he stated that the terrorist attempts to "black
mail our democracy before the other nations of the Earth . . .
coincide with the intentions of that economic power which
subjugates the destiny of mankind , " the International Mon
etary Fund . "The government of Peru will not step back in
its position on the foreign debt . . . and will not surrender to
the International Monetary Fund . "
I n a televised address t o the nation the night o f June 24,
President Garcia announced that he had ordered the jailing of
Republican Guard troops and officers responsible for mur
dering 30 to 40 Shining Path prisoners who had surrendered .
Said Garcia , "It is going beyond the law to annihilate rebels
[who] had surrendered , were unarmed and with hands in the
air, on the same principle of authority with which we severely
defend order. " Garcia declared that to remain silent would be
"to open the doors to the law of the jungle in Peru . " The
Republican Guard is one of Peru ' s three police forces , and is
responsible for guarding prisons , borders , and the President
himself. Garcia had been forced to fire dozens of its officers ,
including its supreme commander, for their service to drug
traffickers and organized crime .
The President went on : "The force of law must be above
brutal first reactions . Only thus does it have the right to use
the full energy of the law . I support the action of the joint
command in using arms with firmness . But . . . I denounce
those who have committed assassination that exceeds all
orders received . If I did not denounce this to the nation , I
would not be equal to my historic responsibility . . . .
Garcia sharply distinguished between the incident with
the Republican Guard and the military ' s overall handling of
the prison riots: "The Joint Command of the Armed Forces
has carried out the order of the government with loyalty and
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we support their actions. . . . Tho e who believe that avoiding excesses detracts from the m al authority of the forces
of order are tremendously mistaken , because the fight against
terrorism is not over, it has only ust begun, and to face it
with increasing firmness and sev�rity , we must make s ure
there are no errors , excesses , or barbarity .
"I reject the comfortable posi on of those who believe
one must negotiate with those w hb have only spread death
across Peru . I reject the easy condeplDation of those who now
say we used too much force and l,e lieve that terrorism can
take possession of the prisons , blaCkmail society , and mock
democracy without the state affi
ng its authority . . . . All
the weapons of the law must be used energetically , but when
someone has yielded and is unarmed , no matter how perverse
and demented he be , human law arid the law of Christ com
mands we respect [his life] . "
Garcia concluded: "It is our historic power to triumph
over barbarism. This is our moral fbrce to lead the .country to
justice , freedom , and security . To....ards these goals, and for
them, we need to unite against tertorism . In these dramatic
and difficult moments , I call for ntttional unity against sub
version . . . . "

j

*
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What is the Socialist Intel'$ltjonal?
It is generally acknowledged tHat the Sendero prison up
rising was intended to coincide will the 1 7th annual congress
of the Socialist International . Om; Peruvian anthropologist
with roots in Shining Path , Carlos Uvan de Gregori , told the
press that the narco-terrorists "figured that with the interna
tional conference going on here , the government wasn't going
to respond with such force . " De Oregori added , "It was a
grave error. "
However, the Socialist International itself, with its mul
titude of political front groups , parties , newspapers , human
rights movements , and so on , has kerved as a financial con
duit , propaganda forum, and intern�tional safe-house for nar
co-terrorist groups .
The German Socialist paper, Vorwiirts, gives favorable
coverage to Colombia's M- 1 9 . A diose collaborator of M- 1 9
is Jeremy Corbin o f the British La�our Party , affiliate o f the
Socialist International . The M- l �' s Zurich representative ,
Anna Salcedo , works closely with! the Swiss Socialist Party
and told a caller that Lima could koon be hit by "the same
kind of action" that hit Bogota, a reference to the Justice
j
Palace siege .
Shining Path itself has found ommon cause with such
disparate "liberation" movementsl as the Turkish Workers
Party/Marxist-Leninist, the Tamil i Tigers of Sri Lanka, the
Proletarian Party of Bangladesh, e Union of Iranian Com
munists , the Communist Collectiv4 of AgitlProp of Italy, and
the S ikh Progressive Writers and io\rtists of the Punjab . All
of them are represented by a singlF office at 10 Rue de I ' E
chiquier, Paris , and their "commol cause" is that they are up
to their necks in the drug trade arid receive sponsorship
directly or indirectly-from MoscPw .
I
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Peru's prisons:
the true story
by Ricardo Martin
The author is a correspondent for the Centro de Investiga
ciones Economicas of Mexico .
EI Frontan , the Peruvian prison where most of the captured
terrorists of Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) were held ,
who recently revolted with the well-known bloody results ,
had been turned years ago , by the previous government of
Fernando Belaunde Terry , into a political-military training
center, and a hellhole where the "Senderistas" used clubs to
force all the inmates, terrorists or not , to sing communist
songs and learn by heart the Red Book of the "Fourth Sword"
of international communism , the great Shining Path guru ,
Abimael Guzman .
EI Frontan was built as a maximum security prison in
1 92 1 , at the dawn of republican life in Peru . Located on an
island two nautical miles off the coast of the Lima port of
Callao , EI Frontan was considered a high-security prison ,
since it was practically impossible to escape from the island .
The two miles of sea which divide Callao from Frontan Isle
are traversed by a strong maritime current , known as "EI
Camotal . " In the long history of this penal island , only a
handful managed to escape , while many failed or vanished
into the sea .
During the dictatorships which Peru has suffered , EI
Frontan was used to imprison numerous political , labor, and
student leaders , and many atrocities were committed there .
This motivated the order by the Constituent Assembly of
1 979 (which Alan Garcia took part in) that it be shut down
for good . Its installations, considered inhumane , were blown
up with dynamite .
But later, when the Popular Action regime came to pow
er, it decided to rehabilitate EI Frontan as a maximum-secu
rity jail . The corrupt justice minister of President Belaunde ,
Enrique Elias La Rosa (now accused by Peru ' s Congress of
embezzling jail construction monies , the "Guvarte Case")
started building new installations to house only inmates
charged with terrorism. Starting in 1 980 , dozens of persons
accused of belonging to Shining Path began to arrive from
every comer of Peru , so many that "they lost count , " and it
was not known how many prisoners were inside EI Frontan .
When EI Sexto jail was closed , most of the inmates were
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moved to Lurigancho jai l . In i March 1 984 a bloody revolt
exploded in EI Sexto , expressly planned by Shining Path ' s
ideologue , Guillermo (or Antonio) Diaz Martines , i n com
plicity with drug traffickers GlIillermo Porto Cardenas , alias
"Crazy Fly , " and Enrique Nunez Baraybar, 'The Mute ,"
(accomplice of the jailed drug smuggler Carlos Langberg),
with whom he shared a cell in that prison , to facilitate their
escape .
As to Lurigancho (or San Pedro) prison , another site of a
terrorist revolt, this was desigqed only for indicted detainees
and had a maximum capacity of I ,500 prisoners . But in 1 985
it held more than 8 ,000 , in an inhuman pile-up where com
mon first offenders were mixed with hardened criminals,
drug traffickers , and Shining Path terrorists .
Traditionally , the system of life was vegetative; idleness
and all sorts of vices ruled, since the industrial shops , kitch
en, and laundry where the convicts were supposed to work
never functioned , thus denying all rights and possibilities for
rehabilitation . This was all a product not so much of previous
regimes ' improvisations , but the moral and economic crisis
into which Peru was plunged by the unscrupulous politicians
of the regimes of Presidents Morales Bermudez and Belaunde
Terry , at the service of international usury and in many cases
also of drug trafficking . This crisis created a hotbed for the
spread of the crazed , murderous communist group Shining
Path and other equally communist and terrorist bands .
Nothing is more false and biased , then, than to ascribe to
President Alan Garcia ' s government the Peruvian prison sit
uation , as the New York Time$ and others claim . In reality ,
when Alan Garcia took office; on July 2 8 , 1 985 , he faced a
serious problem of prison overcrowding inherited from the
previous government . Of a total of about 35 ,000 inmates in
Peru ' s prisons , about 85% w�re indicted , but had not been
tried; only 1 5 % were servin g sentences meted out by the
courts . Moreover, in most cases the detainees who had not
been tried had already been incarcerated far longer than their
penalty would have been, and in countless cases should have
been freed as innocent of the crimes imputed to them.
Contrary to U . S . media slanders , it was precisely Presi
dent Garcia who , overcoming many obstacles, started a true
prison reform , providing legal mechanisms that allowed the
release of thousands of citizens unj ustly in jail due to the
slowness of the administration of justice and other arbitrary
features. The Depenalization Law ended the corrupt system
of stacking up accused persons in the jails to enrich judges,
secretaries , dirty lawyers , and employees of the justice
administration , who collected generous "quotas" from the
prisoners to "bless them with liberty . "
I n early 1 986, President Garcia shut down E I Sexto , a
dungeon which had served the oligarchy as the prison of
hundreds of political leaders and social fighters over many
years , and where Garcia' s own father was held six long years
for his political militancy.
All of the above becomes 'relevant because on the occaEIR
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sion of the recent events in Peru ' s prisons, where jailed ter
rorists carried out a synchronized revolt in three prisons (EI
Front6n , Lurigancho , and the Women ' s Prison of Callao ,
Santa Barbara) , an international web of lies has been woven
to attempt to denigrate the democratic regime of Alan Garda .
Shining Path , the criminal band that started its terrorist
activities in the Ayacucho zone in 1 980, has been distin
guished for the savagery with which it commits its crimes . It

is therefore downright suspicious that the defenders of the

Shining Path ' s "human rights" do not consider the human
rights of the more than 8 ,000 victims of their demented ac
tions, which have reached the extreme of using children as
"child-bombs" Khomeini-style, to carry out terrorist acts in
which they inevitably die .
Or the multitude of children lined up by Shining Path ,
�ne behind the other, in order to execute them with one bullet
and save munitions . Or the brutal murders committed by
Shining Path against mayors and other officials by burning
them alive . Or the number of human beings who have been
left homeless , victims of the "scorched earth" campaign waged
by Shining Path against all those who refuse to join their
sinister ranks. Or the children who have remained orphaned
and homeless because their parents were assassinated by
Shining Path ?
Those of us who know the modus operandi of these crim
inal psychotics cannot but be horrified in the face of these
madmen . Has some international entity-such as Amnesty
International or the Red Cross-taken the trouble to investi
gate what criminal methods are used by Shining Path to
"annihilate" the humble peasants , workers , and regional of
ficials of the various villages in which they have committed
their outrages? No , absolutely not .
Nor can one forget the "totally devastated" peoples of the
Peruvian mountains , as a result of the pol icy of the Shining
Path , where they leave absolutely nothing alive , wiping out
not just the old , children , and women , but also killing live
stock which is the only sustenance for these humble mountain
folk .
No one has the right , least of all the Red Cross , to try to
make the rest of the world believe differently.
As a Peruvian , I protest indignantly over the meddling in
our affairs of these pseudo-humanitarian international insti
tutions, which solidarize with the criminals of Shining Path ,
sponsoring them and encouraging their acts of genocide
against the Peruvian people . It is absolutely to be repudiated
that entities such as the International Red Cross and Amnesty
International are ready to support and fund Shining Path and
other terrorist gangs , like the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary
Movement .
Amazing as it seems, these institutions back the crimes
of Shining Path and other communist terror groups by financ
ing publicity campaigns in their favor, and rai sing money to
. be turned over to the Shining Path to pay lawyers and , sup
posedly , to buy medicines and pay doctors , both things that
EIR
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Given this panorama , in whic control and the most ele
mentary sense of authority has lon since been lost in Peru ' s
jails , Shining Path planned the u$e of the jails a s military
training quarters . The proof of thiS is the near-military dis
cipline which ruled in the paviIio�s where the Shining Path
terrorists were kept , as well as th memorization of the Red
Book of Abimael Guzman , the hat-angues and chants which
they coerced all the inmates to si hg . Many pavilions were
adorned with drawings and slogans
. praising their idols and
their crazy war.
In the few inspection tours tQat were able to be done ,
many military training manuals were discovered , in which
among other things it was skiII f�lIy demonstrated how to
manufacture weapons starting from the most elementary
utensils , such as spoons , bamboo rPds , glass panes , etc . The
manuals also contained groundplans of the prisons and
sketches for building escape tunn�ls . Also found were de
tailed descriptions of the number $f prison guards , the type
of weapons they used . the hours <)f the guard change , how
long it took to make their rounds , etc . , which indicates. the
developed military preparation and the premeditation with
which the revolts were planned . 1
Not accidently , the Shining Path revolt went off simul
taneously at 6 a . m . on June 18 in tte prisons ofB Front6n ,
Lurigancho and Santa Barbara , and on the same day , the civil
service personnel working in the penitentiary system went
out on strike . That union ' s leaders !are members of the Com
munist Party and part of the so-cah ed United Left . For that
day , an indefinite strike had also been called by teachers in
the S UTEP union , whose leaders�p is also affiliated to the
Communist Party and United Left.! Peruvian authorities sus
pect that the pistols and dynamite lcharges used by Shining
Path in the revolt were provided byi the communist personnel
working in the jails .
More weapons were close at h.nd. The Danish-flag ship
Pia Vesta , at the request of Presi�ent Garda ' s office , was
stopped by Panamanian authoriti on its return trip across
the Panama Canal , after having anqhored
off Peru for several
.
days without docking .
Panamanian authorities discovdred a cargo of 250 tons of
Soviet weapons placed on board .n the port of Rostock in
East Germany , including 32 olive-4rab painted trucks , 3 ,000
K-47 assault rifles , and 3 ,{)()() mod�rn RPG launch missiles .
All the materiel was of Soviet man4facture , and according to
intelligence sources , destined for !S hining Path . It is note
worthy thatthe Penivian Army als4 uses Soviet�made weap
ons (acquired by the government o Juan Velasco Alvarado) .
Had the revolt succeeded and th� arms been received by
Shining Path or their aUjes , these �ould have created chaos:
It would have been almost impossi.le to distinguish between
an Army truck and one used by the iterrorists .

�
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Media silence hides
big Soviet maneuvers
by Konstantin George
In the two weeks beginning about June 1 2 , Soviet and War
saw Pact naval forces conducted at least three nominally
separate , but interconnected maneuvers in the B altic Sea and
the Norwegian Sea. The maneuvers are significant both in
their own right, and as reflecting the policy of a "New Yalta"
strategic accommodation with Soviet Union being pursued
by the majority Liberal Establishment of the West on both
sides of the Atlantic , since there was not one word of cover
age in any news media of West Germany , Great Britain ,
Denmark , Norway , and Sweden .
Our reportage on the Soviet-Warsaw Pact naval maneu
vers is based on EIR ' s discussions with officials of the West
German and Norwegian defense ministries.
According to officers of the West German Navy in the
Bonn Defense Ministry , the weekend of June 1 4- 1 5 saw the
climax of one of the largest combined naval , air force , and
amphibious landing exercises ever staged by the Russians ,
Poles , and East Germans in the Baltic , when "more than 30
landing ships" including the 1 3 ,500-ton Ivan Rogov-capa
ble of transporting an entire marine infantry battalion with all
of its equipment , tanks , armored vehicles and supplies
landed at least one entire Soviet and one entire Polish Marine
Infantry Brigade on the Pommeranian coast of Poiand , near
the town of Stolpmuende . The convoy of landing ships was
escorted by numerous warships drawn from the Soviet B altic
Fleet , joined by units from the Soviet Northern Fleet (head
quartered at Murmansk on the Kola Peninsula) , which some
days earlier had entered the Baltic , and warships from the
Polish and East German navie s . Numerous Soviet fighter
bombers , from bases in Poland and the Baltic Military Dis
trict of the Soviet Union also participated.
On June 23 , a colonel at the Norwegian Defense Ministry
in Oslo told EIR that since the end of the previous week (i . e . ,
around June 1 3 , and hence parallel to the big Baltic maneu
vers) , a large-scale Soviet naval exercise had been underway
in the Norwegian Sea, northwest of the northern port of
Tromso , and northwest of northern Norway' s Lofoten Is
lands . The exercise involved numerous Soviet warships from
the Northern Fleet from Murmansk , joined by a task force of
nine Soviet warships which had reached the Norwegian Sea
from the Mediterranean . This task force included a Kresta I
Class ASW cruiser, a modem Udaloy Class ASW destroyer,
two older Kashin-mod Class destroyers , and a Krivak II Class
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modem ASW frigate .
We asked: "What are Sovi!et warships from the Mediter
ranean , which normally means they stem from the Black Sea
Fleet , doing in the Norwegian Sea?" The Norwegian Defense
Ministry replied: "No , these nine ships are part of the North
ern Fleet. They were sent dOVin to the Mediterranean for a
few months as reinforcements , ( i . e . , during the April Libyan
Crisis , another transparent fact of Soviet military moves nev
er reported in the Western pre$s) , and were returning to their
home base on the Kola (Penin$ula) , and linked up with other
units from the Northern Fleet to stage these exercises off our
northern coast . "
During the Libyan Crisis O f mid-April , a s EIR reported ,
the Soviet Northern Fleet , including a carrier task force and
landing ships, staged large-scale maneuvers off the coast of
Finnmark in the far north of Norway . The maneuvers cli
maxed with the landing of oVer a brigade of Soviet naval
infantry a mere eight miles fr()m the Soviet-Norwegian bor
der.
On June 26, the Norwegian defense ministry told EIR
that on June 1 9 , "a Warsaw Piact task force of five warships
left the B altic , passing through the Danish Straits . . . the
Skaggerak . . . and are now conducting apparently separate
maneuvers in the Norwegian Sea. They are not operating
together with the other group , but we think the exercises are
interconnected . " The task forqe was composed of two Soviet
warships (a Kashin-mod Clas� destroyer and a Krivak I Class
ASW frigate) , an East German Kony Class frigate , and two
Polish warships .
Subsequent discussions w �th officials at the West German
Defense Ministry in Bonn led to a confirmation of all the facts
on the two Norwegian Sea exercises submitted by the Nor
wegian Defense Ministry .
The theme of gaping holes in NATO ' s ability to counter
Soviet naval moves in the Norwegian Sea and the North
Atlantic was presented in Bo.n on June 24 by British Vice
Admiral Dalton , the deputy cpmmander in chief of NATO' s
SACLANT. Admiral Dalton declared that NATO "above all"
lacked sufficient destroyers and frigates in the North Atlantic ,
that NATO ' s alleged naval "technological superiority" was
now only "paper thin ," following vast "qualitative improve
ments" in the Soviet Navy . palton also demanded that the
Alliance urgently change its present crisis mobilization and
reinforcement procedures , so' that troop and equipment con
voys from the United States actually arrive in Europe before
war starts .
The admiral is demanding taCtion from governments which
look the other way when it comes to the Soviet threat. Soviet
military moves are not even reported , by government or
press , let alone taken as cause for alartn . The absence of
coverage stems from a blackQut policy by the media. That is
clear from discussions with dte military editors of leading
newspapers in West Germany . They knew the facts we are
reporting here . But the lid WlliS on .

ElK
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Progress on reform
in South Mrica
1 ,

During recent weeks , there has been a public outcry over
ongoing events in South Africa. But the Western press evi
dently lacks the honesty to report the facts about the changes
taking place inside the country . The press is neglecting to
mention that Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi , chief minister of
KwaZulu and head of the largest black-liberation organiza
tion in the country , Inkatha, has very successfully initiated a
discussion in the province of KwaZulu/Natal for establishing
a non-ethnic government . The body within which this dis
cussion takes place is called Indaba and was formed at the
beginning of 1 986.
We publish here Indaba's May 30 formal declaration ,
showing how the moderates of all population groups are
involved in negotiating a way out of the current crisis .

KwaZululNatal Indaba Progress Report
of May 30, 1986
The text of theformal declaration . as we received itfrom
South Africa. begins here:
The KwaZulu/Natal Indaba began on 3 April 1 986 with
representatives of over 30 organizations committed to reach
ing consensus (or as near consensus as possible) regarding
the formulation of proposals to be put to the government of
the Republic of South Africa regarding the creation of a single
legislative body to govern the combined area of Natal and
KwaZulu .
At a very early stage , the Indaba was able to agree upon
the following six basic points of departure , which have since
guided discussion:
I ) The Indaba accepts that the KwaZulu/Natal region is a
single unit and that its second-tier government should reflect
this reality in its political structure .
2) This Indaba, aware of the economic and strategic in
terdependence between the KwaZulu/Natal region and the
rest of South Africa , and aware of the patriotism of its people
to its fatherland , South Africa, has no desire to be sovereignly
independent of South Africa.
3) All people of the region should have a right to full
political participation and effective representation .
4) This Indaba accepts the democratic principles of free
dom , equality , justice , the rule of law , and access to the law .
Legislation based on racial discrimination must be abolished .

5) Society in N atal/K waZulu must be founded upon a free
economic system and the provision of equal opportunities for
all people . Provision must also be made for the protection of
EIR
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the rights of individuals and grou .
6) Legislative and administrative power should be de
volved as much as possible .
The major task of the Indaba �s to design a constitution
for the province which would gi�e substance to the above
principJes and provide appropriate protection for the rights
of the region ' s inhabitants . The I � daba is being advised on
these matters by a committee of l t18 al experts , who are now
working on various constitutional bptions and a draft bill of
rights .
The administration of the enlarged province also requires
a lot of thought . Once the Indaba had decided on the powers
of the provincial legislature , a cOqlmittee of senior officials
from the Natal provincial adminiStration and the KwaZulu
I
government was asked to recomm�nd to the Indaba how the
administration should be structure . The first proposals have
been considered by the Indaba and the committee is now
working on its second draft .
1
A committee of educators fro� all communities in the
region is now being formed to con ider the implications of a
provincial constitution on educati�n-both philosophically
and practically . The Indaba recogdizes that the issue of edu
cation has a very high focus in our society .
The Indaba continues in the spi�t in which it began , with
a willingness by all delegates to li ten to the other person ' s
point o f view, recognizing that i n ;South Africa w e all need
each other, and being determined tJ negotiate a peaceful way
forward . The progress that has bee made to date bodes well
'
for the future of our land .
Indaba meets at the City Hall qf Durban about two days
in the week . The extremist organi�tions like ANC [Afncan
National Congress] and UDF [Un ted Democratic Front] to
the left and HNP [Purified National Party] and CP [Conser
vative Party] to the right have refused to participate despite
invitations to do so . The following 1 organizations are particiI
pating:
Na
Afrikaanse Handelsinstitute ( tal); B lack Allied Work
ers Union; Durban City Counc i l ; Durban Metropolitan
Chamber of Commerce; Durbanese Afrikaanske Sakekamer;
Inkatha; Inyanda Chamber of COIpmerce ; Islamic Council ;
Kwa Loga; KwaZulu Cane Growdrs Association ; KwaZulu
Government; Labour Party; Natal Agricultural Union; Natal
Association of Lac ' s ; Natal Chruhber of Industries; Natal
Municipal Association; Natal Con�ultative Adhoc Commit
tee ; Natal Provinicial Council; N�ional Party of Natal (ob1
server only) .
New Republican Party; Peoples Congress Party; Progres
sive Federal Party; Pietermaritzbdrg
City Council; Reform
1
Party of South Africa; Regional Development Advisory
Committee (Region E) SA; HindU Maha Sabha; SA Sugar
Association; Solidarity; National Council of African Wom
en; Pietermaritzburg Chamber of Cbmmerce; Metrocom; Na
tal Law Society; National Peoples Party; TUCSA (observer
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Spanish Elections

Spanish voters rebuff 1Iilaterals ;
Strategic choices face the country
by Leonardo Servadio
The PSOE , the ruling Socialist party of Spain , won an abso
lute majority in the June 22 national political elections , which
will permit it to rule alone another four years . The elections
took place three months after the PSOE won a referendum
which provides for Spain to stay in NATO, but under "neu
tralist" conditions (no nuclear weapons , no integration into
the military command , withdrawal of U . S . troops from its
territory) . Spain ' s integration into NATO and into the Euro
pean Community , pose the fundamental question of what its
role will be in the context of the present dramatic strategic
situation , now that these elections have defined the political
situation of the next four years .
Three features of the election are notable . First, dissatis
faction over the dismal economic situation (700 ,000 more
jobless in the past four years , lower living standards , and
cuts in pension funds) caused voter abstention to rise from
20% in 1 982 to over 29% this June . Second , voters trounced
the bid of a new "centrist" party artificially created by the
Trilateral Commission . Third , a danger signal for national
morale is the election of the terrorist Herri Batusuna party to
parliament .
In 1 982 the PSOE won 202 seats in Congress and 1 34 in
the Senate . Now it has won 1 84 seats in Congress and 1 2 1 in
the Senate , with 44% of the votes. Popular Coalition (CP) , a
coalition made up of Popular Alliance (AP) , the Liberal party
(PL) , and the Christian-Democratic Popular Democratic Par
ty (PDP) , won 1 05 seats in Congress, 66 in the Senate , losing
I congressional seat and gaining I I seats in the Senate , but
with an overall reduction in the percentage of vote s , from
29% to 26% . The Social and Democratic Center (CDS) came
in third with 9% and 1 9 congressmen and 3 senators . Con
vergence and Union (CIV ) , a party which exists only in the
Cataluiia region , got 4 . 7 % and 1 8 congressmen and 8 sena
tors . United Left (IV) , a coalition of several volatile extreme
left partie s , led by the Spanish Communist Party (PCE) and
the Communist Party of the Peoples of Spain (PCPE) , man
aged to poll 4 . 6% , 7 congressmen and no senator-a tiny
increase over 1 982, when the PCE elected 4 congressmen .
In the B asque region , three independentist parties (called
"nationalist," meaning by nation only that small region) got
1 congressman , the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV) 1 . 6% , 6
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congressmen and 7 senators , Herri B atasuna (HB) 1 . 2% and
5 congressmen and 1 senator, �d Euskadiko Ezkerra 0 . 5 %
and 2 congressmen. The disparities between percentages and
number of seats derives from the fact that parties which go
above 20% get a further incre �se in representatives , as do
parties with votes from only one region .
The most important "signal" that the PSOE should un
. derstand from the vote , is th�t the party which Trilateral
Commission towel-boy Antonio Garrigues Walker tried to
paste together as the "reformist alternative ," elected no one .
The aim of his PRD was to become the champion of the
"center, " to condition , in the style of the small German Lib
eral Party , the two major political forces , PSOE and Popular
Coalition . Garrigues ' s PRD qad an incredible amount of
money fed into its election campaign by the Spanish banks,
officially to the tune of 800 mill�on pesetas , (the third-largest
banking credit to a party after the PSOE and Popular Coali
tion) . Since bank campaign loaD s are given in the expectation
they will be repaid with the money the parties receive from
the State for each parlamentarian they elect ( 1 , 630,000 pe
setas apiece) , Garrigues Walk�r ' s party will not be able to
repay the loans , proving to the world that Trilateraloids are a
very bad investment
The defeat of Garrigues W.alker is the rejection of the
usurious economic policy of the International Monetary Fund
and the Trilateral Commission , and of the arrogance with
which the Trilaterals , led by that tyrannosaurus who responds
to the name of David Rockefelh!r, came to Madrid in May to
proclaim their domination over:the world economy . It is also
a rejection of the known connttCtions between this financial
apparatus and the drug traffic .

The end of Fraga?
As a result of its slight drop in percentage , as soon as the
results of the election came out , Oscar Alzaga and Jose An
tonio Segurado , the leaders of the two coalition partners of
Popular Alliance, the Popular Democrats and Liberals re
spectively, started to contradi�t Manuel Fraga, who heads
Popular Alliance and Popular Coalition , refusing to go along
with his claims of victory . Alzaga and Segurado say they are
dissatisfied and will · have to "qarefully evaluate" the results
EIR
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before making any statement. The message is that the coali
tion might break up , unless something changes-probably
Fraga' s leadership . The line has been coming out from some
conservative quarters that while a good man , Fraga lacks
popular appeal .
It is a totally spurious argument , since if Fraga has little
personal appeal to the voters , the others have even les s . In
reality , Fraga is probably a bit less corrupted and compro
mised with the Trilateral Commission than many other peo
ple in his Popular Alliance . Taking Fraga away will not make
things better for these "right-wingers , " but only make more
obvious the Trilateral control over its economic policy. Con
servatives also , instead of titillating their brains with socio
logical analysis on their "public image ," ought to learn the
lesson of Garrigues Walker and change their economic policy
if they want to aspire to improve their electoral performance .
Herri Batasuna , which elected 6 people to parliament , is
the "political arm" of the terrorist ETA , which kills dozens
of people every year. The legalization of HB was decided at
the outset of the campaign , creating the most dangerous prec
edent for a national state , of making its main internal subver
sive enemy a legitimate party . Its legalization will hasten the
destabilization of Spain , which can only favor the Soviets .

Strategic issues
The strategic situation of Spain is key for Europe: At the
gateway of the Mediterranean Sea, it is the natural strategic
backup for the NATO front line in Germany and the obvious
"bridge" between Europe and America.
The Soviets have an obvious interest in forming strong
political links to Spain, and the fact that Premier Felipe Gon
zalez was the first Western chief of government to travel to
the Soviet Union after Chernobyl is the concrete expression
of what a big interest the dominant economic forces of Spain
have , typified by the Garrigues Walker family and the Trila
teral milieu , in reinforcing Spanish ties to Moscow , in the
context of the "decoupling for peace" policy which Trilateral
founder David Rockefeller and Soviet leader Mikhail Gor
bachov share wholeheartedly .
The ideology of this country tends to be isolationist, and
the Franco regime had favored that isolationism . The conser
vatives tend not to like the United States, which "stole" the
last two Spanish colonies of Philippines and Cuba at the end
of the last century . In the context of the recent referendum
the various communist parties united in opposition against
NATO and remained united around the Spanish Communist
leader Carrillo . The "leftists" have made the fight against
NATO and against nuclear energy their main campaign issue .
In this situation , will Spain work for decoupling? Will
Spain work for the economic and strategic integration of
Western Europe under Mother Russia?
To provide a documentary picture of the present situation
of Spain, we have interviewed two spokesmen of the two
main parties : the ruling PSOE , and the main opposition party ,
Popular Alliance (AP) .
EIR
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Interview: Carlos de �nranda

Socialists seek cut
in U. S. troops
Carlos de Miranda is an aide to tht Spanish defense minister
and foreign policy adviser to the rUling party, the PSOE, of
Prime Minister Felipe Gonuilez . The interview, abridged
here, was conducted by Leonardo Servadio and Elisabeth
Hellenbroich shortly before the JUile 22 elections .
EIR: Now that Spain is integrate4 into NATO , what are the
threats which you think the country must meet , and what are
your responsibilities in the Alliance?
Miranda: I think that the threats I are the same , before and
after our belonging to the Atlantic i Alliance . Spain is part of
Western Europe , and therefore we are aware that the Warsaw
Pact represents a possible threat . Since we became members
of the European Community , perhaps the perception of this
threat has become more emphasilJed , keeping in mind also
that the present government considers that Europe should
move toward a unified future .
The threat for us is not that of it country on the front line
with the Warsaw Pact. Rather, wb have the functions of a
rearguard country , although very essential ones , e . g . , pro
tection of communications , if Getmany is attacked . In the
south , we don ' t feel threatened in general . We know that the
political stability of North Africa is not that of Western Eu
rope , so we see there a potential instability which , if it con
tinues, could lead to certain consequences . We understand
that our role in the Alliance , as a rearguard country , is to
secure the more strategic areas which are properly ours . We
have armed forces which are being modernized . As we are
not a rich country , and cannot afford to secure everything ,
we understand that the defense of! our territory must be our
responsibility . We also have to aSSklre , for our forces and for
the Alliance , the communications between the Baleares and
Canaries archipelagos . The Strait of Gibraltar is also very
important: Our projection is essentially naval and aeronauti
cal , to hold the strait , and also we have an Atlantic projection
in the north of Spain .
These are the zones where obviously the presence of other
countries concerns us , in particuilar if they are not all ied
countries , as in the case of the Soviet Union . Recently the
Soviet Union carried out exercise$ near the Spanish coasts .
We are aware of this presence an� dislike it, but we have to
be prepared against them. We ha\le to keep in mind that we
are now inside the Alliance , and .hat we are going to carry
out coordination accords in the most sensitive areas , where
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the Allies were , but don ' t have to stay , now that we are
members of the Alliance .
EIR: Qaddafi stated that that he was going to have some
kind of alliance with the Soviet Union . Do you think this
increases the threat from the southern zone?
Miranda: I think that Qaddafi is capable of saying anything .
I doubt that the Soviet Union really would commit the impru
dence of carrying out defensive accords with Libya . That
would destroy the credibility of Gorbachov ' s whole offensive
of presenting plans which are interesting to consider, and
which I think the allies should study positively. But, if to
morrow Qaddafi points this at us and Gorbachov also makes
a deal with Libya, this would be contradictory with a peace
offer.
EIR: Recently , Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres pro
posed a "Marshall Plan" for the development of the Middle
East , which we find very interesting . That plan would be
constituted with funds from Europe , the United States, and
Japan . What do you think of this plan for stabilizing the
Middle East? Do you think that Spain could play a role in it?
Miranda: The basic issue in the Mediterranean is the Pal
estinian situation . True, we have established relations with
Israel; our mission in the zone takes into account the need for
an accord which respects the self-determination of the Pal
estinian people and respects those famous guarantees of the
region ' s borders . We think that Israel has to return to the
more original borders and reach a kind of accord with the
Arab countries which would secure Israel ' s borders . We think
that the issue of the Palestinian people has to be resolved . In
this context , everything that could mean an improvement in
the climate , seems positive to us. What I don 't know is the
Arab reaction , because sometimes things are presented very
nicely, but then there is the fine print , which seems unac
ceptable to the other side .
EIR: Recently in Germany , there were Green demonstra
tions of a violence which is thought to be manipulated by the
Soviet Union , with professional acts of sabotage . Do you
think that this Green violence against nuclear plants could
exist also in Spain?
Miranda: I think that the situation is very different from
Germany . First of all , we have a tendency to avoid a con
spiratorial vision of the problems that come up . We are aware
that perhaps certain attitudes of the pacificists and the Greens
are not in favor of the Allies , and that they indirectly help the
propaganda of the Warsaw Pact countries . What we are more
sceptical about is the notion that everything is organized from
the East . In the Western world we have a freedom of expres
sion , fortunately , which does not occur on the other side , so
evidently there are people who don 't think along the s ame
lines. We don ' t think that all these movements are fomented
by the Soviet Union; there are minorities who may think like
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the policy of the Soviet Union .
Now , the situation in Germ y is different , because it has
a heavy installation of nuclear \\ieapons , whereas we decided
to have a different situation , ()f non-nuclearization of our
territory . I think that the Greens don ' t have as much impact
in Spain as in Germany because of this situation .
As for German terrorism, iUs obvious that the destabili
zation of an allied country WOlilid have consequences even
for our country . Let us say that , l at present , our perception of
threats , is a perception of external threats , because it is not
really something being produced internally . That does not
take away the fact that recently we had cases of Libyans here
mounting terrorist acts . We don ' t accept the distinction that
is sometimes made between national and international terror
ism. We understand that terrori sm is a phenomenon which
always ends up having internati()nal connections . In our case ,
France has been , and continues to be to a much lesser extent ,
a sanctuary for ETA terrorism . .
EIR: You mentioned anti-Am¢ricanism here in the popula
tion; can you say a couple of wotds about the causes and what
can be done to improve understanding between the two peo
ples, the Spanish and the American?
Miranda: I don ' t think there is a virulent anti-Americanism .
In general , nobody likes having foreign troops on their terri
tory , so to be accepted , they have to have a very powerful
reason for being there . When c onflict definitely exists , in
principle there is no opposition to foreign troops , allied troops ,
who help you . But in peacetim¢ , the perception is different;
the needs of a conflict are not there , and there is therefore a
general feeling of distaste by those who think their country is
theirs and why should other people ' s troops be there . The big
difference between Spain and the rest of Europe is that in the
rest of Europe , the United State!> waged a war that allowed it
to be liberated from the Marxist or Nazi currents , and so the
American presence has an origin in which there is an element
of liberation-something which has permitted the consoli
dation or maintenance of the democratic system .
But not in Spain ! Spain did not get involved in World
War II; but afterward , every Spaniard whose democratic
principles are well rooted , can' t help but realize that from
1 95 3 on , the United States made a pact with Franco . The
United States got the bases and gave Franco international
backing . This is why that there; has never existed in Spain a
feeling of gratitude to the Americans for concrete help in the
process of democratization .

Then there was the unfortueate incident of the attempted
coup d' etat of Feb . 23 [ 1 98 1 ] . Then-Secretary of State Alex
ander Haig was caught by some journalists with very con
fused information , and was asked his opinion . And he an
swered, it is an internal affair of the Spaniards . The percep
tion was that to him , it didn ' t matter whether it ' s dictatorship
or democracy; all he cared about was that the bases be upheld .
However, I think that relations between Spain and the
EIR
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United States are very good . In the discussions we had in
October and December, the Americans accepted that a re
duction of their presence is logical , because the first thing is
for Spain to be inside the Alliance . Spain is increasing its aid
for the defense of Western Europe , because Spain was almost
like Iceland , a base for American troops and no more . Now
we are responsible for a zone , and our forces are moderniz
ing .
The government has avoided demagogy in these issues
and dealt with then with great serenity , and even with cour
age . I think that the government ' s decision to call the refer
endum [on NATO-ed . ] , was a decision in exercise of lead
ership . Public opinion , which at first was against keeping the
Alliance , was convinced and in great part changed its mind .
The government' s posture has always been that of a dia
logue . On July 10 we start the negotiations for reductions . If
we find ourselves with a situation where the U . S . is not
reasonable , no doubt we will have the possibility of renounc
ing the present accords. But we would not want to get into
this situation . I think everypody would lose , we would lose ,
the United States would lose , and the Allies . This means, as
in all dialogues , there must be good faith on both sides.

EIR: Do you believe that Spanish cooperation with the United

States on the Strategic Defense Initiative can be realized?
And can this reinforce technical and scientific cooperation
between the two countries?
Miranda: I must say that in technological cooperation , we
have been tremendously defrauded . Following the latest de
cisions of the Spanish government, in the last two years , it is
clear that the government wanted to stop being a simple
customer. The government doesn 't want to just be a paying
customer, who pays with credits given to buy in the United
States . We say that we are also disposed to give credits so
that they can buy weapons in our country . .
. . . On the problem of the Strategic Defense Initiative ,
the politics and philosophy behind this project arouse a great
deal of worry among us. We understand it more as a project
that can provoke another arms race , than as a pacification of
the international situation . I believe that it is very difficult for
a shield to be introduced by only one power. If a shield is
made on one side , the other will make a sharper sword-it ' s
an old story . W e think i t i s more reasonable t o stop a new
arms race between the superpowers , and negotiate nuclear
disarmament at Geneva .
That said, we distinguish between the research phase and
deployment. We think that one can investigate the technolo
gies , because they are not subject to any treaty , because it is
a product of human curiosity . For now , we are not thinking
of having an accord with the SOl , because we are very criti
cal , and worried about the attitude today . We don ' t want to
make an accord with the United States on this issue that would
be interpreted as support for the whole SOl concept , and not
limited to research .
.
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Interview: Carlos Rob es Piquer

Spain needs p. S.
military presence
Mr. Piquer is a deputy in the Eurapean Parliament for the
Popular Alliance Party and coordif1tJtor of this party's elec
toral campaign policy . He was interviewed by Katherine
Kanter and Leonardo Servadio.
EIR: It seems that here in Spain there is a certain anti-U . S .
ideology, obviously favored b y thJ way the referendum on
NATO was conducted . How can th.s be changed?
Robles Piquer: The anti-U . S . feeling is very generalized ,
unfortunately, in the Western worlp , which is sometimes a
frivolous world and with little sense of its responsibility and
its danger. In Spain this feeling has been exacerbated in
recent times on two occasions : whep President Reagan came
on an official visit, and when , effectively , the government
organized the nonsensical referendqm on Spain ' s continuing
to belong to the defensive organi7.jation of the Free World
[NATO] . We think that the Social ist government has a big
responsibility , because the control of state radio and televi
sion depends on it. And since this television is the only one
in Spain, the' informational backihg and enthusi �sm with
which the small anti-U . S . ,demonstrations were welcomed
turned these , in public opinion , into'very big demonstrations;
it made them grow . We think that a idifferent orientation , but
conforming to the truth and less �onforming to anti-U . S .
propaganda, b y the state-owned T V , i s a decisive element to
shift the status of opinion in a favol1lble direction .
EIR: What do you think can be dooe to keep from weaken
ing Spanish defensive capability , which is in large part based
on cooperation with the United States?
Robles Piquer: To attend , naturally , to the true reasons and
interests of the Spanish state and iCS defense needs, and not
to seek demagogically the applause of the more or less violent
minorities , which make a permanent show of support to the
anti-U . S . forces or those inimical to the defense of the West.
I think that the Spanish bases , in which facilities are conceded
to our U . S . allies, are assigned to strengthen Spain ' s defense
and therefore that of the Free World to which Spain belongs .
I think that these bases could ndt be easily sustained if we
had to pay the cost of their maintenance entirely by ourselves,
and I think a good negotiation with the United States will
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allow us to keep improving , as has been done in the last
years , the control by the Spanish government over these
bases, without renouncing the military , technical , and also
financial support lent to us by the United States, which makes
the Spanish bases better and more useful for the defense of
Spain itself than they would be if we did not have this collab
oration .
EIR: Recent paramilitary actions by the Green Party in Ger
many were evaluated as very dangerous , in the sense of actual

The Strategic Defense Initiative is a
U.S . project, which the Americans
have undertaken by exercise qf
their own sovereignty. We do not
deny to the United States the right
to mount a defense system as they
think best. Once they take this
decision, which seems to us
peifectly logical, we believe that
Spanish business should be
incorporated into this project.
military attacks . It is thought that behind these people in
Germany is the indirect war strategy of the Soviet Union . Is
there a similar problem here in Spain? And what perception
is there of direct or indirect destabilization carried out by the
Russians in Western Europe?
Robles Piquer: In Spain , as in all the countries of the Free
World, this problem is posed with the same characteristics
insofar as the quality of the phenomenon , but , fortunately so
far, with less importance in terms of the quantity or volume
of the phenomenon . It is undoubtedly true that there were
various movements flowing together: In the first place , a
legitimate one , the defense of nature, of true ecologism. We
favor this movement, and we have nothing , of course, against
the conservation of nature and the protection of the environ
ment. But it is true that there are groups that use the flag of
ecology and nat!lre for political actions, and naturally it is
within the possible , and I think also the probable , that the
intelligence system of the Soviet Union , which as we know
is at the service of a world imperialist type of design, is
supporting movements of this kind . That is to say , the very
country that has its own nuclear plants in conditions of very
poor security , as unfortunately was just proven in Chernoby I ,
i s a country that attacks the nuclear plants i n the Western
world and favors those who attack them, and we have to be
52
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fully conscious of this . In Spaip , there are so-called ecologist
groups which organize big demonstrations against nuclear
waste facilities, but then they don ' t move a finger against
much more serious destruction of nature , e . g . , forest fires
which these groups don ' t care ,about , even though the risk of
deforestation is probably the most serious that Spain faces ,
because i t is a country which i s being left without trees ,
because of these fires , which are sometimes deliberate , other
times accidental .
EIR: What does [Popular Alliance head Manuel] Fraga pro
pose to improve diplomatic and military relations between
the United States and Spain?
Robles Piquer: He proposes something very simple , to be
loyal allie s , and not reticent allies . We are neither pro-Amer
ican nor anti-American; we ate Spaniards and we are parti
sans of the integration of Spain into the political , economic ,
and military system of the Free World to which Spain be
longs . And for this integration� it is necessary to count on the
first power of the Free World , which is the United States,
without any complex of any kind , neither of inferiority , nor
of vanity or arrogance , and we think that a serious , friendly
relationship with the United States must naturally mean a
clear cooperation on all matters , starting with defense .

We don ' t believe , for example , that the Socialist policy
could be serious , with its tremendous hypocrisy of de facto
integrating into the NATO military organization , while de
jure staying outside it . This is a falsehood which the Spanish
people are recognizing , and it, is only done for electoral and
demogogic reasons . We naturally are not always in agree
ment with U . S . polic y , and we think , for example , that a part
of the truth , a part of the bla� for what occurred in Central
America is due to previous Clrrors of the Americans, very
serious errors , perhaps becam�e they have a poor knowledge
of the Spanish-speaking world , which we Spaniards believe
we know better. We are willing at all times to speak our
opinion loyally and , of course , to defend at all times our
national interests . But we think that the best way to do it is to
be sincere friends of the power on which , in reality , the
guarantee of survival of the Free World rests.
EIR: Do you think that Mr. Fraga ' s defense policy allows
the possibility of cooperating with the U . S . Strategic Defense
Initiative?
Robles Piquer: That' s a U . S . project , which the Americans
have undertaken by exercise of their own sovereignty . We
do not deny to the United States the right to mount a defense
system as they think best . Once they take this decision , which
seems to us , as I say , legitimate , perfectly logical , we be
lieve , that Spanish business should be incorporated into this
project. We are pleased that numerous Spanish firms are now
in fact participating in projects promoted by the strategic
defense system .
EIR
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The mullahs go
for 'free enterprise'
by Thierry Lalevee
At the beginning of June , Ayatollah Khomeini intervened
into Iran' s economic debate . In a speech which would have
made Donald Regan blush with pleasure , Khomeini called
on the government to respect the "free market" and not to
interfere with the economic activities of Iran ' s most powerful
economic interest , the merchants of the B azaar.
Not surprisingly, Khomeini ' s intervention was prompted
by Iran' s deepening economic crisis and a growing lack of
foreign currency reserves because of the continuing war with
Iraq . Immediately prior to his speech , leading , but unnamed ,
merchants of the Bazaar had also stepped in, warning the
government that unless they ceased to interfere , the B azaar
merchants would go on strike . Last time they did so , the
regime of the Shah collapsed .
Khomeini ' s intervention put a halt to a debate as old as
the Iranian "Islamic Republic ," between the proponents of
an "Islamic socialist" economy led by the commanders of the
Pasdarans (Revolutionary Guards) and hardcore Soviet-con
trolled fanatics like General Prosecutor Hojatessalam Mous
savi-Khoeiniah , and the traditional mullahs whose under
standing of economics extends as far as their personal profits .
This newly defined free-enterprise doctrine involves
broader political and diplomatic goals aimed at widening
Iran' s diplomatic prestige abroad. A case in point is relations
with France , which have steadily improved since last winter,
in the framework of the French hostage situation in Lebanon .
Underlining the change was the mid-May arrival in Paris
of Ali Reza Mo' ayeri , the former Iranian ambassador to
France , who has become deputy prime minister. Primarily
political , the visit has paved the way for the settlement of the
issues both capitals consider really important: mutual debts
of several billion dollars .
In the late 1 970s , the Shah of Iran had extended a $ 1
billion loan to help develop the "Eurodif' nuclear program .
Teheran wants the money back . However, Teheran owes as
much, if not more , to Paris because of some 200 financial
and industrial contracts which were unilaterally broken by
Teheran in late 1 980.
On June 25 , after the exchange of many technical misEIR
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sions , an important Iranian econo ic delegation arrived in
Paris to settle that matter. In the balabce is what could become
a billion-dollar project: the building of a new petrochemicai'
complex in the center of Iran . American , French , German ,
and many other European companies are competing .
Since two French hostages wer� released in Lebanon on
June 20, following the expulsion from France in late May of
Mujahedeen leader Massoud Raja , political problems are
no longer considered an impedime�t to closer economic re
lations . As Le Figaro explained on june 2 3 , France ' s ration
ale is simple enough : France has to deal with nations and not
with political regimes .
While France maintained a policy of opposition to the
mullahs, countries like West Germany and even the United
States continued to enjoy profitable business relations with
Teheran . For example , the West German company Krupp
announced on June 24 that it had won a DM 1 90 million bid
to build a chemical plant for fertiliZer in Iran . From June 1 6
to June 1 8 , Iranian Foreign Ministet Ali Akhbar Velayati had
a very successful visit to Austria, I}aving the way for many
industrial contracts to be signed in c ming weeks . According
to the London Economist. it is onl recently that the United
States has stopped importing Iranian pistachios produced by
the Rafsanjani family, which incl�des the Speaker of the
Parliament; not because of a political decision , but under
pressure from American pistachio producers .
That Teheran is ready to open so wide the door to foreign
economic investments , has led to m�ny political speculation�
of what could happen if . . . Khomeini were to die . But the
fact is, Teheran is following its pre ent economic course ou�
of sheer necessity; whether it has any political bearing is quite
another matter.
.
This is the message sent June I when 20 Iranian-trained
terrorists attacked Kuwaiti oil insta�ations and blew up some
of them. The explosions were so �pectacular that they im
mediately led to speculations that the Iranian Air Force had
bombarded Kuwait . This was not the case , and the terrorists
failed to bomb all their tartgets . Had they succeeded , Kuwait
might still be burning .
Nonetheless , the incident made the point that Iran ' s open:
ing to the West does not mean an immediate end to the Gulf
war, nor does it mean an end to Iranian-sponsored terrorism.
Except for the B azaar. the bes politically and militarily
organized group within · Iran are tie Revolutionary Guards
who have been given the command over the war against Iraq .
Such a new position has led to soIllf! changes in the ideology
of the Pasdarans . For example , aJ the beginning of May ,
Commander-in-Chief Mohsen Rezili made a speech dedicat:
ed to the idea of the "Greater Iranian nation ," including Iraq ,
the Gulf, and Afghanistan . This is a certain shift away frOID
Islamic fundamentalist ideology , Ibut it portends no good
either. This has to be seriously taken into account when
dealing with the regime of the mullahs in economic matters .
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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

Goethe Institute or Schiller Institute?
The factional battle in German politics has spread to the cultural
field, and the corrupt Goethe Institute is under fire .

I

n January 1 986, the Schiller Insti
tute in West Germany issued a dossier
exposing the role of the government
funded Goethe Institute in spreading
zero-growth ideology and cultural de
cadence, instead of promoting the great
German classics, through its many
branches at home and abroad . Five
months later, this debate has surfaced
in the daily newspapers , with Bavari
an Gov . Franz-Josef Strauss leading
the charge against the Goethe Insti
tute .
Addressing a gathering of depart
ment leaders of the Goethe Institute in
Munich June 1 2 , Strauss charged the
Institute , which has the official man
date to present the best of Germany ' s
culture abroad, with spreading cultur
al pessimism , distortions, and even
pro-terrorist ideologies .
Strauss said that there i s " a maso
chistic tendency to slander the Ger
many of today ," and "to equate the
rampaging chaotics ' of the criminal ,
violence-prone pyromaniac scene ,
with today's German youth. " This was
a reference to the Goethe Institute ' s
policy o f promoting members o f the
Green Party , as well as featuring films
of anti-nuclear protests , which present
the image of West Germany as "an
atomic police state . " The Goethe In
stitute has become , said Strauss , an
instrument of black propaganda against
the Federal Republic of Germany .
Strauss charged the Institute with
rendering German cultural policy
abroad a "mere playground of the in
ternational culture 'chiqueria' " [the
•
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decadent culture "mafia"-ed. ] , while
leaving the cultivation of the German
Classics to the Herder Institute of East
Germany . The Herder Institute , co
operating closely with the Goethe In
stitute, dedicated most of its own ef
forts to "the promotion of the classical
and humanistic side of German cul
ture within a communist linguistic
framework, " charged Strauss .
"The light and festive colors used
by the G . D . R . [German Democratic
Republic] to paint her society abroad ,
will be more successful in the long run
than the dark hues of the 'Twilight of
the Gods ' presented by the Federal
Republic . " Instead of taking up this
challenge of cultural warfare between
East and West , the Goethe Institute
was looking for "the alleged special
affinity of the Germans to the political
and cultural structures of the Europe
an East . "
The main institution responsible
for this decline of the cultural profile
of Germany ' s foreign policy , said
Strauss , was the foreign ministry in
Bonn , which funds the Institute with
an annual budget of 1 70 million deut
schemarks (about $77 million) . The
transformation of the Goethe Institute
proceeded over a period of more than
20 years , but the 1 0 years that Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher has
been in office have been the worst .
During this period , the Institute has
become a mouthpiece of propaganda
against the West German society .
Strauss demanded that the Institute
undergo a profound change and be

provided with a "politically responsi
ble leadership . "
The Goethe Institute ' s officials
listened to' this speech in a state of
shock. Never before had a prominent
politician dared to take their policy
head-on . The front-page headlines in
the media on this open confrontation
were bad publicity for the Institute,
which took very seriously Strauss' s
announcement that after the next na
tional elections in January 1 98 7 , the
reform of the Institute was on top of
the political agenda in Bonn .
Franz-josef Strauss ' s speech re
flected a broader sentiment among the
non-leftist majority of West Germans .
There have been, over the years , in
numerable complaints from private
citizens, ftom conservative German
diplomats , from musicians , actors, and
many others about the conduct of the
Goethe Institute . Whenever Chancel
lor Helmut Kohl has visited foreign
countries , \le has been presented with
more evidence on the Goethe Insti
tute ' s nefarious activities . Yet he has
chosen to remain silent , and not to risk
a confrontation with his liberal coali
tion partners , the Free Democrats of
Foreign Minister Genscher-the fun
der of the Institute .
This state of affairs was one of the
motivations behind the foundation of
the Schiller Institute , as a counter
weight to the Goethe Institute , in May
1 984 . When making contact with rep
resentatives of nations in North and
South America , Africa, and Asia, the
Schiller In$titute found that there was
great interest in learning about the
German classics, both in literature and
in music . But instead the Goethe In
stitute was :sending out the likes of the
Green Party ' s Gen . (ret . ) Gerd Bas
tian as a military expert to an event in
Bombay , or showing videos in Brazil
about the violent anti-runway move
ment of the Frankfurt Airport.
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Northem Flank

by Goran Haglund

The wonderful adventures of a KGB spy

I

I

Trilateral Commi$sion and the Palme
Two drug abusers and a safecracker failed to free convicted
Commission , bechme Norwegian de
fense minister. 1
KGB spy Arne Treholtfrom his Norwegian prison .
Lo and behold , only days later,
Treholt issued a :surprise letter, ab
ruptly withdrawing his appeal from
ongoing Supre� Court · delibera
tions. Something ; had made Treholt
The Danish press added the var hope that other ethods than ali ap:..
s neWs broke of an attempt to free
Norwegian KGB Colonel Arne Tre iant that Treholt, presumably once set peal would stand] a better chanc� of
holt from jail , an observer of the up in African business , would offer shortening his tenh in prison .
northern flank predicted that the next voluntarily to return to Norway to face
In prison , Trebolt was a celebrity ,
24 hours would witness an upsurge of a reopened trial , on condition that he enjoying the full Qonfidence of the di
creativity in covering the tracks point be granted free leave from Norway rector:"':":"and the
beirig their
ing to Soviet involvement in the at should a new trial fail to acquit him elected representative . Norway , like
tempt. Indeed , the next day saw some from charges of espionage !
the other Scandi,avian countries , a
This cock-and-bull story churned democratic kingdpm , does not want
quite imaginative explanations of what
out for mass consumption did not make
had occurred .
to oppress its crinltnals . Treholt, being
Not only were the accomplices in much sense , but it does serve the pur
a top diplomat, h
a key to his own
the break-out revealed to be Treholt ' s pose of drawing attention away from cell , enabling hint to come and go as
1 7-year-old , drug-addicted new girl the issues : What ' s the political context he pleased , as long as he agreed to stay
inside the guardediconfines of the prisfriend , a Gambian heroin smuggler that made the break-out attempt pos
on fences .
jailed with the Norwegian master spy , sible , and who authored the plot?
:
Treholt , rapidly progressing in his
and an ordinary safecracker, also a
Exploiting the distraction of the
prison-mate of Treholt ' s , but the plot Social Democratic career, with access prison guards eXpefted during the June
2 1 telecast of the world championship
involved escaping from Norway to to highly sensitive defense and foreign
soccer game bet een Argentina and
Africa-thousands of miles away ministry documents , was caught red
France , Treholt a,d his Gambian fel
in a newly bought Volvo car, procured handed on Jan . 20 , 1 984 , as a Soviet
low-inmate were discreetly step out
in Sweden by Treholt ' s girlfriend with spy , and given the strongest penalty
through the hole i, the fence cut open
money provided by his brother, Einar possible in Norway since capital pun
ishment was banned: 20 years in pris
by the 'safecrackeri'
Treholt.
Lest anyone infer that Africa be on .
Waiting behintl the steering-wheel
His friends in the Social Democ
of the Volvo , Tre�olt's closest friend
merely a stopover en route to the East,
it was disclosed that Treholt, his girl racy, however, insisted that Treholt
for two years , Egij Ulateig , journalist
of a male fashioq magazine , was to
friend, and the Gambian inmate were was innocent , and had acted in good
faith , trying to build bridges between , drive them to a safiehouse provided by
to settle in Senegal or Gambia, to open
another friend , m sician Kjetil Bjorn
an export-import company for Italian East and West , by proving to Moscow
that top-secret NATO plans had no ag
stad , give them ' ney and false Brit
shoes !
ish passports , and . ave them leave for
The safecracker, near the end of gressive intent. Claims were made that
Africa a day or tw later.
his prison term , would cut a hole in Treholt was the victim of a "judicial
But, the stor goes, Ulateig lost
the fence through which the escapees murder. " As late as April 29 he de
his nerve and le if"'ed . Whatever the
would exit to the waiting Volvo , and manded before the Supreme Court that
case may be , Trehplt was pree�ptive
then walk back into his cell to serve the case be reopened .
ly moved on Jun� 19 to the high-se
On May 2 , Norway ' s conservative
the rest of his sentence. The story omits
curity Ullersmo rison , presumably
any mention of whether, as a reward government resigned , to be replaced
without keys to pis new cell . And
for helpfulness , he was to subsequent by the Social Democrats . An intimate
Moscow still has tp prove to its West
ly get hired in Treholt' s new shoe trad Treholt friend , Johan Jorgen Holst ,
ern assets that they 'll be rewarded for
ing business in Africa, or planned to known for his membership in such du
'
their services .
bious East-West policy vehicles as the
resume his old profession .
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From New Delhi

by Susan Maitra

Foreign aid terms tighten on India
A idfrom the World Bank and its affiliates will rise , but a
growing proportion is on commercial terms .

T

he June 1 6- 1 7 meeting of the Aid
the longest in the world .
India Consortium at World Bank of
India' s case was presented to the
fices in Paris produced a $4 . 5 billion
consortium meeting, chaired by World
foreign aid pack(age for the year 1 986B ank Vice-President for Asia David
87 . The package consists of $2 . 4 bil
Hopper, by Indian Finance Secretary
lion in World Bank loans , $600 mil
S . Venkitaramanan and Dr. Bimal Ja
lion in concessional loans from the
lan , chief economic adviser to the
Bank ' s soft-loan affiliate , the Inter
government .
national Development Association
Venkitaramanan explained that
(IDA) , and the balance in official de
although India had to rely on external
velopment assistance (ODA) from the
assistance for only a very tiny por
1 3 donor nations which are members
tion-about 6%-of its $320 billion
of the consortium .
Seventh Five Year Plan , launched this
year, this was nonetheless a critical
A 1 6% increase over last year, the
aid package represents a real net gain
margin . It was urgent , he stated , that
of only 8 % , when dollar exchange
the bulk of this assistance be on
.
concessional terms to enable India to
rate fluctuations are taken into ac
consolidate the gains chalked out in
count . The share of soft loans from the
IDA continued to decline from a peak
the new plan .
To India' s dismay, the World Bank
of $ 1 . 5 billion in 1 980 and now rep
has been arguing for several years that
resents just over 7% of total foreign
aid . The $2 . 4 billion in World Bank this huge country of 800 million-with
loans is at nearly commercial rates.
some 500 million people below the
Increased aid commitments from
"poverty line"-ought to be compet
Japan and West Germany more than
ing in the commercial market for ex
offset slight declines in U . S . and U . K .
ternal funds . According to Bank ora
commitments . Japan, while not a large
cle s , India should be pushed off the
donor, has increased its commitment
IDA "dole . "
by about 50% , from $ 1 79 to $285 mil
This campaign was powerfully af
lion , to rival West Germany, which in fected by China' s newly staked claim
tum raised its commitment from $240 for assistance . It became a virtual /ait
to $286 million .
accompli with the cut imposed on
Japan ' s cumulative ODA to India,
World Bank funding levels by the
about $2 . 5 billion as of 1 984 , is now
Bank ' s own failure in the most recent
second only to its assistance to Indo
years to raise sufficient new capital .
nesia . This growing Japanese involve
The B ank and its minions have em
ment in India is tied to a number of ployed a combination of flattery and
large projects in basic industry , trans
pragmatism to persuade India to ac
portation , and telecommunications ,
cept this situation .
including the recently contracted un
For the consortium meeting , the
derground natural gas pipeline , one of Bank couched its ritual endorsement
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of India's aid requirements in a de
tailed eval uation of the Indian econo
my . The report joined fulsome praise
for the economic management and
"new" policy thrust of the Rajiv Gan
dhi government with the stipulation
that more changes are necessary .
All of the Bank ' s old saws-de
valuation . privatization , elimination
of subsidies, trade liberalization-are
now subsumed in a pragmatic "export
or die" prpposition made credible by
the woq;ening environment for
concessiohal aid . According to the
Press Trust of India, instead of calling
for currency devaluation , the Bank
states tha� industrial policy changes
must be c'omplemented by direct ex
port incentives , especially an ex
change-rate policy that enhances the
relative profitability of export sales.
The Bank itself projects that In
dia ' s debt�service ratio will rise from
today ' s 1 5 . 2% to 20% by 1 989-90 ,
largely be� ause of the hardening of aid
terms . It goes on to state that unless
exports grow at the annual rate of 6 . 8%
projected in the Seventh Plan , India
will not be able to sustain the level of
commerc�al borrowing , debt servic
ing , and importation required to meet
the Plan ' s growth targets . So far this
year, exports have been stagnant .
The dilemma is real . But it points
not to the need for exports so much as
to the urgency of a focused policy to
generate domestic surpluses. That
means one thing: increasing agricul
tural productivity . For a nation the size
of India , With but a tiny fraction of the
domestic market developed , the pre
scription for "export-led growth" is
absurd . Without generating a real do
mestic surplus for reinvestment in
agro-industrial expansion, a mere trade
surplus-assuming it could be
achieved-will be economically use
les s , no matter how pleasing it might
be to the accountants at the World
B ank .
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Report

by Henry 1Ucker

Sanctions : prescription for genocide
Hypocrisy is the mildest term available for Western nations now
backing the Soviet-controlled African National Congress .

S

outh African President Pietr Botha
had some harsh and very appropriate
things to say about his country ' s
Western detractors when h e addressed
a police graduation ceremony on June
20 . "When South Africa has reached
the greatest height of reform in its his
tory, the outside world passes it off as
nothing , as pretense ," he stated bitter
ly.
Botha decried the international
campaign for sanctions against South
Africa as "hypocrisy . " "The one
country in Africa that has a chance of
joining the industrialized world may
conceivably be reduced by sanctions
to the pre-medieval condition of the
continent, left to stagnate like the rest
of the continent .
"If our leftist critics abroad , and
even radicals in this country , speak of
'genuine reform , ' they mean some
thing completely different. They speak
of final transfer of power to the South
African Communist Party and its front,
the African National Congress . "
Botha' s speech characteristically
received little press coverage in the
United States, in the high publicity
given South Africa in the wake of a
government decree of emergency law
to preempt the expected ANC-direct
ed uprising set for June 1 6 , the 1 0th
anniversary of the Soweto uprising .
The international press has put for
ward the Mandelas and Oliver Tambo
of the Soviets ' ANC as the heroes of
the anti-apartheid movement , while
blacking out the efforts of Mangosu
thu Gatsha Buthelezi , chairman of the
South African Black Alliance and
president of the mass-based Inkatha
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Black Liberation Movement , whose
perspective is based on the premise
that "violence is not the answer to
apartheid . "
Speaking on ABC ' s David Brink
ley Show June 23 , South African In
formation Minister Louis Nel noted
that Pretoria has repeatedly stated that
it would negotiate with the ANC if it
were to renounce violence and self
avowed revolutionary goal . The ANC
has steadfastly refused to do so . The
South African government is "work
ing for a new South Africa. a new
constitutional dispensation ," Nels
said . "We don ' t want apartheid ; we
are moving away from that . but that
doesn 't fit the desires of some peo
ple . "
Support for the Botha government
came from an unexpected source . In a
June 2 1 interview with the French
magazine Le Figaro . Ivory Coast
President Houphouet Boigny noted
that there is apartheid against black
Africans elsewhere in Africa, espe
cially in Arab-dominated Saharan
countries . No political prisoner in
black Africa would have survived in
jail for 20 years , as has Nelson Man
dela; most are "killed" after a few
years , he noted .
Nevertheles s , on June 24 , British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher re
versed a previous decision and invited
ANC leader Oliver Tambo to meet with
the British Foreign Ministry . Thatcher
had previously refused any official
contact with the ANC until it re
nounced violence . However, pressure
came down on Thatcher from Queen
Elizabeth, who wants sanctions against

her lost colony .
While Tam�o was in London
gathering diploJt1atic laurels . ANC
military commander J oe Modise an
nounced: "Informers , policemen ,
special branch wlice must be elimi
nated . The people must carry out acts
of sabotage against industries and firms
producing wealth for the racist re
gime . Power stations and lines must
be sabotaged . �ailway lines and
bridges destroye<l . Strikes must be un
dertaken to paral tze the economy . "
This war has already begun . On
June 22 , industrial plants in Durban
and Johannesbu were bombed , and
strikes of worke.s organized into the
ANC ' s COSATij,J trade union broke
out in Transvaal mining operations
outside Johannesburg .
Just before �is trip to London .
Tambo . in a speeth to the Internation
al Labor Orga�ization . stated that
Black people in $outh Africa are now
"ready to lay ddwn their lives . . . . .
The choice betwckn sanctions now and
sanctions later. dlr never, is a choice
between a solutibn based on limited
violent confl ict and tolerable destruc
tioR of property , land a solution based
on a bloodbath �nd massive destruc
tion of property . r
The demand for sanctions is. in
fact, a demand f6r genocide of blacks
throughout soutijern Africa. Said one
report: "We ha� population growth
rate of 2 . 8 % a y � ar and that means the
South African e�onomy has to grow
by about 4% to lear the job market .
But since 1 980J the average growth
rate has been fruHess than 2 % , unem
ployment is soaking , and any major
sanctions will : batter us into the
;
ground . "
Moreover, s dependent on South
Africa are the bl4ck African nations of
the region, that khocking out the South
African econo� would destroy the
last prop to the etonomies of southern
Africa as whole , which are already
threatened with $tarvation .
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Middle East Report

by Thierry Lalevee

New plots by Islamic International
The last three months' terror in the Mideast and North Africa
was planned at a secret meeting in Switzerland.

An international seminar organized

in Geneva on March 1 0 , by the Lon
don-based Islamic Council of Europe
chaired by Saudi diplomat Salam Az
zam, has served as a cover for secret
meetings between leaders of the so
called Islamic International . Many key
leaders from Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa gathered in Geneva for two
days to give speeches on the "historic
role of Islam" in liberation move
ments. Although attendance never ex
ceeded 30-40 participants , the real
reason for their coming to Switzerland
was a secret reunion days later at the
suburban residence of Algerian fun
damentalist Ahmed Ben Bella.
To this extraordinary gathering
came Salem Azzam; Turkey' s Necet
Erbakan; the leadership of the Egyp
tian Muslim Brotherhood; Hafez Sal
ama of the Islamic Guidance Associ
ation; and the blind Sheikh Omar Ab
der Rahmane, founder of the Egyptian
Jihad terrorist movement. Also pres
ent were Sheikh Mohammed Hussein
Fadlallah, spiritual guide of the Hez
bollahi in Lebanon, and Ali Sham
skhani, deputy commander of the Ira
nian Revolutionary Guard.
The conference was chaired by the
little-known Swiss-based Egyptian
Brotherhood leader Yussuf Nada,
confirming his role as an international
coordinator of the Muslim Brother
hood or "Islamic International . " A
Lugano-based Egyptian businessman
who runs maritime and cement com
panies all over Black Africa, Nada
came to notoriety in 1 979 when he
loaned $ 1 0 million to the U . S . -based
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Muslim Student Association to build
a computerized intelligence data file
at its Plainfield , Indiana headquarters .
In recent years , Nada' s name
emerged around the activities of Ben
Bella, as well as of Lebanese Shi ' ite
squads touring Europe , and the activ
ities of Islamic centers in West Ger
many . According to intelligence
sources , Nada was named in the last
two years as one of the Guides of the
Brotherhood, coordinating its activi
ties through a network which , thanks
to Ben Bella, intersects the Nazi Inter
national of Swiss banker Fran,!ois
Genoud. Hence , Nada' s activities are
closely watched by European intelli
gence units .
Under his chairmanship, two in
tertwined campaigns were launched:
to organize larger, more regular finan
cial aid to Middle Eastern and North
African fundamentalist organiza
tions , and to plan for a summer offen
sive in the region . For the first time ,
all pretenses were swept away , as the
leader of the underground terrorist Ji
had , Sheikh Abder Rahmane , agreed
to work hand in hand with the main
stream of the Brotherhood . A radical
splinter from the Ikhwan (Brother
hood) , the Jihad has often considered
it too moderate , refusing to coordinate
activities on a regular basis . All the
more extraordinary , the fanatic blind
Sheikh agreed to extend such coordi
nation to the other participants , such
as Turkey and Iran . The actual leader
of the Ikhwan, Sheikh Telemsani , had
not been invited, and had no say . He
died in April , not long after the Ge-

neva meetin� , and was replaced by the
more radical Mohammed Hameed Abu
EI Nasr.
The plotters put special stress on
their operations in Egypt . Less than
two weeks after the clandestine gath
ering, the Ikhwan launched assaults
against the town of Asyut in Upper
Egypt .
Their planned operations against
North Africa were momentarily set
back in April , when the new French
government . launched police opera
tions against the Ben Bella network ,
in the wake of the U . S . raid on Libya.
Dozens of members of Ben Bella's
organizations were arrested; some de
ported . Fundamentalist operations in
Tunisia had an uneasy fate too, as Par
is has established close security co
operation with Tunis in recent months .
However, Tunisian fundamental
ists succeeded in April and May in
staging anti-American demonstra
tions at the universities , and clashing
with the police , forcing the govern
ment to close the universities for sev
eral weeks . Unable to run their usual
smuggling routes between France and
Tunisia, the fundamentalists have
shifted tactics for getting weapons.
Tunisian intelligence reports several
cases where. policemen have been at
tacked, and had their weapons seized
by the fundamentalists .
None of the participants at the
Lausanne conference had any serious
hope that they could successfully take
over either Thnisia or Algeria, but they
thought that Egypt is ripe for spectac
ular operations which could catalyze
mass fundamentalist movements in the
region, as Khomeini's takeover of Iran
did in 1 979. Egyptian fundamentalists
are reported to have committed 350
terrorist acts in the last three months,
including boobytrapping cars and car
rying out machine-gun attacks on U . S .
military targets .
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Report from Paris

by Yves Messer

' Revisionist ' campaign hits France
Is the Nazi Swiss banker Fran�ois Genoud behind the
propaganda drive to deny the concentration camps ?

T he latest issue of Troisieme Voie

(Third Way) , organ of the raving anti

American "revolutionary national
ists" in France , now allied with the
neo-Nazi pagans of the "New Right"
to destroy "Western civilization ," has
a feature denouncing the "Auschwitz
myth" as the "massive foundation of a
blind and totalitarian faith . " Gas
chambers never existed , argues Tro
isieme Voie, and this "myth , " the big
gest of our time , was concocted as a
result of a "plot" between the United
States and the "Zionists" in order to
create the state of Israel , to degrade
the peoples of Europe , to prevent the
"reunification of the German Reich ,"
and to crush the "defense of the fun
damental values of Blood and Soil . "
This disgusting provocation i s part
of a Soviet-orchestrated revival in
France of the pro-Nazi , so-called re
visionist school . The operation was
kicked off last . month with the an
nouncement that one Henri Rocques
had successfully presented a doctoral
thesis last year in Nantes, denying the
existence of gas chambers under the
Nazi regime .
The jury which accepted Roc
ques ' s thesis was mostly composed of
academics belonging to or close to the
national-bolshevist "New Right . "
A s this column previously docu
mented (EIR, June 6, 1 986, p. 59) ,
the French "New Right" has most bla
tantly exposed its partnership with the
Kremlin in its attacks on Lyndon
LaRouche and his associates . In its
November-December 1 985 issue ,
Troisieme Voie had published a slan
derous "dossier" on Lyndon La-
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Rouche and the Parti Ouvrier Euro
peen, which is led by co-thinkers of
LaRouche in France .
Who stands to benefit from the
current wave of "revisionism ," deny
ing the Nazi concentration camps? An
insight was given in a 1 979 interview
of Albert Speer by M. Jean Pierre
Bloch , the president of the French anti
racist LICRA association . Speer, who
pleaded gUilty to Nazi war crimes at
the Nuremberg Tribunal , declared: "In
Germany , a whole bunch of writers
are trying to deny the existence of the
crematorium furnaces . This campaign
is coming from far away . I am con
vinced that Qaddafi and the Russians
are behind this propaganda . Don 't let
it go on . Tomorrow everything could
start again . "
Indeed , despite the hullabaloo
stirred up recently , almost nobody has
reacted to the fact that Rocques let slip
his desire for a "New Yalt�" deal with
the Soviets , by stating during a radio
interview , his support for the "Rus
sian people with whom we have to
build a united Europe . . . . "
As the conservative daily paper
Quotidien de Paris reported in its May
26 issue , all four members of that
Nantes University jury are either close
collaborators or leaders of the French
"New Right" neo-Nazi movement
called GRECE , directed by Alain de
Benoist . GRECE published in its
quarterly magazine Element several
attacks against the movement associ
ated with Lyndon LaRouche in France.
GRECE is a think-tank which tries to
infiltrate French institutions in order
to spread its pagan neo-Nazi ideology ,

which is "anti-cpmmunist" but sup
portive of the cre� of "Moscow as the
Third Rome , " wlich is in fact the rul
ing ideology of Soviet Russia.
The "New Right" doesn 't hide its
pro-Qaddafi feelings . One of its lead
ers , Guillaume faye , recently wrote
for the El Badil magazine of Ahmed
Ben Bella , part d,f the same "Islamic"
terrorist netwo� as Qaddafi , and a
protege of Swi�s banker Fran�ois
Genoud, the pivpt of the Nazi Inter
national . Nor dqes the "New Right"
hide its positive ;feelings toward for
mer Socialist Education Minister Jean
Pierre Chevenement. This could per
haps explain the toleration for Roc
ques ' s scandalo"s thesis . It must be
noted that there Xists in France a "re
visionist" curre � denying the Jewish
holocaust by thel Nazis , and which is
not only linked .0 the extreme right.
wing National Ffont, but also to the
radical wing of th$: Socialist Party. This
"revisionist" current was founded by
Paul Rassinier, ..,..ho happened to be a
socialist and anarchist militant !
Quotidien de ParIs printed an in
teresting report dn M . Rocques's past
which reveals tlijat he has been, since
World War II, th� Paris correspondent
of the Lausann -based paper of the
pro-Nazi Europqan New Order, called
The Real Europ�. The European New
Order is led b� another protege of
Genoud, the co-founder of the Malmo
International in 195 1 , M. Gaston Guy
Amaudruz. The$e were the networks
which helped both the right-wing OAS
and the left-wi ., FLN in the 1 960s
during the Algerian war, and which
then attempted tp destabilize General
.
de Gaulle .
The French 'New Right" · is also
working closely, with the Belgium
based "Young aurope" of Jean Fran
�ois Thiriart , !lDother well-known
Genoud protegeJ
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Carrington says Soviet
offers 'encouraging'
NATO Secretary-General Lord Peter Car
rington, on a four-day visit to Norway, told
a press conference in Oslo on June 25 that
the Soviet stance in arms-control and troop
reduction negotiations is "encouraging . "
Carrington said that the softening o f the
Soviet position at the Geneva disarmament
talks indicates that Moscow is ready for se
rious negotiations . He met with Defense
Minister Johan Holst, a Trilateral Commis
sion member, and discussed the new Labor
government' s decision last month to add a
dissenting "footnote" to an allied commu
nique on President Reagan ' s Strategic De
fense Initiative.
Norwegian defense sources said that
Holst' s footnote had infuriated U . S . offi
cials in Brussels . Carrington, however, said
he did not view the Norwegian footnote as a
great tragedy , adding that there were differ
ences of opinion within NATO over the SDI.

Irish to vote on
divorce referendum
Prime Minister Garrett Fitzgerald may be
"heading for a defeat" according to polls
taken in Ireland on a divorce referendum to
be voted on June 26. The defeat would "af
fect his personal standing and the stability
of his minority coalition government," the
London Times writes.
The polls show a "remarkable shift of
opinion in the six weeks since the govern
ment announced its plan to hold a referen
dum to allow divorce on the basis of mar
riage failure and after a couple have lived
apart for five years . "
Fitzgerald, associated with Trilateral
Commission circles, was "influenced by the
Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain , who
argued for greater pluralism in Catholic so
cieties of the future, " according to the Times.
It notes that he grew up in a "bohemian
household" frequented by Ezra Pound, T. S .
Eliot, and W . B . Yeats .
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The referendum has been opposed by a
total mobilization of the Catholic Church ,
headed by Dublin Archbishop Kevin Mc
Namara, who has written many articles lo
cating the fight against legalization of di
vorce in the context of a fight to preserve the
concepts of truth , reason , and natural law .
The pro-divorce legislation is a pretext for
introducing a wide array of liberal reforms
into Ireland, he has argued .

Briton meets with
Soviet-puppet Tambo
The leader of the Soviet-run African Nation
al Congress , Oliver Tambo, was entertained
by a senior British Foreign Office official
June 25 in London . Tambo spent 75 minutes
with Foreign Office Minister Lynda Chalker.
Tambo ' s ANC , whose terrorists are
trained in East Germany and deployed by an
executive board dominated by South Afri
can Communist Party members , has devot
ed itself to fomenting violence "against
apartheid"-principally the murder of other
South African blacks.
The unprecedented talks in London were
described by both Tambo and his interlocu
tor as "candid and useful. ..
Afterwards, he told waiting journalists ,
"We thought it was a very good meeting ,
very cordial and candid . We had the views
of the British government put to the ANC ,
and the views of the ANC put to the British
government. "
It was the first official meeting between
a British minister and any ANC leader.

Kissinger attends
Bonn cabinet meeting
In a "surprise" June 25 visit to Bonn, West
Germany' s capital , former U . S . Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger had a breakfast
meeting with Chancellor Helmut Kohl . The

subject of discussions were the Gorbachov
proposals, on mutual troop reductions in
Central Europe.
Then, i according to several Bonn sources,
Kissinger was brought into the full cabinet
ministers' meeting as the "personal guest"
of Kohl .
According to an aide of Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Kissinger had a
"comprehensive exchange of views" with
the ministers and several discussions with
Genscher. including one on "East-West re
lations . "
From ,Bonn , Kissinger went to Amster
dam , and then to Munich, Bavaria, where
he is rumored to have held at least one June
26 meeti �g with Gov . Franz-Josef Strauss.
In Amstehiam June 25 , he spoke before a
meeting Sponsored by the Amsterdam As
sociation , a collection of prominent busi
nessmen and bankers , including directors of
KLM Ai�lines and the Trilateral Commis
sion-linkeP NMB Bank. Amsterdam sources
say that his talks included "relations be
tween EU rope , America. and the Soviet
Union, dd the economic and political as
pects of Western relations with the Soviets. "
The American and German ambassadors to
Holland and the state secretary of the Dutch
government were among those in atten
dance .
One unconfirmed report is that Kissin
ger also lJlet with Holland ' s Prince Bern
hard . with whom he has built close ties via
the Bilderberg Group. an elite organization
of Europe aristocrats and their retainers on
both sides of the Atlantic .

U. S. ($.R.) News and
World Report
A leading "conservative" U . S . news maga
zine is demanding a sharp cutback in Amer
ican troops in Europe , and acceptance of
Gorbachov "disarmament proposals" which
would effectively force NATO allies into an
accommodation with the Soviet empire. U.S.
News and World Report prints an editorial
by editor-in-chief Mortimer Zuckerman
charging , "America's nuclear umbrella and
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the U . S . overdeployment of troops to NATO
seem to have encouraged Europeans to
economize on conventional forces and use
the funds to augment their welfare states . "
The editorial continues: "It i s time to end
the free ride . . . . The disproportionality of
the American effort in Europe is aggravated
by the failure of Europeans to help else
where . . . . Europeans must do more to
maximize their capabilities to defend their
own territory . . . . This would free up U. S .
military and financial resources s o that we
could strengthen areas where we are most
vulnerable . Some 150, 000 troops should be

phased out of Europe over a jive-to-I 0 year
period and redeployed as an additional stra

tegic reserve in the United States, able to
move to the world' s trouble spots. We must
build U . S. airlift and sealift capabilities and
enhance the Rapid Deployment Force so that,
if needed, America could project adequate
military power into the Persian Gulf area,
the Middle East and Southwest Asia where
the risks and stakes to the Western geostra
tegic position are the highest . . . .
"For even quicker substantial troop re
ductions, we should treat constructively
Gorbachov ' s recent proposals for major mu
tual reductions in both NATO and Warsaw
Pact forces at the Mutual and Balanced Force
Reduction talks now going on in Vienna . At
last, Gorbachov seems willing to acknowl
edge the need for verification . Here is some
thing that is very much in the U . S. strategic
interest . . . . It is time for the U . S . to bite
the European bullet . "

Germans document
Soviet buildup
The annual Situation Report of the West
German armed forces documents in detail
the "wide margin of superiority" in force
concentrations held by the Soviet Union in
Europe. Prepared by the Bundeswehr's head,
Inspector-General Altenburg , the report
emphasizes that the Soviets will use this su
periority to "politically blackmail" Western
Europe with the "threat of military action . "
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The report describes the Soviet buildup
as the largest ever conducted in history , em
phasizing that it is "a Soviet buildup of such
a dimension as to far exceed not only de
fense requirements , but also ill excess of its
role as a superpower. "
Altenburg notes that the greatest single
point of concentration has occurred among
the Soviet forces stationed in East Germany
and Central Europe-in other words, along
the borders of West Germany .
Soviet tank strength in East Germany
has now risen to between 8 , 000 and 9,000 ,
a 50% increase over the past five years . In
the same five-year time frame , the Soviets
have added 3 ,000 artillery pieces , most of
them self-propelled guns. Since 1 970, So
viet artillery strength in East Germany has
tripled . Soviet fighter-plane superiority in
Central Europe is put at 5 : 1 over NATO ,
and short-range missile superiority at 9: I .
Altenburg is especially alarmed at the
mass emplacement of the modern, extreme
ly accurate SS-2 I s , SS-22s, and SS-23s.

Soviets admit AIDS
cases, begin screening
More than a dozen cases of AIDS have been
diagnosed in the Soviet Union , Victor M .
Zhdanov , director o f the D . I . Ivanovskii
Institute of Virology in Moscow , told an
international conference on AIDS in Paris
June 24 . His admission came as a surprise;
the Soviets have heretofore denied the ex
istence of AIDS among Soviet citizens.
Dr. Zhdanov said studies showed the
virus has probably existed in the Soviet Union
since the early 1 970s . He told the gathering
that the Soviet health ministry had just be
gun a systematic screening program to try to
limit the disease .
"We have diagnosed 1 2 cases of the dis
ease . I don' t know how many have been
diagnosed in other centers , but I know there
have been some other positive diagnoses . "
H e said his institute , one o f four centers
studying the virus in the Soviet Union, has
screened 1 0,000 people for AIDS .

CARDINAL O'CONNOR of
New York tbld the New York Times
June 25 that l'we are creating a mons
ter" by kee " ng Palestinians in refu
gee camps . "Somehow a homeland
has to be pr vided for the Palestinian
people . " T , Cardinal had just re
turned from! a visit to Lebanon . He
immediatel� came under attack from
the Anti- Ddramation League ' s Na
than Perlmu�ter and the World Jewish
Congress ' s �lan Steinberg , who de
manded that the Vatican recognize
Israel , and %.et the Arabs into the
"Camp Dav peace process . "
•

±

tI

GERM,..N INDUSTRY is
against sanqtions for South Africa.
Denouncin� apartheid , West Ger
many ' s lea�ng industry group stated
that South Ajfrica needs a functioning
economy inlorder to be able to solve
its social a�d economic difficulties .
The best cOfltribution German firms
can make "ould be to improve the
educational ppportunities available to
their black ,,",orkers , said the group.
•

!

•

GEN. i GERHARD MACK,

�

NATO ' s sefond-in-command in Eu
rope , said tijat if U . S . troops are with
drawn , the continent will be total in
defensible , j in an interview in the
Frankfurte A llgemeine Zeitung J une
2 1 . Gener Mack, a West German ,
also said t t there was no strategic
substitute £ r the American intercon
tinental bal istic missile forces .
1

��

• AT LE

T 20 West German par
liamentari s are homosexuals, but
"won't say 0 openly," a leading West
German h
osexual activist has es
timated . "($ays are 5% of the popu
lation, higi1f:r among intellectuals; so,
if you do
calculations , you come
up with at I ast 20. " The only admit
ted homos ual in parliament is Her
bert Ruesc e , chief pederast of the
Green Partf.

1
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Donald T. Regan plays
palace politics . . . again
by Jeffrey Steinberg

White House Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan is apparently
using the Washington Post and-the New York Times as leak
sheets for stories targeted against other ranking officials in
the Reagan administration-despite recent efforts by the
President and several cabinet secretaries to crack down against
the use of leaks to sabotage administration policies and en
danger national security .
In a June 26 telephone interview , an aide to White House
spokesman Edward Djerejian confirmed to EIR that New
York Times scribbler Seymour Hersh had received a White
House background briefing on Panama from either Donald
.
Regan or one of Regan ' s staff, who are not-so-affectionately
referred to in Washington inner circles as Don Regan' s "mice ,"
just before Hersh ' s front-page story .
A June 1 2 Hersh story on alleged corruption in Panama
reported that Panama Defense Forces chief Gen . Manuel
Noriega has been aiding the U . S . Central Intelligence Agen
cy by spying on Nicaragua and Cuba . The Hersh article , the
first of a two-part series that carried a broadside and slander
ous attack against Noriega , coincided with Senate hearings
on Panama chaired by Jesse Helms (R-N . C . ) .
Helms has been the Senate leader o f a violent campaign
of Mexico- and Panama-bashing ordered from Wall Street to
ensure that no debtors' cartel emerges out of the current round
of debt negotiations between the banks , the Treasury De
partment , the International Monetary Fund , and several ma
jor Ibero-American nations.
The Hersh revelations about Noriega' s assistance to the
CIA are the crassest form of assassination set-up. The claim
that Noriega is a U . S . intelligence asset poses a direct threat
to General Noriega, who could now be targeted for assassi
nation by the Soviets for his alleged cooperation with the
CIA . According to a Defense Intelligence Agency official
interviewed by EIR, the source of much of the material for
62
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the Hersh article was Donald T . Regan .
The DIA official , who is, intimately familiar with the
Panama situation and the backroom diplomatic war that
erupted as the result of the Helms hearings and the New York
Times smears , said Regan sought to ensure himself a "credi
ble denial" that he leaked the material by timing the leak to
coincide with the closed-door Helms hearings .
Hersh's published charges of Noriega involvement in
drug-running and money-Iauildering were sharply contra
dicted by officials of the U . S . Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration , both in testimony before closed-door sessions of the
Helms Subcommittee on He rriispheric Affairs , and in a per
sonal letter sent by DEA administrator John Lawn to General
Noriega 24 hours after the Helms hearings .
The Lawn letter, accordin to an official DEA statement,
praised the Panamanian general as one of the strongest U . S .
allies i n the war o n drugs . One ranking DEA official who had
delivered sealed testimony before the Helms committee
pointed out , as one example , that a Panama City bank that
Hersh alleged was a money-laundering spot controlled by
Noriega had actually been shut down as the result of a joint
U . S . -Panama investigation . The information that launched
that probe , directed at the Firstlnteramericas Bank , had come
from Noriega .
On June 24 , the Washington Post carried a front-page
attack on National Security Adviser Vice-Adm . John M .
Poindexter, b y Lou Cannon and David Hoffman , accusing
Poindexter, among other things , of having failed to adequate
ly warn the President of the anticipated political fallout from
his announcement of droppi ng U . S . compliance with the
unratified SALT II treaty . Once again , according to the Post
article itself, the primary sourqe of the information was either
Donald T. Regan , or senior members of his staff, the "mice . "
Sources close to the administration say that the Regan

g
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attacks against Poindexter reflect both substantive disagree
ments that Regan has with several recent administration ini
tiatives , and a more general , longstanding desire to minimize
the role of national security adviser. When Robert McFarlane
resigned as national security adviser last December, both
Regan and Secretary of State George Shultz called for down
grading the post as a means of enhancing their own policy
influence with the President . It was widely reported at the
time that Shultz and Regan believed that Poindexter, a career
military officer, would play a low-key staff role outside the
mainstream of administration policy making .
The issue in the "Get Poindexter" bid is strategic , having
to do with evaluations of Soviet intentions . According to the
sources , Poindexter has tended to align himself inside admin
istration policy circles with Defense Secretary Caspar Wein
berger on such decisions as the President ' s May 1 7 repudia
tion of SALT II , and the general upgrading of U . S . strategic
assessments of Soviet intentions following the February con
gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union .
The Cannon-Hoffman knife-attack on Poindexter was
based on interviews with White House "senior" staffers who
insisted on remaining unnamed . The "mice" again?

Keeping security loose

Earlier this year, several major newspapers published
classified "leaks" on U. S. intelligence methods used in gath
ering evidence of Libyan involvement in a series of terrorist
bombing attacks in West Germany . In response , CIA Direc
tor William Casey called the editors of five major U . S . news
papers on the carpet and threatened prosecution under a 1 950
national security law .
A case is now awaiting decision by the Justice Depart
ment against an NBC journalist, James Polk , an associate of
the radical-liberal Institute for Policy Studies , who did a
televised newscast leaking information about U . S . subma
rine spying on the Soviet Union .
In the wake of those leaks , Admiral Poindexter ordered a
staff report recommending tightening of security procedures
within the administration-including broad use of polygraph
tests and the creation of a special FBI unit with fulltime
responsibility for probing leaks damaging to national secu
rity . At a cabinet working-group meeting several months
ago, Poindexter presented the staff report and recommenda
tions . It won the enthusiastic support of Casey , Weinberger,
and National Security Agency director Gen . William E .
Odom. Donald T. Regan , Treasury Secretary James Baker
III, and George Shultz opposed the recommendations as too
severe . A stalemate resulted . Apparently, no further initia
tives were taken to stop the leaks .
Not surprisingly , the public disclosure of the cabinet
level debate over the needed tightening of security came as a
result of leaks-again from Don Regan' s "mice"-who
passed to the press the minutes of the cabinet working-group
session and the text of the staff memorandum prepared for
Admiral Poindexter.
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California AIds
initiative certified
by Marianna Wertz

1

A citizens' initiative , mandating the application of public
health measures to the deadly disease! AIDS , was officially
certified for the Nov . 3 ballot in Cali rnia on June 25 . The
office of Secretary of State March FOI.g Eu released a state
ment to the press, stating that initiativ petitions were found
by random sampling to bear · the valid signatures of 505 ,5 10
registered voters . As 443 , 2 1 9 signatw-¢s are required to qual
ify an initiative for the ballot, the measure was certified .
The announcement of certification.Jcame on the same day
that press headlines reported to the wprld on findings at an
international conference on AIDS , bclng held in Paris, that
AIDS is "epidemic" in Africa, the tro ics , and in the United
States.
In press conferences held simulta ouslY in Los Angeles
and Sacramento, Prevent AIDS Nowi Initiative Committee
(PANIC) president Khushro Ghandhi aiId vice president Brian
Lantz explained what the initiative will require , if it is voted
up in the November election . The �easure mandates that
"AIDS" and "the condition of being a carrier of the HTLV
III virus" shall "be placed and mainta.ned by the director of
the Department of Health Services o the list of reportable
diseases and conditions mandated by ealth and Safety Code
Section 3 1 23 . " The California Code provides for standard
measures of public health-including population screening
and quarantine-for all diseases whidh are so placed on its
list of reportable diseases and conditions .
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Hottest political issue
The PANIC Initiative , as it is call� , is the hottest politi
cal item in California since Propositi�n 1 3 . Its foes are at
tempting to portray it as the "LaRou e initiative ," associ
ating it with Democratic president l candidate Lyndon
LaRouche , founder of the National DeJnocratic Policy Com
mittee . Ghandhi and Lantz are both �fficers of the NDPC ,
and NDPC activists gathered a large nlinber of the signatures
to qualify PANIC for the ballot.
1
The initiative has drawn widespre support in California
and from around the nation , from tho$e Americans who are
outraged that a deadly disease is bein treated as a question
of civil rights , rather than a question �f public health . Even
in the Bay Area, with the highest c mcentration of AIDS
victims per capita in the nation , a J e 23 radio poll con
ducted by the largest Bay Area radio station, KGO, resulted
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in 53% of the record number of 768 callers supporting the
"separation" of AIDS victims from the general population .
Khushro Ghandhi states in his circular letter in support of
the initiative , "AIDS is the only disease in recent U . S . history
to which we have not applied the usual measures applied to
every other such epidemic . It should be obvious , that the only
reason for the unusual way in which AIDS has been handled
by public health officials, is pure , naked political pressure . "
Just how naked, and how heavy that pressure i s , has
begun to surface in opposition to the initiative . One of its
prominent detractors , Los Angeles City Councilman Joel
Wachs , called the initiative "the single greatest threat to civil
liberty since Nazi Germany . " Wachs , who said on June 25
that he will devote " 1 1 0%" of his time to defeating the initia
tive , is a leading "gay rights" advocate.
In West Hollywood, a major homosexual center in the
state, the homosexual paper Frontiers titled its coverage of
the initiative: "This is War." A parade on June 22 in West
Los Angeles drew out close to 200,000 activists to demon
strate on "Gay Pride Day" against the initiative and its con
nection to Lyndon LaRouche. Placards with the slogan "No
to LaRouche" were prominently displayed throughout the
line of march .
The opposition effort has reportedly raised $275 ,000 in
pledges to date , and has set a goal of $6 million to finance its
campaign to defeat the initiative . The leadership of the "Stop
LaRouche" movement, as it is being called , includes the
following individuals:
• Harry Britt, homosexual member of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors and a vice-president of Social Demo
crats U . S . A . , Michael Harrington ' s branch of the Socialist
International .
• Bruce Decker, Chairman of the California AIDS Ad
visory Committee, appointed by Gov . George Deukmejian
(R) ; board member of the gay-rights electoral organization,
the Municipal Election Committee of Los Angeles (ME

CLA) .
• Roberto Esteves , president of the Alice B . Toklas Gay
Democratic Club , who is assuming responsibility for liaison
with "the straight community . "
• The Revolutionary Workers League, a Maoist sect that
advocates "worker-community defense guards" to protect
against "racist , sexist , homophobic cops . "
• The American Civil Liberties Union , which i s arrang 
ing free legal help for anyone associated with the campaign
to defeat the initiative .
The effort to defeat the initiative was to be formally
launched on June 29 , at the annual San Francisco Gay Pride
parade , which traditionally draws up to 300,000 . Plans were
made to focus the entire parade against the initiative , and to
make "Defeat LaRouche" the most prominent slogan . The
anti-initiative leadership has made clear that their efforts have
only two goals: ensuring that the issue is not "gay vs . anti
gay ' ; and "stopping LaRouche from getting a foothold in
California. "
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Do You Have the
Latest
Ammunition
To Fight for the
SD'I?
Japan and the SDI :
An Inside Look
Japan's full-sca le partici pation i n t h e u.s. Stra
tegic Defense I n itiativ� could shorten the re
search time for deployment by a full two years.
and bring enormous economic and defense
benefits to Japan.
How this can happen is detai led i n the j ust
publ ished transcript of a two-day conference
in Tokyo, "SOl: M i l itary, Economic, and Strategic
I m p l ications. " sponsored by the F usion Energy
Foundation and the Schiller Institute on April 2223, with 180 members of Japan's scientific and
political el ite i n attendance.
The consensus at the end of the two days was
that Japan's partici pation in the SOl as an equal
partner is both necessa ry and urgent. . As Prof.
Makoto Momoi of the Yom i uri Research Center
put it, "Every day that Japan does not partici
pate in the SOl is another day lost" i n the battle
to counter the Soviet threat.
Top U.S., E u ropea n, and Japanese scientific, mil
ita ry, and political representatives d iscussed:
• the latest technolog ies of the SOl;

• specifically what Japan can contribute;
• the political climate in Japan;

• the nature of the Soviet threat.

F u l ly documented at the conference is how SOl
technologies will bring a bout a 100-fold leap in
energy flux density, abruptly reversing the de
cline in productivity i n industry.

Now, the full proceed.ngs of the conference
are ava i lable In a tra�script. Order your copy
for $100.00 by writing ,he Fusion E nergy Foun
dation, P.O. Box 17149, Washington, D.C. 200410149. Or cal l (703) 771-7000 to place your order
by telephone. Visa/MasterCard accepted.
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Moynihan orders Kirk
attack on LaRouche
by Stephen Pepper
In a most extraordinary display of muddled thinking and
outright lies , Democratic National Committee chairman Paul
Kirk delivered a diatribe in Albany , New York against 1 988
presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche and LaRouche
Democrats , in which he introduced a program of vicious
measures to cut off the ballot-access of the LaRouche move
ment. The speech served as the opening of a forum series on
topics of the party, and to judge from this performance , it got
off on the wrong foot .
Kirk reviewed the usual litany of lies from such sources
as the drug-lobby ' s High Times writer Dennis King and the
long discredited report compiled by the Anti-Defamation
League (ADL) on LaRouche organizations . What was new
in Kirk's peroration was the decibel level of the name-calling .
Invoking the names of Hitler and Mussolini , Kirk alleged
that the LaRouche forces were imposters who used fraud and
violence. Adding to the verbal assault was Gov . Mario Cuomo
of New York, who was reported by the New York Times to
"literally tremble with anger" as he called the LaRouche
Democrats , "a dangerous cult" prone to "brutal and violent
conduct. "
Even compensating for the general proclivity among pol
iticians-especially of the radical stripe-to use hyperbole
and outright lies , this performance is highly unusual . It be
comes clearer, however, when one knows that Kirk was
invited, or rather ordered , to come to New York to deliver
this jeremiad by none other than Sen . Daniel Patrick Moy
nihan . It is Moynihan who has undertaken , on behalf of the
ADL, a personal effort to eliminate the LaRouche factor from
Democratic politics .
Moynihan knows that LaRouche i s right about his appeal
to the "forgotten voter" within the Democratic Party , partly
because Moynihan is responsible for leading the Democrats
into forgetting about the "minorities" that play such an im
portant role in the party . A trace of this concern came through
in the answer period following Kirk ' s speech . When asked
why so many people vote for the LaRouche candidates de
spite the foghorn of lies that are broadcast in all directions ,
Kirk replied, "Perhaps there i s a void i n the party . . . . Some
say the voters are attracted to what the LaRouchies have to
say . I have always said you can never take the voters for
granted . "
The day before , a t a separate forum that brought together
a spectrum of party leaders including former Virginia Gov .
EIR
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Charles Robb , Moynihan said that th� party was in the worst
shape since the Civil War. "The par,llel is not perfect . The
Copperhead Democrats of the Civil ar never repented . The
veterans and inheritors of the New Deal and Great Society
do little else . "
Behind the blow-hard rhetoric tnat i s coming out o f so
called Democratic leaders is a clear recognition that the
LaRouche movement is addressing a real and growing dis
content among traditional Democrati¢ constituencies : minor
ities , blue-collar workers , farmers , �d
small and middle.
level business and management.
Confirmation of this came from J . Michael McKeon , who
was the only Democratic pollster tq predict the LaRouche
victories in Illinois. McKeon told a reporter, "Senator Moy
nihan is the only person in the Democratic Party · who is
thinking seriously of how to responfi to LaRouche . That's
why he brought me to Washington . " i McKeon is now a con
sultant to both Moynihan and the American-Israel Political
Action Committee . McKeon ' s analysis is: "LaRouche has
about a 25% core vote throughout the country. With the
increasing impoverishment of the population, they are be
coming more radicalized and therefore more attentive to
LaRouche . Moynihan has just written a book on urban pov
erty and understands there is a political vacuum out there .
That's why he is listening to me . Mqynihan is most worried
about LaRouche ' s grassroot organizi.g and has no delusions .
He knows the LaRouche movement �s not dead as has been
declared by the media . . . . Look at how mainstream La
Rouche came across on Nightline , ending with that brilliant
comment about colonizing Mars . "

W

ADL on the defensive

Moynihan is personally pleading for a heightened and
coordinated response to the LaRouqhe threat . He is acting
directly to protect the Anti-Defamation League, which is
under immediate attack from LaRouthe Democrats , and in
creasingly coming under indirect attack from corruption ex
poses fostered by Republican-linked! U . S . Attorneys in sev
eral cities , most notably New York. It was not lost on ob
servers that Jerry Rosen , New York State head of the ADL ,
ostentatiously delivered to Kirk a cQPY of the ADL ' s noto
rious report on LaRouche , and Kirk just as ostentatiously
thanked him .
I
But most important, Kirk put t,* imprint of the Demo
cratic national apparat behind a declhration of war against a
substantial part of the party-the LaRouche wing . He said
that the party would put together a National Lawyers Council
to go after all petitions submitted by LaRouche candidates; it
would do background checks on LaRouche candidates . He
urged doing everything , "legal , political or otherwise , to -get
these folks off the ballot . " While tile name-calling and the
bravura about stopping LaRouche is for the edification of the
gullible , the reality is that the great 'efenders of democracy
are convinced that only a mailed-fist approach will stop
LaRouche and his supporters .
National
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Latest Supreme Court ruling
condemns handicapped newborns
by Linda C. Everett
The Supreme Court's June 9 decision to strike down the
Reagan administration' s controversial Baby Doe Rulings
opens the floodgates for Sparta-like slaughter of the nation ' s

handicapped newborns.
In the opinion of four judges , an infant born with a hand
icap cannot be considered a "qualified" handicapped individ
ual who has his right to life-saving medical treatment pro
tected by the federal government, if his parents refuse to
consent to medical treatment . The 5-3 decision argues that
since it is usually the parents who instruct doctors not to treat
their child but to "let him die ," then there is no "evidence" of
discrimination by doctors or hospitals against the handi
capped child , and thus no "reasoning" that warrants federal
intervention into the state ' s traditional role of protecting
handicapped infants ' lives . After reducing the role of the
nation' s highest court in protecting and guiding its people , to
a mechanical exercise , this court goes on to eliminate that

responsibility altogether.
The decision states that the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973
did not authorize the government "to give unsolicited advice
to parents , to hospitals , or to states who are faced with diffi
cult treatment decisions concerning handicapped children . "
Justice John Paul Stevens announced the decision which was
joined by Justices Thurgood Marshall , Harry Blackmun , and
Lewis Powell . Chief Justice Warren E . Burger concurred
with Stevens ' s conclusion , but undercut the majority opinion
by not joining in its reasoning and in an unusual move ,
provided no concurring opinion to explain why. Justice White
entered a dissenting opinion with Justice Brennan joining .
Justice O'Connor wrote a separate dissenting opinion , agree
ing with four of the five points discussed by Justice White .

Four years of legal battles
The hotly contested issue of government intervention into
the fate of handicapped newborns began in April 1 98 2 , when
an Indiana baby , born with mild Down' s Syndrome , was
starved to death when its parents refused to allow life-saving
surgery to remove an esophageal obstruction that blocked
oral feeding . Within weeks of the murder, President Reagan
directed the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS)
66
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to instruct all federally funded facilities that Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1 crJ3 provides: "that no otherwise
qualified individual . . . shall solely by reason of his handi
cap, be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance . "
HHS established procedures to assure enforcement of
Section 504 by posting notices in health-care facilities , re
quiring state child-protection agencies to prevent unlawful
medical neglect of the handicapped , expedited access to med
ical records, and expedited action compliance to protect the
infant' s life, with a temporary restraining order if necessary .
These Interim Rules , which require the availability of a tele
phone "hot line" to report suspected violations , were over
turned in April 1 983 by the U . S . District Court of Washing
ton , D . C . which called the regulations "arbitrary and capri
cious . "
B y February 1 984 , the '�Baby Doe" regulations were re
tailored into "interpretive guidelines" calling for no "heroics"
to prolong the "dying process" and for setting up Infant Care
Review Committees to decide who gets treatment . In March,
these , too , were challenged by the American Medical Asso
ciation , the American Hospital Association , American Acad
emy of Pediatrics, etc . in the District Court for the Southern
District of New York, which held that the regulations were
beyond HHS ' s statutory authority under Section 504 and
enjoined the HHS Secretary and its officers and agents in a
sweeping nationwide injunction against undertaking any de
cision, investigation , or regulation regarding the treatment
of handicapped newborns in any federally funded program .
The U . S . Court of Appeals affirmed that judgment in
December 1 984, based on . its own prior decision that the
government had no right to the medical records of a New
York infant with spina bifida ("Baby Jane Doe") , because
Section 504 is "wholly inlWplicable to the withholding or
withdrawal of nutrition or medically beneficial treatment from
handicapped infants-no matter how egregious the circum
stances . "
HHS then petitioned for the Supreme Court to review the
district court decision , citing directly the dissenting statement
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of Judge Winter. Judge Winter stressed that Congress explic
itly patterned Section 504 after Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1 964 , which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race in federally assisted programs , and had determined that
"discrimination on the basis of handicap should be on a sta
tutory par with discrimination on the basis of race . " Winter
concluded that the logic of the govemment' s position is "about
as flawless as a legal argument can be . " The Supreme Court
agreed to review the case , and heard oral argument in January
1 986.
The Supreme Court' s conclusion is based on a review of
the two possible categories of violations of Section 504 which
HHS offered: 1 ) when a hospital refuses to treat a handi
capped newborn "solely by reason of his handicap" or 2)
when a hospital fails to report cases of medical neglect to a
state child-protective agency . According to HHS , the 49
cases investigated "resulted in finding no discriminatory
withholding of medical care" because it was the parents , not
the hospitals, who refused to allow treatment . HHS also
conceded that its Final Rules show that Section 504 cannot
mandate that a hospital overrule a parental decision not to
treat , no matter how discriminatory . Thus, Justice Stevens
concludes there is neither evidence of violation of Section
504 , nor need for federal intervention .
The overly narrow and mechanical application of the 504
law by Justice Stevens totally misses the attempt by HHS to
address the slaughter of thousands in the nation ' s nurseries .
The Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources con
ducted hearings on the incidence and denial of medical teat
ment to the handicapped newborns and concluded , "This
practice is not isolated to one or two instances . " Of the esti
mated 30,000 severely handicapped children born yearly in
the United States, non-treatment results in the death of 5 ,000
of them . In 1 985 the U . S . Commission on Civil Rights con
cluded: "While occasional denial of routine medical care has
been reported , a much more serious problem involves the
apparent withholding of life-saving treatment for . . . in
fants , solely because they are handicapped . "
Properly, the dissenting opinion o f Justice White e t al .
attacks the sleight -of-hand justice that Stevens displays in the
decision . It suggests that regulation of health-care providers
is justified since doctors ' attitudes play a large role in shaping
a parent ' s decision to treat or not . Increasingly , hospitals and
doctors are pressed to buckle under to treatment restrictions
devised by cost-benefit analysis, insurance coverage , and ,
even more insidious, as the following case demonstrates , by
the "new medicine" shaped by the "new ethicists ," who are
not out to save your life . This new breed , which includes the
hospital "ethics" committees , decides that only those whose
quality of life would benefit from treatment , will get it .
The American Academy of Pediatrics , which brought suit
to stop HHS ' s B aby Doe intervention , published in its Oc
tober 1 983 Pediatrics magazine the results of a five-year
experiment by a group of Oklahoma doctors , who unbek
nowst to the parents decided which of 69 babies born with
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spina bifida would receive life-savin treatment based on the
doctors ' quality-of-life assessments bf the child and family .
The doctors recommended against I fe-saving treatment for
33 of the infants ; 24 died .
Justice Stevens faults HHS for . imposing an "absolute
obligation" on state agencies , and q�otes an earlier decision
that Section 504 is concerned only th discrimination in the
relative treatment of the handicapped and not with the abso
lute right to receive a particular treatment . He states that
nothing in the statute authorizes th Secretary of HHS "to
dispense with the law ' s focus on discrimination and instead
to employ federal resources to save 1he lives of handicapped
newborns without regard to whether they are victims of dis
crimination by recipients of federal flunds or nClt . "
The focus o f Section 504 was t o save lives , a s one o f the
principal sponsors of Section 504 , Sen . Hubert Humphrey ,
originally cited in congressional te�timony in 1 972: "I am
insisting that the civil rights of 40 milIlion Americans now be
affirmed and effectively guaranteed by Congress . . . the 22
million people with a severe physically disabling condition
. . . the hundreds of thousands crippled by accidents and the
destructive forces of poverty , and tlte 1 00 ,000 babies born
with defects each year. These peop� have the right to live ,
to work to the best of their abilitY""7to know the dignity to
which every human being is entitl�d . . . . Every child
gifted, normal , and handicapped-�as a fundamental right
to educational opportunity and the right to health . "

!
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Majority ruling 'indefensiblt' and 'misguided'

Justice White slams the majorit¥ opinion in his dissent
for oversimplifying the complexity pf the crisis which Sec
tion 504 and HHS address . The rqajority . he says, never
denies that discrimination occurs , y� it resolves the issue for
the nation at large , not by fully detttmining what situations
Section 504 might cover, but by f using on whether the
cases which HHS presented qualify li n the two narrow types
hite says the majority
of discrimination defined by HHS .
decision is "sidetracked from the straightforward issue of
statutory construction that the case presents . " White sees no
justification for the majority ' s acceptance of the lower court
conclusion that the HHS Secretary i was "without power to
issue any regulations whatsoever tha. dealt with infants' med
ical care . "
The Supreme Court had only on real issue before it, the
one which the principal sponsor of Section 504 , Congress
man Vanik , presented in his testim ny in 1 973 : "In ancient
Greece , in the city-state of Sparta, t e people would take the
handicapped newborn , and leave thtm to die of exposure on
the mountainside . Are we guilty of the same type of gross
neglect in this country?"
I
The Supreme Court gave its aQswer, along with those
medical institutions like the American Medical Association
which fought for and received, from the nation' s highest
court, the right to choose which i fants get treatment and
which starve .
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Off the Record

Seymour Hersh and
the DeMoss affairs
by Scott Thompson
On June 1 9 , CIA Director William Casey called investigative
reporter Seymour Hersh to warn that he faced possible pros
ecution , if Hersh should include "communications intelli
gence" in his forthcoming book on the Soviet downing of the
Korean airliner KAL-007 . Informed sources believe Casey
was partially prompted to take this step , because a June 1 2
New York Times article by Hersh had recklessly endangered
the life of Gen . Manuel Noriega, commander of the Pana
manian Defense Forces .
That article , timed to coincide with leaks about General
Noriega from closed-door hearings held by Sen . Jesse Helms
(R-N . C . ) at the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on
Western Hemispheric Affairs , cited unnamed CIA sources
claiming that General Noriega served as a "double agent ,"
providing the Agency with intelligence on Soviet and Cuban
activities in Central America. Hersh ' s piece revealed that the
Agency was even able to read the Cubans' analysis of what
Noriega fed them-a story that , if true , puts the general ' s
life i n jeopardy from Cuban assassins .
Asked about Casey ' s cal l , Hersh said: ''I 'm not interested
in hurting national security , but I'm very aware of competing
interests and that national security is often used to justify
other things. " In an earlier statement , Hersh was more direct:
"I hate secrets . I don ' t think there should be secrets . . . . I
happen to believe that making sure every car gets 25 miles to
the gallon is the most important kind of national security . "

Strange bedfellows
Many conservative supporters of Senator Helms have
expressed shock to find him a political bedfellow of Seymour
"Psywar" Hersh . But on June 2 1 , Helms praised the innuendo
and slander that Hersh had poured out against General Norie
ga-all purportedly from high-level sources with access to
"highly classified intelligence . " Helms is thus on record
praising the reckless endangerment of V . S . intelligence as
sets abroad .
Hersh is the perfect shill for Helms ' s plan to "democra
tize" Panama by installing a lackey of Adolf Hitler, Arnulfo
Arias, whom Helms claims is the rightful President. Hundreds
of V . S . intelligence documents from the National Archives
show Arias to have met with SS chief Heinrich Himmler; to
have opened meetings with the Nazi salute and "Heil Hitler";
to have trafficked in narcotics; to have sought to drive the
V . S . from Panama during World War II; and to have rewrit68
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ten the Panamanian Constitution upon taking office to dis
criminate against Jews . Since a 1 94 1 coup co-sponsored by
the V. S . embassy , the Panamanian Defense Forces have kept
this goose stepping Nazi out of power. Hersh claims he did
not know that Helms is so committed to Arias , that he would
topple the Panamanian military to put him in power.
Informed sources report that an employee in the firm of
Colby , Bailey , Werner, who assisted Helms in preparing
hearings to back Arias , may have also fed material to Hersh.
While the exact identity of Hersh ' s sources is still under
investigation , it is notable that almost the same charges ap
peared later in a piece under the name of Washington syndi
cated columnist Georgie Anne Geyer-except she claimed
they had been discussed at Senator Helms ' s hearings . A
member of Geyer' s staff disclosed that she had talked with
Helms aide Deborah DeMoss about the hearings . Informed
sources allege that Geyer' s article was drafted by DeMos s ' s
superior in Helms ' s office , J i m Lucier.
When investigating leaks, the operating procedure is:
"Don 't look under the bed , look in it . " An earlier case in
volving DeMoss , may prove this rule . A government official ,
a leading journalist, and a noted author all claim that she had
an affair with Col . Roberto D' Aubuisson , the El Salvador
right-winger who was Helms ' s favorite to be installed as
President . Helms ' s staff had picked up D' Aubuisson at a
1 980 Buenos Aires meeting of the World Anti-Communist
League (also attended by Bologna train-station bomber and
hired assassin of the Bolivian "cocaine colonels," Stefano
Delle Chiaie) . DeMoss was assigned to introduce D' Aubuis
son to Washington , and she later visited him frequently in El
Salvador.
Senator Helms was on such intimate terms with D' Au
buisson ' s ARENA Party , that his staff allegedly leaked a
fabricated story that V . S . Ambassador to El Salvador Thom
as Pickering was "the purchasing agent" through which the
CIA funneled an estimated $600 ,000 to D ' Aubuisson ' s op
ponent , Jose Napoleon Duarte . This phony story , similar to
allegations concerning Noriega from the recent Helms Pan
ama hearings, triggered a plot, which may have been linked
to D ' Aubuisson , to murder the V . S . ambassador.
But DeMoss did more . When the White House warned
Senator Helms on May 1 7 , 1 984 that it had sent special
presidential-envoy Vernon Walters to confront D' Aubuisson
on the plot , she warned D' Aubuisson . Before the President ' s
envoy could deplane the next day , D ' Aubuisson called a
press conference claiming he had just discovered a left -wing
plot to murder the V . S . ambassador.
DeMoss would not return calls about the leaks from the
Helms hearings . But, asked about reports of an affair with
D' Aubuisson , she phoned back to say: "I categorically deny ,
and if you do not print my denial , I ' l l sue . " As for leaking to
her alleged lover that he was suspected of being part of a
murder conspiracy , DeMoss said: "I did it on orders from
President Reagan , relayed by Senator Helms . " White House
spokesmen have not confirmed this story .
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Eye on Washington

House , 10 and behold , the major net
works decided , in concert , not to carry
the speech . Their noon-hour soap op
eras were more important than what
the President had to say . Only the ca
ble network, CNN , carried the speech
live .
This disgrace to the President is
also a precedent, designed to diminish
his powers over the coming crucial
months-and Regan probably had it
all mapped out in advance .

Regan sets up Reagan
for disgrace
Putting a major chink in President
Ronald Reagan' s armor prior to the
bigger battles over the budget to come,
White House Chief of Staff Donald T .
. Regan suckered the President into a
disgraceful game of "tricking" House
Speaker Tip O ' Neill (D-Mass . ) on the
eve of the contra aid vote here June
24 .
O'Neill properly blamed Regan for
the set-up , which seriously hurt the
credibility of the President ' s modus
operandi of leaning , heavily and visi
bly , on the Congress to get his way
a talent which has gotten a lot of re
sults to this point , and which he will
need more than ever to salvage the
defense budget , prevent troop with
drawals from Europe , and maintain
adequate funding for the Strategic De
fense Initiative.
Regan apparently talked the Pres
ident into asking the impossible of 0'
Neill-an unprecedented opportunity
to address the House on the eve of a
major vote . That O ' Neill would say
"no" was certain . Regan then used that
answer to try to embarrass O ' Neill by
opting for a direct speech to the nation
from the Oval Office .
However, with help from the three
major networks , the entire affair blew
up in the President' s face-not unan
ticipated by his own chief of staff.
Not only did O'Neill blow the
whistle on the whole thing , but when
Reagan announced that he wanted to
address the nation from the White

-
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by Nicholas F. Benton

to run a dirty operation , while main
taining relations with the people you
are running the operation against .
�o mucn lOr �e craCKoown on
"leaks" imposed at the State Depart
ment recently , in "!thich one staffer' s
head was sacrificed . Still, the press
corps at the State
partment is gen
uinely rattled over pew security mea
sures there which Jle strict the areas in
the building whe"i the press can go
after hours . It' s al �ys good to remind
the press that they ¥e a security risk .

Ij>e

State Department ' leak '
methods j ustified
The fine art of greeting someone with
one hand and stabbing him in the back
with the other was explained to this
reporter by a State Department official
following recent open hearings on
Panama.
The official , on the staff of Under
secretary of State Elliot Abrams , ex
plained that there is "really no contra
diction" between the "official" State
Department line denying that there is
any substance to drug-running charges
made against Panama ' s Gen . Manuel
Noriega at those hearings , and the State
Department ' s refusal to denounce the
allegations as "irresponsible . " The
charges also ran in the New York

Times.

Officially, the staffer told me, "We
cannot risk our diplomatic relations
with the government of Panama by
making these accusations ourselves .
We have to say that, as far as we know,
they are without foundation . How
ever, the press , of course , is not bound
by any such restraints , and neither is
any individual congressman-al
though other nations sometimes have
a hard time understanding this . "
When asked why the State De
partment wouldn' t settle the whole af
fair simply by denouncing the New
York Times, the staffer said , "Oh , we
would never do that . What if the Times
is right?" In other words , the name of
the game is to use the New York Times

h Service

Public Healt

condemns it$elf

�

'
When the Public ealth Service announced that
,000 Americans
would be dead f m AIDS over the
next five years , t�e generally over
looked fact was � self-condemning
nature of the forec st.
Based on the a rage "incubation
period" for the A S virus , the vast
majority of the 1 , ,000 people pro
jected to die betw en now and 1 99 1
are people expose to the virus since
1 983-the year th� virus was discov
ered and an antibody test developed to
identify it .
:
That means th�t if the U . S . Public
Health Service had acted appropriate
ly in accordance With the severity of
the disease and implemented imme
diate , emergen<:y I/m iversal screening
and quarantine as
n as this test was
developed , most q! the 1 7 9 ,OOO peo
pie who are goingi to die would have
1
been saved .
In other wo s , we are talking
about 1 79 ,000 "a�oidable deaths" at
tributable to ond thing only-the
criminal inaction �f our government.
The cruel irony is �at the majority of
the victims of the� avoidable deaths
are the very peo�le who have been
duped , based on �onomic cost-cut
ting motives , in o opposing such
screening and qUl\rantining on "civil
rights" grounds . 1
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party pluralist democracy" and free-enter
prise economics-Le fails to pay debts to
international bankers .
The immediate two targets of this Sovi
et-inspired perversion of the 1 9t1l-century
American anti-colonial tradition are Mexico
and Panama.
According to the source . the revised
doctrine is designed to condition the Presi
dent to the New Yalta deal . the Soviet-East
ern Establishment arrangement to divide the
world into U . S . and Soviet "sphere of influ
ences ," by riveting his attention on the
Western Hemisphere and the Pacific Rim
to the exclusion of Europe . which goes to
the Soviets .
. •

Bigger military role
in war on drugs
The Reagan administration has proposed an
increased role for the U . S . military in the
war on drugs, Pentagon spokesman Chap
man Cox disclosed on June 20.
Cox said the military would supply more
materiel and other services , including intel
ligence gathering and the use of radar planes,
to the Coast Guard and other anti-drug units .
The military could not take a direct role in
arresting drug runners because of federal
laws, he said, "but [drug smuggling] does
have some national security implications . . .
and we can give civilian law-enforcement
people access to intelligence and equip
ment . "
According to Cox , the proposals were
an outgrowth of an extensive Navy exercise
in the Caribbean in October in which drug
smugglers in planes and boats were singled
out as "targets of opportunity" that resulted
in netting drugs worth $27 billion , about
1 0% of this year's defense budget . Called
Operation Hat Trick I, the operation was the
first coordinated, military-style operation
against drug smuggling .

'Monroe Society ' pushes
gunboat diplomacy
The James Monroe Society of Fredericks
burg, Virginia has been taken over by Jon
Speller and the KGB ring around Sen . Jesse
Helms (R-N . C . ) , and is being used to man
ufacture a fraudulent "revisionist" version
of the Monroe Doctrine . Speller, a top ad
viser to Helms , is one of the leading U . S .
operatives o f the "Trust, " the Soviet-allied
financial aparatus in the West .
According to sources in U . S . intelli
gence , the Monroe Society , which main
tains the official Monroe presidential ar
chives, is preparing a series of monographs
aiming at convincing President Ronald Rea
gan that the Monroe Doctrine demands U . S .
gunboat interventions into any nation i n the
Hemisphere that does not conform to "two-
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DEA head defends
Noriega against Helms
On May 8. the day that Sen . Jesse Helms
(R-N . C . ) began closed hearings on Gen .
Manuel Noriega, head of Panama' s Defense
Forces and the object of attacks recently in
such journals as the New York Times and
Washington Post, Drug Enforcement Ad
ministrator John C. Lawn sent General No
riega a letter.
The complete text of the letter was pub
lished in Lima. Peru . in the daily EI Com
ercio, on June 1 8 . We reprint excerpts here:
" . . . I would like to take this opportu
nity to reiterate my deep appreciation for the
vigorous anti-drug-trafficking policy that you
have adopted, which is reflected in the nu
merous expulsions from Panama of accused
traffickers, the large seizures of cocaine and
precursor chemicals that have occurred in
Panama and the eradication of marijuana
cultivations in Panamanian territory .
"Regarding the question of attacking the
profits accumulated by drug traffickers . I
look forward to the day when all govern
ments develop the means to systematically
identify and seize those illegal profits . . . .
The letter was distributed by the Pana
manian embassy with a note , also printed ,
which asserts that all the charges against
Noriega are an attempt to discredit the De
fense Forces and prevent handing over the
canal to Panama.
"

Roy Cohn disbarred
by New York court

A New York State Court on June 24 ordered
Roy M . Cohn disbarred . calling his conduct
"unethical , unprofessional" and in one case
"particularly reprehensible . "
The unanimous decision by a five-judge
panel of �he Appellate Division of the State
Supreme ' Court stated , "We find the evi
dence so icompelling . . . as to leave no re
course bIll to order disbarment . "
The order for disbarment was based on
four cases dating back to the 1 960s . includ
ing a chatge that his law firm misappropriat
ed funds i that he lied on his application to
the Washington . D . C . bar. and attempted to
get the senile head of Schenley Industries .
Lewis Rosenstiel , to name Cohn an executor
of his wiil .
Roy Cohn' s political machine is being
torn apart by corruption scandals in New
York , including charges against his law
partner, Bronx Democratic Party chief Stan
ley Friedman . In the past . Cohn served as
the right-hand man to Sen. Joe McCarthy
during his 1 950s "anti-Communist" witch
hunts . He has also been the attorney to sev
eral big-name organized-crime bosses .

Suspected spy
hired by senators
Suspected Israeli secret-service (Mossad)
operative Michael Pillsbury . who was fired
as assistant undersecretary of defense for
policy planning on the pretext he was re
sponsible for leaks to the press , but who was
, suspected of more serious espionage activi
ties , was hired on June 24 by Sens . Gordon
Humphrey , Chic Hecht , Jesse Helms , and
Orrin Hatch.
Long associated with another suspected
Mossad operative still in government , As
sistant Sfcretary of Defense for Technology
Transfer Richard Perle, Pillsbury will work
on foreign policy issues for the senators .
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Because Hecht and Hatch are members
of the Select Committee on Intelligence . and
have access to classified information . some
administration officials have reported con
cern that Pillsbury will get his hands on new
secrets .

Railroading of LaRouche
associate sidetracked

•

State Judge Lawrence E. Wood denied a
petition from a branch of the du Pont fam i ly ,
which would have put 29-year-old Lewis du
Pont Smith under state guardianship be
cause of his political affiliation with 1 988
Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon
H. LaRouche , Jr.
On June 24, the judge ruled that the fam
ily had failed to bring sufficient evidence to
show that Lewis Smith required "guardian
ship of the person ," in addition to the guard
ianship over his finances , which the court
ordered earlier.
The Philadelphia judge announced that
he would rule on Lewis Smith ' s petitions for
exceptions to the terms of financial guardi
anship within 30 days .
Judge Wood was asked by the E. New
bold Smith family to apply to Smith . a nor
mal individual , a state statute that is gener
ally applied to individuals in a coma or oth
erwise unable to take care of themselves
physically.
Du Pont family-lawyer Leonard Dubin
argued that the statute can be applied much
more broadly by families seeking to "res
cue" their children from political groups or
environments they consider undesirable or
coercive.
Attorney Jim Crummett , speaking for
Lewis Smith, argued that application of the
statute as an "anti - cul t" measure , would not
only be unprecedented and violate the intent
of the legislature, but would violate the in
dividual ' s constitutional rights to free polit
ical association .
Smith is seeking to throw out the entire
state-court proceeding , through injunctive
relief in federal Court, on this constitutional
ground .
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Teller proposes colony
on Moon before 2000

Physicist Dr. Edward Teller, speaking at a
conference of the U . S . Space Foundation in
Washington , D . C . in mid-June , said that a
colony on the Moon should be established
"before the end of the century ." and stated
it could be technologically feasible any time
after the next three years .
Teller said that the best potential for in
expensive launches into space lay in the use
of high-energy ground-based lasers firing
into the rear of unmanned rockets . He
stressed heavy reliance on robotics by a
Moon colony . and , since "you can squeeze
oxygen out of green cheese ," the Moon can
function as a refueling station that would
make the exploration of the planetary sys
tem infinitely easier.
When asked about cooperation with the
Soviets, Teller said . 'Til go you one further.
I ' l l say even with the French . "

• THE JU$TICE Department has
ruled that individuals infected with
AIDS can be fired from a job if that
will help stop the spread of the dis
ease. While acknowledging that AIDS
victims have certain rights under the
law , the opinl.on states. "It is imper
ative to reco�nize the distinction be
tween the di�bling effects of AIDS
on its victims land the ability to spread
the condition !to others . . . . The risk
of medical I uncertainty must be
borne. "
• LEGIONNAIRES Disease has
caused three deaths in a Connecticut
hospital . TheiHospital of St . Raphael
discovered t.e Legionella pneumo
phila bacteri · in the water system, the
same place t was discovered in a
British Hos pji tal where cases broke
out . The infe¢tion has a 1 5-30% mor
tality rate an is treatable , according
to the Centef$ for Disease Control .

1
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• RICHAIiD LUGAR, Senate
Foreign Reh_ions Committee chari
man , ordered a staff inquiry into al
legations of �rug�running in a num
ber of Latin �merican and Caribbean
countries by he Nicaraguan Contras .
"There is a owing concern that of
ficial and qu .si-official elements in a
number of 4tin American countries
may be involved in a network smug
gling narcoti4:s into the United States.
This is a national security issue as
serious as thq growing threat of state
sponsored terrorism," Lugar said .

�
!t

CIA chief Casey wants
laws against ' leaks '
CIA Dircctor William Casey says tougher
laws against the U . S . news media' s publi
cation of classified material would do more
to protect intelligence information than us
ing polygraph tests on government workers
suspected of leaking the material .
Casey , in an interview in the July edition
of Washington Journalism Review, said pre
ventive action should be legislated first, with
polygraph testing used as "an effective tool"
to track down government leaks once they
occur.
"There is just too much information that
hostile countries can get from the American
press. We need to get a better control over
that whole process . "
Recently , the agency threatened t o pros
ecute five major news media if they pub
lished material relating to U . S . intelligence
on Libyan terrorist activities .

• SYNDIdATED columnist Ralph
de Toledanolattacked the Anti-Defa
mation League in his June 23 col
umn , ridiculing the ADL operation
against Ausd'ian President-elect Kurt
Waldheim , s/iying its actual intention
is to flaun� ADL invulnerability .
Anyone whq criticizes the ADL, De
Toledano noles, is labeled a "Hitler
ite ," or, wIiat the ADL considers
worse , "a s�pporter of Ronald Rea
gan . " If one identifies a Jew as a com
munist, one us slandered as a Hitler
ite . As a result of the ADL ' s behav
ior, it is cre*ing anti-Semites by the
thousands , De Toledano concludes.
National
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Editorial
Stop separatist plot against Mexico

Elections upcoming on July 6 in the northern border
state of Chihuahua, in Mexico , are taking on global

importance . The picture EIR has put together from well

informed intell igence sources indicates that the Chihu
ahua vote will be used by the enemies of Mexico (and
the United States) to foment a "separatist" movement .

�

This will be similar in character to the Sikh terrorist

"Trust . "
The strategic goal of the Chihuahua game is to cre

p

ate an apparent need to de loy U . S . military forces
along the border with Mexico-and in order to do that ,

to pull U . S . troops out of W�stern Europe-the "New

s-e aratist network which assassinated Indian Prime

Yalta" deal . This is planned at the very time that the

Minister Indira Gandhi , and has continued to hurl vio

Soviets are building up their military capability against

lence against the Indian nation .

Europe to the utmost , as artitles on page 26-3 1 and 46

Like the Sikh example , a "separatist" movement in
northern Mexico is designed to serve the interests of the
New Yalta deal which powerful Western banking cir
cles want to make with the Kremlin leadership , to di
vide up the world into two empires . The New Yalta
circles are determined to destroy any sovereign resis
tance to this plan .
An "independentist drive for a separate Chihuahua
republic" is likely to erupt after the July 6 elections in

that Mexican state , in the wake of a likely electoral loss

to the National Action Party (PAN) , an insider in a
London circle of Ibero-America policy-makers said on

document-and the liberal

press

is covering up that

buildup , to psychologically condition Americans to
support such an insane rede

Pl oyment .

The Chihuahua election has again brought into the
open the Nazi-communist alliance behind the "New
Yalta" deal . The PAN , whicb began its exi stence as the
Nazi party in Mexico , is working with the PSUM , the
former Communist Party of Mexico, in Chihuahua
against the mass-based , rulipg Revolutionary Institu

tional Party (PRI) . PAN and PSUM activists seized the
Board of Elections in Ciudtld Juarez , Chihuahua on
June 26 and held its membets as hostages , threatening

June 28 . "A 'national front ' is emerging that is sup

to lynch the representative on the election board of the

organizations , but there i s also a movement for thi s ,

were not recognized by the - State Electoral Commis

porting this , outside the PAN , among businessmen ' s
inside the PAN . "
I n this scenario, "An independent Chihuahua state
would be the aim . The Mexican government would
react , in a very strongly repressive way , as such an

PRI . The uprising took place after their representatives
sion . The PAN mayor and council of Chihuahua City
then ran full-page ads in the national press announcing
a hunger strike .

Sen . Jesse Helms seems to have no more qualms

independentist drive is total anathema to the govern

about allying with communists than his friends in the

is being supported by "private organizations" in the

Hemispheric Affairs subcomittee of the Senate on June

ment . " This source said that the "independentist" effort
United States .
We do not know if Sen . Jesse Helms , who has been
holding a notorious series of hearings in Washington to
demand the overthrow of the Mexican government, has
anything directly to do with the separatist plot . B ut it

drug-linked PAN outfi t . During hearings of his Western

26 , Helms relied on Mexican communist Heberto Cas

tillo , head of the proto-terrotist Mexican Worker' s Par

ty , to insist that the governOlent of Mexican President
Miguel de la Madrid is "illegitimate . " Castillo has a

longstanding relationship wi �h Castro ' s Cuba , since the

can hardly be a coincidence that Helms ' s "Mexico

days of his speech in Havana pontificating on armed

aims of the London bankers . It is documented (in the

Mexico .

bashing" hearings are so closely attuned to the policy

book ,
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supported the S ikh separatists , through the manipula
tions of one Jon Speller , an agent of the Anglo-Soviet

Derivative Assassination) that Helms ' s office

National

struggle as the "only way" to establish democracy in
Does Senator Helms agree?
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